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RÉSUMÉ 

La rupture de l’aorte (RA) est la lésion la plus commune parmi les larges vaisseaux et est détectée 

dans 10% à 15% des cas mortels liés aux accidents de voiture. Les mécanismes variés de RA 

(incluant l’éclatement soudain de l’aorte, la contrainte de l’aorte par les structures osseuses, 

l’augmentation soudaine de la pression appelée « coup de bélier » et la combinaison des 

mécanismes ci-dessus) peuvent être considérés comme a combinaison de deux types de 

contributions: la distraction aortique et la pression aortique. La dilatation aortique est liée aux 

mouvements de l’aorte résultant de la compression thoracique et est considérée comme un 

mécanisme primaire de RA. Cependant, l’effet de la pression sur la RA reste indéterminé.  

Des tests expérimentaux précédents sur échantillons cadavériques ont montré la difficulté de 

reproduire la RA ou de fournir des informations sur l’indice de lésion pour la RA. Les 

simulations par éléments finis n’ont pas permis d’étudies les mécanismes associés à la RA sur la 

contribution respective de ces deux phénomènes (i.e. distraction aortique et pression intra-

aortique). Ainsi, la réponse aortique et les mécanismes associés au RA restent incertains dans des 

conditions physiologiques de pression intra-aortique (écoulement sanguin) et les interactions avec 

les organes intra-thoraciques pendant les accidents de voiture.  

Pour étudier les mécanismes liés aux RAs dans les accidents de voitures en se focalisant sur les 

mécanismes associés à la pression intra-aortique, le travail est organisé en quatre parties: 1) 

quantifier la réponse aortique sous des conditions de chargement physiologiques, 2) identifier la 

nécessité de considérer la pression intra-aortique dans les RA associés aux accidents de voiture, 3) 

développer un modèle d’éléments finis incluant une fonction cardiaque réaliste et 4) et finalement 

étudier le mécanisme de RA pendant les accidents avec le modèle nouvellement développé. Les 

réponses aortiques sous des conditions de chargements physiologiques associés à l’activité 

cardiaque sont comparables avec ceux attendus pendant les accidents de voiture et devraient être 

simulées dans la simulation de la RA. La pression intra-aortique peut entrainer un risque 

important de la RA en cas d’accidents et est un facteur de risque critique pour une meilleure 

prédiction de la RA. La RA dans les accidents de voitures résulte d’un mécanisme combiné de 

l’étirement de l’aorte et de la pression intra-aortique dans lequel l’étirement aortique est la cause 

primaire et la pression intra-aortique la cause secondaire. 
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ABSTRACT 

Blunt aortic rupture (BAR) is the most common injury among large mediastinal vessels. BAR 

was detected in 10% to 15% of vehicle mortalities. BAR and as the second leading cause of death 

following blunt trauma in motor vehicle crash accidents (MVCAs). Various BAR mechanisms 

(including sudden aortic stretch, aorta entrapment by bony structures; sudden blood pressure 

stroke referred to as “water hammer effect” and the combination of these mechanisms above) 

could be considered as a combination of two sources of contribution: aortic distraction and intra-

aortic pressure. The aortic distraction is related to aortic motions resulting from thoracic 

compression and was postulated to be a primary BAR mechanism. However, the pressure effects 

on BAR remain to be indeterminate. 

Previous attempts to investigate BAR mechanisms included experimental tests on human or 

animal cadavers yielded limited success in reproducing BARs. The effects of human 

physiological activity on BARs could be challenging to be reproduced in cadaver experiments. 

Previous finite element (FE) models did not simultaneously investigate the BAR mechanisms of 

the two contribution sources (i.e. aortic distraction and intra-aortic pressure). Therefore, the aortic 

responses and BAR mechanisms remain to be ascertained under the effects of physiological intra-

aortic pressure (blood flow) and intra-thoracic organ interactions during MVCAs. 

The objective of the current work is to investigate BAR mechanisms in MVCAs with a focus on 

intra-aortic pressure mechanism. The work is organized in four parts: 1) to quantify aortic 

responses under physiological cardiac function, 2) to identify the necessity of considering intra-

aortic pressure for MVCA-related BARs, 3) to develop a FE model including realistic cardiac 

function and 4) finally to investigate the BAR mechanism during MVCA with the newly 

developed FE model. The aortic responses under physiological cardiac loadings were comparable 

with those expected in MVCAs and should be considered for MVCA-related BARs. Intra-aortic 

pressure could induce a significant BAR risk in MVCAs and was a critical factor to better predict 

BARs. The modeling of intercostal artery to constrain the descending aorta was also essential to 

predict BAR occurrences. The BAR in MVCA resulted from a combined mechanism of aortic 

stretch and intra-aortic pressure, in which aortic stretch was the primary cause with intra-aortic 

pressure as the secondary cause. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Aorta is one of the major arteries in the human body and blunt aortic rupture (BAR) is the most 

common injury among large mediastinal vessels. BAR was detected in 10~15% of vehicle 

mortalities [1-3] and was reported as the second leading cause of death following blunt trauma in 

motor vehicle crash accidents (MVCAs) [4]. The majority of BARs occurring in MVCAs were 

found in vehicle occupants (53.5%), followed by pedestrians, motorcyclists, bicyclists and truck 

occupants [3]. BAR often leads to fatality with 85% of the victims deceased at the collision scene 

[5]. If untreated, 30% of the remaining injured will decease within 24 hours [5]. Multiple injury 

mechanisms of BAR have been proposed, including sudden stretching of the aorta with rupture at 

isthmus [6]; entrapment of the aorta by the surrounding bony structures [7]; sudden stroke of 

blood pressure with what is referred to in literature as the water hammer effect [8] and the 

combination of different mechanisms including these above [5].  

To some extent, these mechanisms could be considered as a combination of two sources of 

contribution: aortic distraction and intra-aortic pressure. The aortic distraction is related to aortic 

motions resulting from thoracic compression and was postulated to be a primary BAR 

mechanism [9, 10]. However, the pressure effects on BAR are still controversial. Bass et al. [11] 

proposed a pressure-based injury index with a 101kPa threshold for 50% BAR risk. Forman et al. 

[12] suggested intraluminal pressure should only be a secondary mechanism due to the limited 

pressure gradient across the aortic wall during sled tests. Hardy et al. [9] further argued that blood 

pressure seemed unlikely to cause BAR alone considering the typical transverse rupture in 

MVCAs and Young-Laplace equation. 

The BAR injury mechanisms above were proposed mainly based on previous observations from 

autopsies after MVCAs, followed by animal and human body ex-vivo experiments. To confirm 

or further study these injury mechanisms, finite element (FE) models of the whole human body 

and the isolated aorta were also used to simulate the scenarios relevant with MVCAs. However, 

these previous experimental or numerical efforts had their corresponding limitations. The 

experimental simulations on human or animal cadavers yielded limited success in reproducing 

aortic injury [9, 10, 12-16]. They could not throw direct insight on the aortic stress or strain level 
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which was a useful index in investigating BAR mechanisms. Furthermore, the effects of human 

physiological activity (e.g. pulsatile intra-aortic pressure during cardiac cycle) on BARs could 

hardly be reproduced in cadaver experiments. FE simulations were able to obtain the aortic stress 

and strain information during MVCAs, but previous FE models always tended to be simplified. 

To be more specific, some models modeled the aortic blood with structural solid elements [17-

21]. The aorta responses due to initial intra-aortic pressure and the pressure increase resulting 

from blood flow occlusion (“water hammer effect”) were thus ignored in these models. Other 

models reproduced aortic blood flow in isolated aorta or aortic segment with fluid-structure 

interaction (FSI) approach, but they ignored the aortic responses resulting from interactions 

between aorta and intra-thoracic organs [22-24]. Therefore, previous FE models did not 

simultaneously investigate the BAR mechanisms of the two contribution sources (i.e. aortic 

distraction and intra-aortic pressure). In other words, the aortic responses and thus BAR 

mechanisms remain to be ascertained under the effects of physiological intra-aortic pressure 

(blood flow) and intra-thoracic organ interactions during MVCAs. 

The objective of current work is to investigate BAR mechanisms in MVCAs with a focus on 

intra-aortic pressure mechanism.  

To achieve this final objective, the current manuscript is organized as follows (see Figure 1.1):  

 Chapter 2 provides a state of the art on aortic anatomy, aortic wall structure, BAR 

epidemiology, BAR mechanisms and previous research approaches on the mechanisms. 

 Chapter 3 deals with an attempt to quantify the aortic wall stress levels under the effects of 

cardiac function, which combines the physiological intra-aortic pressure and the aortic root 

(AR) traction by left ventricle (LV) due to heartbeat. Aortic in-plane motion was assessed on 

magnetic resonance imagining (MRI) data. An isolated aorta FE model was developed and 

validated against the distensibility. Combining with the aortic longitudinal motion and the 

physiological intra-aortic pressure in literature, the aortic in-plane motion was applied to the 

aorta FE model to evaluate the aortic wall stress level under different conditions of cardiac 

function. The results of this chapter serve to answer the question whether it is reasonable to 

ignore cardiac function in MVCA-related studies (see Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1: Workflow of the whole study to show the logic relationship among different chapters  
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 Chapter 4 aims to identify the necessity of considering intra-aortic pressure for BAR 

researches in MVCAs (see Figure 1.1). Aortic burst tests were conducted with human aortas 

by pressurizing the aortic lumen to quantify the intra-aortic pressure thresholds. A BAR-

related MVCA was reconstructed with FE simulations to obtain intra-aortic pressure levels in 

crash scenarios. The injury risk of BAR due to pressure was evaluated by comparing the 

experimental pressure thresholds and numerical pressure information. Additional mini-sled 

tests with isolated human aorta samples were performed under two different pressurizations. 

By comparing aortic deflections under the two pressurization conditions, the effects of intra-

aortic pressure on aortic mobility were evaluated. 

 Chapter 5 aims to develop an aorta FE model able to reproduce the intra-aortic pressure in a 

realistic cardiac function (see Figure 1.1) so as to include both contributions of injury 

mechanisms for MVCA-related BAR researches. A FE model was developed for an isolated 

aorta-heart system with FSI method. A normal cardiac cycle was simulated by modelling 

ventricular contraction and relaxation to reproduce the blood flow in the aorta. The 

simulation results were validated against the physiological cardiac outputs in terms of blood 

flow velocity, blood flow rate, wall shear stress (WSS) at different aortic sections. This 

isolated aorta FSI model was then integrated with a whole human body model. The 

integrated model was used to reconstruct a MVCA case involving BAR. The reconstructed 

injuries were validated against the case injury descriptions. The cardiac outputs of the 

integrated FSI model during crash were compared with the physiological outputs reproduced 

by the isolated aorta FSI model. 

 Chapter 6 aims to investigate the BAR mechanism during MVCA (see Figure 1.1). Two 

MVCA cases (a frontal-oblique crash and a lateral crash) involving BARs were reconstructed 

with a traditional whole human body model and the integrated FSI model. The reconstructed 

injuries were validated against case injury descriptions. The aortic responses including 

deformation, stress and strain levels were compared among the structural and FSI 

simulations. Sub-model scale structural simulations with different initial aortic luminal 

pressures were performed to quantify the aortic stress and strain levels under these different 

pressure conditions. The aortic responses were compared among these simulations to identify 
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the possible BAR mechanisms for the case and to justify the necessity of considering the 

initial physiological intra-aortic pressure for MVCA-related BAR researches. 

 Chapter 7 presents a general discussion and conclusion on what has been done in previous 

chapters.  
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CHAPTER 2 REVIEW OF INJURY BIOMECHANICS FOR BLUNT 

AORTIC RUPTURE 

2.1 Anatomy of aorta 

The aorta is a major artery which conveys oxygenated blood throughout the body. According to 

anatomical compartment, aorta can be divided into different sections (Figure 2.1): thoracic aorta, 

abdominal aorta and aortic bifurcation [25]. Thoracic aorta is the segment extending from the 

heart to the diaphragm while the abdominal portion continues from the diaphragm to the point 

where aorta bifurcates (i.e. aortic bifurcation). Thoracic aorta completely resides in the 

mediastinum (Figure 2.2), which is one out of the three compartments of thoracic cavity. The 

mediastinum is bounded by the pleural cavities, thoracic sternum, thoracic vertebrae and 

diaphragm. 

 

Figure 2.1: Anatomy of isolated aorta to show different aortic segments and branches (adapted 

from http://humananatomychart.us/page/10/) 
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Thoracic aorta can be further divided into different sections (Figure 2.1) according to its course 

and its blood flow direction: ascending aorta (AA), aortic arch and descending aorta (DA) [25]. 

The AA begins as AR at the base of LV of the heart. It ascends obliquely, curving forwards and 

right, behind the sternum to the level of the upper border of the second left costal cartilage. The 

aortic arch continues from the ascending segment at the pericardial reflection on the aorta. It 

ascends diagonally back across the left side of the trachea and then descends to the level of fourth 

thoracic vertebrae. Three branches, known as superior arteries arise from the convex part of 

aortic arch (Figure 2.1): the brachiocephalic trunk, left common carotid and left subclavian artery. 

The ligamentum arteriosum, a vestige of the ductus arteriosus, attaches the pulmonary trunk to 

the inferior curvature of the arch (see Figure 2.2), which is also called as aortic isthmus. 

Continuing with aortic arch, the DA begins at the lower border of the fourth thoracic vertebrae 

and ends at the level of twelfth thoracic vertebrae in the diaphragmatic aortic aperture. The DA is 

confined to the posterior mediastinum and the thoracic spine by intercostal arteries and the 

reflection of pleura. 

 

Figure 2.2: Anatomy of the mediastinum to show the thoracic aorta and its surrounding organs, 

where H and D correspond to heart and diaphragm (adapted from https:// 

radiologykey.com/mediastinum-and-heart/) 
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2.2 Structure of aortic wall 

The aorta is a tubular structure with two anatomical axes: circumferential (or transverse) and 

longitudinal (or axial) directions. The aortic wall consists of three distinct layers (displayed in 

Figure 2.3): tunica interna (the intima), tunica media (the media) and tunica externa (the 

adventitia). The intima is the innermost layer of the artery, which mainly comprises a layer of 

endothelial cells in direct contact with the blood flow and a subendothelial layer of connective 

tissue. The media is the middle and the thickest layer of aorta. It consists of a complex three-

dimensional (3D) network of elastin, smooth muscle cells and bundles of collagen fibers. The 

transverse orientation of the network leads to the circumferentially orientated media able to resist 

high loadings in this direction. As the outermost layer of the artery, the adventitia is mainly 

composed of connective elastic and collagen fibers and bundles of smooth muscle tissue. It is 

surrounded continuously by loose connective tissue, which often makes its outer boundary 

difficult to define. 

 

Figure 2.3: Micro-structure of aortic wall (adapted from [26]) 
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2.3 Epidemiologic study of BAR 

The first record of BAR-resulted death, caused by an equestrian accident, dates back to the 15th 

century. Nowadays, BAR is predominantly an injury resulting from road traffic accidents. It 

accounted for about 15% of the deaths due to MVCAs before seatbelts and airbags were 

introduced [27, 28]. BAR is the second most common cause of death in blunt trauma patients, 

after traumatic brain injury [29]. Previous studies estimated that 7500-8000 victims suffered from 

BAR annually in North America [30, 31]. In the United States, the national BAR incidence was 

0.3% among all trauma admissions, with 20-30 persons per million sustaining BAR each year 

[32]. Autopsy studies suggested 57%-80% of BAR victims die at the accident scene or before 

arriving at the hospital and more than one-third of the rest survive only for 4 hours under the 

hospital care [33, 34].  

Early studies suggested the frontal impact should be the primary directional force leading to BAR 

in MVCAs [8, 28] while further researches indicated lateral collisions could also cause 

significant thoracic injury and BAR [35, 36]. In a prospective study including 274 BAR cases, 

MVCAs leaded to 81% of the injuries, among which 72% were frontal impacts and 24% side 

impacts [29]. Previous collision scene investigations found a total velocity change higher than 

32km/h and a vehicle intrusion more than 38cm were the two most significant risk factors for 

MVCAs [37]. Meanwhile, the use of restraint systems was found not to affect BAR incidence 

[37]. However, later crash data including 15074 occupants during 1998-2006 contradicted the 

effect of seatbelts on aortic injury [38]. The BAR risk was found to decrease for belted occupants. 

The risk increased with equivalent impact speed, vehicle intrusion and the occupant’s age 

regardless of the impact direction. In this research, BAR occurred in 1.2% of all the cases and 

was responsible for 21.4% of all fatalities, with BAR incidence in lateral crashes (2.4%) higher 

than in frontal impacts (1.1%). 

Apart from MVCAs, the other causes of BAR include motorcycle crashes, vehicle-pedestrian 

impacts, falls and other, the corresponding ratios of which were reported as 13%, 6%, 7% and 6% 

in another trauma study of 196 patients [39]. Falls from heights greater than 9m could lead to a 

BAR risk approximately equivalent to that of a 48km/h crash [40]. Deployment of airbags in low 

speed crashes (16km/h) was also found to cause BAR for passengers not wearing seatbelts [41]. 
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Previous studies proved the victims of BAR always suffered from other accompanied injuries. 

Among the 274 patients of the prospective study, 51% had closed head injury, 46% multiple rib 

fractures, 38% lung contusion and 31% pelvic injury [29]. In a study on 63763 patients with blunt 

trauma, 8.1% of the population had pelvic fractures and 441 persons (1.6%) sustained aortic 

ruptures [42]. Eighty-six victims suffered from both BAR and pelvic fracture. The incidence of 

BAR in the pelvic fracture population was twice higher than that in the overall BAR cases. 

Aortic injury could occur in various regions. Parmley et al. [27] reported 23% of BAR cases were 

at AA, 8% at aortic arch and 45% at the peri-isthmus. Creasy et al. [43] suggested a much higher 

incidence (90%) at the aortic isthmus distal to the origin of the left subclavian artery. Later 

studies further proved the victims with classic isthmus laceration accounted for up to 94% of all 

BAR, among which 93% were complete transection [36]. 

2.4 Aortic injury mechanisms 

There are numerous mechanisms proposed in literature for BAR, including inertia-based, 

pressure-based, stretch-based and other hypothesis.  

2.4.1 Inertia-based 

Letterer et al. [44] were the first to propose inertial loading as a possible mechanism of aortic 

rupture. They postulated the downward traction of the heart due to inertia during falls leaded to 

the aortic root avulsion. Hass et al. [45] further suggested the differential acceleration of different 

thoracic organs within the mediastinum caused BAR in aircraft accidents. However, Roberts et al. 

[46] argued against inertia mechanism since great vessel ruptures were also found in cases 

without acceleration loadings. This argument was further supported by other following studies in 

which victims withstood accelerations higher than 45g without aortic injuries during sled tests 

[47] or racecar competition crashes [48]. In a more recent study, Forman et al. [12] conducted a 

series of high-speed sled tests with minimal thoracic compression (maximum value 7.0±3.1%). 

The tests resulted in spinal accelerations up to 80g for 20ms while no macroscopic aortic injuries 

were found, seemingly reinforcing the idea that inertial loading should not be considered as a 

primary mechanism for BAR. 
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2.4.2 Pressure-based 

Multiple researches have been conducted to back up pressure being a primary mechanism. In a 

100-year-ago study, Oppenheim et al. [49] concluded the overpressure (400kPa) in aorta was 

responsible for aortic tears. Following researches speculated the pressure elevation resulting from 

acceleration could cause fluid shock wave in the aorta and finally vessel explosive outburst [50, 

51]. Lundevall et al. [8] proposed water-hammer (see Figure 2.4) as another pressure-related 

mechanism, speculating the sudden occlusion of blood flow leaded to significant pressure arise in 

aorta. Bass et al. [11] made a series of aortic burst experiments in vivo and in situ with an average 

rate of 730kPa/s, resulting in longitudinal aortic tears in more than half of the samples. With their 

Weibull survival analysis against burst pressures, they proposed a 50% aortic tear risk at pressure 

101kPa for overall populations (67.7±12.7) and 120kPa for subjects younger than 68 years. 

However, these pressure-resulted mechanisms were also contradicted by other researches. Shah et 

al. [52] and Hardy et al. [10] considered overpressure unlikely to cause clinical related BAR since 

typical failure of aorta was a transverse tear rather than a longitudinal tear, primary failure pattern 

in aortic bursts. Moreover, in some cadaver sled tests [12] or pendulum-impact tests [15], no 

BAR was recorded even with intra-aortic pressure levels up to 160kPa which was much higher 

than the assumed pressure level of 50% injury risk [11]. These arguments appear to indicate the 

excessive blood pressure could be a secondary BAR mechanism at most. 

2.4.3 Stretch-based 

Rindfleisch [53] proposed for the first time stretch deformation as a significant factor for aortic 

trauma after analyzing the data of horse-riders falling accidents. Almost 90 years later, Mohan 

and Melvin [54] reproduced aortic failure in biaxial stretch tests with an average failure stress of 

1.97MPa. In the in situ human cadaver tests under dynamic and quasi-static configurations, 

Hardy et al. [10] reproduced all the aortic injuries at peri-isthmus. To be noted, they inverted the 

cadavers during the experiments to generate their so-called anatomically correct positions for the 

mediastinal organs. They proposed the tethering of DA by the pleura to be the primary 

contribution to BAR in the study rather than the aortic intraluminal pressure or the body 

acceleration. In the tensile tests with entire thoracic aortas conducted by Shah [55], longitudinal 

tensile stretch was deemed to cause aortic ruptures, since the most frequent transverse aortic tears 
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coincided with the predominant injury direction in MVCAs. Hardy et al. [9] conducted additional 

cadaver tests under various blunt loadings with human trunk inverted, the same as their previous 

experimental configurations [10]. Seven out of the eight cadavers resulted in clinically relevant 

BAR. The authors concluded the aortic longitudinal stretch resulting from thoracic compression 

to be the primary cause of BAR, even though they did not validate their so-called anatomically 

realistic positions of thoracic organs with cadaver-inverting protocols. Furthermore, it is also 

questionable whether the inversion configurations would impose pre-loading on aortic arch and 

increase BAR risks. 

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of BAR mechanisms (adapted from [7]) 

2.4.4 Others 

Besides the three categories of BAR hypothesis, Marshall [56] proposed the squeezing of aorta 

by pleura due to impact as an alternative mechanism of BAR in MVCAs. Cammack et al. [57] 

postulated the torsional force of aorta would result from differential motions among the 

mediastinal organs and should contribute to BAR under the deceleration loadings recorded in 
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collisions (see Figure 2.4). Gotzen et al. [58] proposed the impact direction to the chest and the 

resulting thoracic deformation should be determinant to BAR mechanisms. They found that the 

heart and aortic arch would be forced to move upwards posteriorly and to the left, if the impact to 

the chest oriented from right ventro-caudal to left dorso-caudal. The relative motion between the 

heart and DA could lead to stretching and shearing of the aorta at isthmus (see Figure 2.4). Crass 

et al. [59] proposed the osseous pinch theory, indicating the aortic circumferential tears could 

result from the impingement between the upper ribs and thoracic spine due to sudden 

deceleration and thoracic compression (see Figure 2.4). Contradicting with this hypothesis, the 

BAR incidence did not seem to vary regardless of rib or sternum fractures [60, 61]. Sevitt et al. 

[62] postulated the ligamentum arteriosum should be critical to BAR since peri-isthmus, the 

location where ligamentum arteriosum tethers the aortic arch with pulmonary artery, is the most 

frequent site of aorta. In contrast, Shah et al. [52] and Hardy et al. [10] suspected the significant 

contribution of ligamentum arteriosum to BAR, since pulmonary artery did not turn to be as 

vulnerable as peri-isthmus in MVCAs. 

2.5 Previous research approaches to simulate BAR mechanisms 

2.5.1 Experimental studies 

Multiple experiments were conducted with animal or human cadaver samples. Coermann et al. 

[63] conducted frontal sled impacts on 6 unembalmed human cadavers at an average speed of 

15.5m/s to produce typical aortic isthmus laceration. Two aortic ruptures succeeded to happen 

during the experiments when a less energy absorbing steering wheel and a thinner hub were 

utilized. Nevertheless, only one of the aortas was ruptured at isthmus with the other one injured at 

proximal peri-isthmus. Another set of frontal impacts were designed by Kroell et al. [13], where 

23 unembalmed human cadavers were impacted at their mid-sternums with a mass of 19.5kg or 

23.1kg at a speed range of 4.0-10.0m/s (displayed in Figure 2.5). Before the tests, the aortas were 

pressurized without pressure levels reported. Despite a considerable intra-aortic pressure (up to 

210kPa) recorded during impacts, only two aortic failures were reproduced. In another pendulum 

impact test at a velocity of 5m/s on a primate chest, a substantial chest compression with high 

intra-thoracic organ deformations was witnessed in flash X-ray cinematography [64]. The 

entrapment of aorta by heart and spine was postulated to cause aortic tears in this study. 
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Figure 2.5: Experimental setup for frontal impact at mid-sternum of human cadaver (adapted 

from [13]) 

Aortic injuries were reproduced at aortic root and superior branches in the experiments with live 

anesthetized canines, which was impacted by a hydraulic hammer with speeds up to 14m/s 

[65](see Figure 2.6). Frontal impact on sternum resulting in chest compression and downward 

heart motion was considered necessary to reproduce aortic trauma in this study. Viano et al. [14] 

conducted 44 blunt lateral impacts on the chests and abdomens of 14 unembalmed human 

cadavers. A pendulum of 150mm diameter and 23.4kg mass was launched with speeds of 4.5, 6.7 

or 9.4 m/s to initiate the impacts. No aortic injury was reported, though the objective of this study 

was achieved by generating the human thoracoabdominal response corridors in blunt side impacts. 
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Figure 2.6: Initial experimental configuration for canine thoracic impact (adapted from [64]) 

Cavanaugh et al. [66, 67] recorded 5 aortic traumas in 17 sled side impacts for thoracic injury 

tolerance studies. In these studies, the aortas were pressurized to 100mmHg and the sleds were 

accelerated to speeds of 6.7 to 10.5m/s. It was postulated that the relative motion between mobile 

AA and constrained DA should result from the inertial loading due to substantial deceleration and 

result in aortic tears at isthmus. Cavanaugh et al [68] reanalyzed their previous tests to assess 

possible injury indexes and their predictive abilities. By multivariate analysis, the best predictors 

of BAR were considered to result from the combination of upper sternum postero-anterior 

acceleration with average spine acceleration [67] and T12 vertical acceleration with VCmax [69], 

Cmax[13] , and average spine acceleration. By logistic regression analysis, BAR presence was 

found to correlate well average spine acceleration, peak acceleration of the eighth rib on the 

unstruck side and VCmax. 

Bass et al. [11] designed in vivo and in situ pulsatile pressure tests on 11 entire human aortas 

(displayed in Figure 2.7) with pressure loading rates obtained in 4 deceleration sled tests. These 
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sled tests were conducted at a velocity of 13m/s on human cadavers, during which the aortas were 

pressurized with a pressure of 16kPa and the pressure change due to collisions were also recorded. 

In this study, Bass et al. [11] concluded a 50% risk of aortic failure at a stress of 852 kPa and 426 

kPa in the circumferential and longitudinal direction. They also forwarded an intra-aortic pressure 

threshold of 101 kPa for 50% BAR risk. 

 

Figure 2.7: Experimental setup of entire aorta burst: A) schematic of pressurization apparatus; B) 

Schematic of instrumented whole aorta for in vitro pressure impulse testing (adapted from [11]) 

Forman et al. [12] investigated the inertial mechanism for BAR by conducting 9 sled tests with 

human cadaver trunks. All the cadavers were placed in drums filled with beads to limit thoracic 

deformation so as to isolate the inertial loadings. Despite the averaged peak accelerations up to 

169g, no aortic tear occurred in the tests, in which maximum chest compression and intra-aortic 

pressure were 7% and 177kPa. The authors postulated chest compression was necessary for 

reproducing BAR. As previously mentioned, Hardy et al. [9] carried out various blunt impacts on 
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8 unembalmed human cadavers which were inverted during the tests. They assumed the 

mediastinal organs were located at more anatomically correct positions with the upside-down 

configuration. High-speed bi-plane x-ray was used to visualize and record the aortic motions 

within the trunk. Seven out of the 8 cadavers were subjected to aortic injuries, all of which 

occurred transversely at aortic isthmus. The authors concluded that thoracic deformation should 

be the principal cause of BAR with intra-aortic pressure or whole body acceleration secondary at 

most. More recently, Viano et al. [15] reanalyzed their pendulum impact tests on 11 unembalmed 

human cadavers which were performed in 1986. They owed the absence of BAR to the 

unrealistic aortic positions since the cadavers were not inverted as Hardy et al. [9] invented. 

However, no further efforts were made to provide any experimental data to validate the 

hypothesis. Probably, the cadaver inversion might induce artificial pre-loadings to the aorta 

through aortic branches, resulting in higher risks of BAR under this condition. 

The possible limitations of experimental simulations: 

 Tremendous economical and time expenses; 

 Absence of human physiological activities (e.g. cardiac cycle); 

 Difficulty in reproducing MVCA-relevant BARs; 

 Difficulty in providing injury-related indexes (e.g. aortic stress and strain). 

2.5.2 FE human body models 

FE human body modeling is another method to investigate BAR mechanisms in addition to 

cadaver tests. Shah et al. [70] developed a 50 percentile human thoracic model (displayed in 

Figure 2.8) with detailed internal organs to BAR studies. The aorta in this work was modeled as 

hollow tube and with linear elastic material. Aortic blood pressure was included by imposing an 

uniform intro-aortic pressure. Pendulum thoracic impacts from various directions were performed 

and the aortic isthmus was suggested as the most vulnerable site of BAR regardless of impact 

direction. The right-sided impact was postulated to cause higher levels of aortic injuries 

compared to other impact directions. Following their previous studies, Shah et al. [71] developed 

a whole human body model, the so-called ‘WSHBM’ model (displayed in Figure 2.9), by 
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integrating a detailed thorax model, an abdomen model and a shoulder model. After the WSHBM 

model was validated against experimental data of thoracoabdominal impacts [71], it was used to 

reconstruct a real-world car-to-car crash accident involving BAR and archived in the Crash Injury 

Research and Engineering Network (CIREN) center [72]. Similar approaches were used to 

reconstruct another four collision accidents related to BAR with the WSHBM model [18]. Aortic 

peri-isthmus displayed highest maximum principal strain and longitudinal stress in lateral 

collision simulation while junction between ascending segment and aortic arch resulted in highest 

maximum principal strain and longitudinal stress in frontal crashes. Although the FE modelling 

above displayed its advantages over cadaver tests in investigating BAR mechanisms under 

various loading conditions, these FE models still remained to be validated in more detailed organ 

levels before being considered to be reliable. 

 

Figure 2.8: Thoracic FE model by Shah et al. (adapted from [70]) 
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Figure 2.9: The Wayne State Human Body Model (WSHBM): (a) global view of the model, (b) 

upper trunk (c) sagittal section of the chest with the shoulder, ribcage and the left lung removed 

to view the mediastinum contents (adapted from [71]) 

Lee and Kent [22] used an isolated aortic FE model (displayed in Figure 2.10) to evaluate the 

blood hydrodynamic effects on BAR with FSI approach. The aortic wall was modeled with an 

anisotropic viscoelastic material consisting of 2 sets of fibers, the constitutive parameters of 

which were reconstructed from experimental data. A physiological pulsatile blood flow was 

applied to the aortic inlet, branches and outlet as mechanical quantity references, while 

parametric impact pulses obtained from frontal sled tests were prescribed as aortic boundary 

conditions. A maximum pressure of 280kPa was recorded in the simulation and postulated to 

cause BAR alone at ascending aorta. The abrupt blood flow was suggested to initiate aortic 

intimal tears at the dynamic self-pinch region. The tears were oriented transversely due to the 

high shear flow of blood. 
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Figure 2.10: In vitro FE model of human aorta (adapted from [22]) 

More recently, Aditya [21] reconstructed 8 vehicle crash cases involving BAR (see Table 2.1) 

and obtained from CIREN with a similar approach in [72]. In seven of the eight reconstructions, 

aortic injury was located at the isthmus with the average peak tensile isthmic strain 18±6% at 

20±7 mm distal to the left clavian artery. Furthermore, a design of computer experiments was 

performed to study the effects of key factors on aortic average maximum principal strain and the 

maximum intra-aortic pressure. The key factors included principle direction of force, impact 

position, impact angle, impact velocity and the striking vehicle’s bumper profile. The aortic strain 

was found to decrease significantly with increasing principal direction of force but to increase 

with increasing impact velocity. The force direction of 270 degrees resulted in highest aortic 

strain while the intra-aortic pressure decreased with increasing principal force direction (from 

270 degrees).  

The possible limitations of previous numerical simulations: 

 Ignoring human physiological cardiac function; 

 Being unable to simultaneously include both injury contributions to BAR (e.g. either the 

aortic blood flow or the intra-thoracic aortic interactions were ignored). 
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Table 2.1 Summary of simulation setup in the 8 nearside lateral impact reconstructions (adapted 

from [21]) 
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CHAPTER 3 AORTIC STRESS LEVEL DURING CARDIAC CYCLE 

3.1 Introduction 

Aortic wall stress was often used as an index to quantify the aortic failure threshold in previous 

studies. Mohan et al. [73] performed a series of uniaxial tension tests with the samples obtained 

from human descending mid-aorta aortas. The aortic ultimate (failure) stress was reported 

respectively for longitudinal and transverse direction during quasi-static and dynamic stretch tests. 

The reported data were listed in Table 3.1. Mohan et al. [54] also performed biaxial inflation tests 

with human aortic samples. The ultimate stress was reported as 1.14±0.32MPa and 1.96±0.6MPa 

respectively for quasi-static and dynamic tests. Shah et al. [52] conducted dynamic equibiaxial 

stretch tests with cruciate samples which were excised from the human ascending, peri-ishtmic 

and descending aortas. The aortic failure stress was reported as 2.07±1.11MPa and 

1.95±0.89MPa respectively for the 1-m/s and 5-m/s stretch test series. García-Herrera et al. [74] 

performed uniaxial quasi-static stretch tests with fresh human aortic samples Figure 3.1. The 

aortic failure stress was reported as 4.10±0.27MPa and 1.91±0.44MPa respectively for 

circumferential and longitudinal directions. 

Table 3.1 Summary of aortic ultimate stress for longitudinal and transverse direction during 

quasi-static and dynamic stretch tests [73] 

Ultimate 
stress (MPa) 

Quasi-static Dynamic (~100 sec.-1) 

Longitudinal  Transverse  Longitudinal Transverse 

Mean 0.147 0.172 0.359 0.507 

S.D 0.091 0.089 0.204 0.329 
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Figure 3.1 Experimental and computed results of Cauchy stress versus stretch during aortic 

uniaxial stretch test (adapted from [74]) 

Aorta was enclosed in thoracic cavity by other surrounding organs, but aortic stress level is 

challenging to be recorded experiment with intact mediastinum anatomy for MVCAs or 

equivalent loading conditions. Thanks to FE modeling approach, aortic stress loading under 

MVCAs was reported in a limited number of studies. Richens et al. [17] simulated a chest impact 

with a simplified thoracic model where the DA was fixed on the rigid spine without superior 

aortic suspendings. The aortic blood was modeled with an elastic material and with Lagrange 

solid elements. A peak VonMises stress of 1.5MPa was observed at the peri-isthmic region. 

Siegel et al. [19] reconstructed 10 cases of vehicle lateral impacts with full scale vehicle FE 

models and a whole human FE model (see Figure 3.2). The aortic blood was not modeled but an 

airbag of 120mmHg was filled in the aortic lumen to mimic the blood pressure. The aortic 

isthmus maximum stresses ranged from 1.1~3.2MPa and the aortic longitudinal strains ranged 

from 8.2%~48.5% for the group of reconstructed accident cases. Han et al. [75] investigated 

aortic stress levels for aged populations during thoracic frontal and lateral impacts. The aorta was 

simulated with shell elements and a linear-elastic material. Aortic blood pressure was ignored in 
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the model. The aortic peak stresses ranged from 0.92~1.29MPa and 0.62~0.83MPa respectively 

during frontal and lateral impacts (displayed in Figure 3.3).  

 

Figure 3.2 Aortic stress levels reconstructed from vehicle lateral impact cases (adapted from[19]) 
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Figure 3.3 Maximum principal stress contours of the heart and the aorta at the time when the 

maximum stress was generated in each model (adapted from [75]) 

Among these available studies to quantify aortic loadings, realistic cardiac cycle was never 

simulated. In other words, the aortic stress level resulting from cardiac function was commonly 

ignored during these previous BAR researches. The aortic responses due to cardiac cycle can be 
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attributed to the effects of blood pressure and heart traction. However, these previous works 

failed to quantify the aortic stress level from cardiac cycle and to answer whether the stress level 

was ignorable for BAR prediction compared with that from impact loadings. The following 

sections will deal with these issues by quantifying the aortic stress level under the effects of 

blood pressure and ventricular traction. 

3.2 Article #1: Investigating Heartbeat-Related In-Plane Motion 

and Stress Levels Induced at the Aortic Root 

This article “Investigating Heartbeat-Related In-Plane Motion and Stress Levels Induced at the 

Aortic Root” was submitted to the International Journal of Cardiovascular Imaging on 21th March, 

2018. It was still under review at the time this thesis was written. 

Wei Wei1,*, Morgane Evin1, Stanislas Rapacchi2, Frank Kober2, Monique Bernard2, Alexis 

Jacquier2, Cyril J.F. Kahn1, Michel Behr1 

1 Aix-Marseille Université, IFSTTAR, LBA UMR T24, Marseille, France  

2 Aix-Marseille Université, CNRS, CRMBM UMR 7339, Marseille, France 

Abstract 

Purpose: The axial motion of aortic root (AR) due to ventricular traction was previously 

suggested to contribute to ascending aorta (AA) dissection by increasing its longitudinal stress, 

but AR in-plane motion effects on stresses have never been studied. The objective is to 

investigate the contribution of AR in-plane motion to AA stress levels. 

Methods: The AR in-plane motion was assessed on magnetic resonance imagining data from 25 

healthy volunteers as the movement of the AA section centroid. The measured movement was 

prescribed to the proximal AA end of an aortic finite element model to investigate its influences 

on aortic stresses. The finite element model was developed from a patient-specific geometry 

using LS-DYNA solver and validated against the aortic distensibility. Fluid-structure interaction 

(FSI) approach was also used to simulate blood hydrodynamic effects on aortic dilation and 

stresses. 
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Results: The AR in-plane motion was 5.5±1.7mm with the components of 3.1±1.5mm along the 

direction of proximal descending aorta (PDA) to AA centroid and 3.0±1.3mm perpendicularly 

under the PDA reference system. The AR axial motion elevated the longitudinal stress of 

proximal AA by 40% while the corresponding increase due to in-plane motion was always below 

5%. The stresses at proximal AA resulted approximately 7% less in FSI simulation with blood 

flow. 

Conclusions: The AR in-plane motion was comparable with the magnitude of axial motion. 

Neither axial nor in-plane motion could lead to AA dissection. It is necessary to consider the 

heterogeneous pressures related to blood hydrodynamics when studying aortic wall stress levels. 

Keywords: Aortic Root Motion, Magnetic Resonance Imagining, Aortic Stress, Finite Element, 

Fluid-Structure Interaction 

3.2.1 Introduction 

Aortic dissection is rare but a potentially life-threatening illness. Apart from hypertension and 

aortic dilation [76], the aortic root (AR) motion has also been proposed to be another factor 

leading to dissection [77, 78]. During the cardiac cycle, the aortic annulus is towed due to 

ventricular traction in systole and is relaxed in diastole. The traction force induces a spatial 

movement of the aortic annulus and is transmitted to the ascending aorta (AA). The AR motion 

has been proved to alter in parallel with such cardiovascular pathologies as left ventricular 

hypokinesis and aortic insufficiency [77]. Since supra-aortic vessels were relatively constrained 

compared to AA, different AR motions would bring about different levels of aortic wall stress, 

which was proposed as a risk prediction index for aortic dissection [79] and aortic aneurysm [80]. 

A mean value of 8.9mm (range 6.4-11.3mm) for aortic motion was observed along the lumen 

longitudinal direction with cine-magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies in healthy subjects 

[81]. The aortic downward displacement was also reported to range between 0% and 49% of the 

sino-tubular junction diameter in patients with coronary artery diseases [77]. In contrast, the 

mean in-plane (perpendicular to the lumen) displacement of AA was respectively reported as 

5.2±1.7mm for patients with chronic aortic dissection type B [82] and 6.7±1.8mm for the young 
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healthy volunteers [83]. However, the component displacements in the anterior-posterior or the 

lateral direction were not mentioned in both studies.  

Aortic finite element (FE) models were previously used to evaluate the AR downward [77, 78, 84] 

and twisted [77, 78] motion effects on proximal AA stress levels. Studying the influences of AR 

in-plane movement is however limited. A lack of model validation against physiological data 

might also undermine the accuracy of aortic stress. Moreover, an uniformly distributed loading 

was assumed on the aortic wall in these previous studies while the simulation fidelity could 

benefit from considering the inhomogeneous pressure ambient due to blood flow. 

Therefore, the aim of our study was threefold. Firstly, in order to add additional knowledge to 

AR physiological motion, the in-plane components of heartbeat-related AR displacement will be 

evaluated in healthy volunteers with MRI data. Secondly, the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) will 

be simulated between the aortic wall and blood to assess the fluid dynamic effects on aortic stress 

levels. Finally, to determine the in-plane motion effects on AA dissection risks, the AA stress 

levels will be studied under different AR motions with a validated FE model.  

3.2.2 Materials and methods 

Volunteers 

The study was approved by the local ethics committee (CPP Sud Méditerranée I, Marseille, ID 

RCB 2012-A01093-40) and the written informed consent was granted by each volunteer. 

Twenty-five volunteers (15 men and 10 women, mean age 30.4±9.7 years, mean height 175.8 ± 

7.6cm, mean weight 65.8±13.0kg) were recruited into this evaluation and the candidates had to 

match the following criteria: no history of cardiovascular disease, hypertension, diabetes or 

hypercholesterolemia. 

Image acquisition and evaluation 

The image acquisition was performed for all the subjects during a breath-hold with a 1.5T MRI 

scanner (Avanto VB17, Siemens, Erlagen, Germany) under a protocol as previously described in 

[85]. A stack of segmented steady-state free precession (SSFP) bright blood images were 

acquired in axial and oblique sagittal planes (Figure 3.4) to assess the aortic slice segmentation. 
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SSFP cine images were subsequently obtained at three different levels (AA together with the 

proximal descending aorta (PDA) at the level of pulmonary trunk, the distal descending aorta 

3cm above the diaphragm (DDA) and above the coeliac trunk (CA)) perpendicular to the aortic 

lumen (Figure 3.4) with the following parameters: TR=21.7ms to 24.7ms, TE=1.36ms to 1.55ms, 

α=65°, recFOV=210mm×263mm to 280mm×340mm, slice thickness=7mm, pixel 

size=1.26mm×1.26mm to 1.68 mm×1.68mm. It is worth noting that only the images at AA 

section were used to evaluate the AR in-plane motion. 

 

Figure 3.4: Oblique sagittal MRI image showing the locations of different aortic sections, the 

corresponding slice at AA for measuring its in-plane motion, the MRI reference system (MRI Sys) 

and the PDA system (PDA Sys) 

Dynamic datasets were loaded into a semi-automatic tool, Argus (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), 

in which the region of interest (ROI) was created and the aortic lumen boundary was detected 

based on the intensity gradient. After being manually adjusted, the ROI was propagated and 

adapted for each phase of the cardiac cycle. The Cartesian coordinates of the points on the aortic 

contour could be provided by this software application. The ROI geometric centroid was obtained 

by averaging the coordinates of the aortic contour. The AA in-plane displacement was defined as 

the distance between the centroid at the ending of diastole (initial) and the centroid on the 
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analyzed image. The mean value and the standard deviation among all the subjects were then 

calculated from the maximum in-plane displacement of each time series. A PDA system was 

constructed with its origin at the PDA centroid at the ending of diastole, with the positive Y 

direction from the origin to AA centroid and with positive X normal to Y axis pointing to the left 

(Figure 3.4). 

Reconstruction of the aorta 

The aortic lumen was detected from end-diastolic 2-dimensional (2D) stack of SSFP images of a 

randomly-selected volunteer (25 years, male) using the in-plane region-growing method on 

Mimics software (Marterialise, Louvain, Belgium). The sinus of valsalva was not reconstructed 

since the AR was not the focus of the aortic wall stress analysis. As the 3-dimensional (3D) 

surface evolution was run through the stack of segmented contour, the aortic geometry was then 

extracted, smoothed and exported with stereolithography (STL) version for later processing. 

FE modelling and material properties 

LS-Prepost (LSTC, Livermore, CA, USA) was used to discretize the final aortic geometry with 

4-node shell elements, which were subsequently offset with a uniform thickness of 1.6mm to 

generate the hexahedral elements. The assumed uniform aortic thickness was compatible with the 

reported ranges in literature [86] and was also commonly performed as in previous works [77, 

84]. In order to determine the aortic model size, a mesh convergence analysis was performed with 

a pure structural simulation. A pressure of 80mmHg was imposed on aortic exterior walls of three 

models which were respectively discretized with 30,000, 100,000 and 300,000 brick elements. 

The aortic wall stresses were compared among these models. Since the initial aortic geometry 

was reconstructed at end-diastole instead of a zero-pressure condition, its stress-free 

configuration was achieved by extracting the resulting deformed mesh from mesh convergence 

simulation, as previously done in [24]. In order to simulate the blood flow and study the 

hydrodynamic effects, a fluid domain (Figure 3.5) was constructed to immerse the stress-free 

aorta. The fluid part was discretized with 250,000 hexahedral Eulerian elements. This size was 

also decided after a mesh convergence analysis against the section-averaged blood velocity with a 

1% threshold.  
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Figure 3.5: Aortic FE model and boundary conditions: aortic FE model for structural and FSI 

simulation (a); boundary conditions for SA-Pre (b), SA-Down (c), SA-XY (d) and SA-2XY (e). 

AA, PDA and DDA correspond to the sections of distensibility assessment 

The aortic wall was assumed to be transversely isotropic and incompressible hyperelastic 

material [87], the parameters of which came from previously published data [88]. The fluid 

Eulerian mesh was subdivided in two domains and defined as multi-material: the first domain 

was blood initiated inside the aorta; the second domain was the fluid part outside of the aortic 

wall and defined as vacuum. The two fluid domains always updated as the FSI interface (i.e. 

aortic wall) moved or deformed, maintaining the blood inside the aorta and vacuum outside. For 

simplification, the blood was assumed as Newtonian fluid [24] with a density of 1050kg/m3, a 

dynamic viscosity set to 4.5e-3Pa•s and a bulk modulus of 2.5GPa [24]. 

Aortic FE model validation 

In order to validate the bio-fidelity of the aortic FE model, a structural simulation was performed 

on the stress-free configuration with three cycles of physiological time-dependent pressure [89] 

distributed on the inner surface of aortic wall. The aortic diameters of AA, PDA and DDA (see 

Figure 3.5a) were recorded during the simulation and those during the third cycle were used to 

assess the aortic distensibility. The distensibility was calculated with the Eq. (3.1) [90]: 

Distensibility (10��������)=
���� �����

�� ��
× ������= [(

����

� ���
)� − 1] × ������ (3.1) 
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where Amax and Amin represent the maximal and minimal aortic cross-sectional areas during the 

cycle, Ppulse is the pulse pressure and Dmax and Dmin are respectively the maximal and minimal 

aortic diameters. 

Boundary and loading conditions 

Four simulations were performed for structural analysis and two for FSI simulations, all of which 

were conducted on the stress-free configuration. The distal ends of the superior arteries and the 

descending aorta were constrained during all the simulations. The proximal end of AA was fully 

constrained only for the simulations without AR motion prescribed (Figure 3.5b-e). 

For FSI analysis, a penalty coupling interface was defined between the aortic wall and the fluid 

domain as previously done in [24]. The inlet and outlet (Figure 3.5a) fluid parts were applied 

with a constant pressure of 120mmHg for a static analysis (hereafter referred as FSI-Sta). 

Another hydrodynamic simulation was conducted by pressurizing the inlet with 120mmHg and 

prescribing an outflow of 300mL/s at the outlet (referred as FSI-Flow). The reason why a 

constant pressure and flow rate rather than a pulsatile blood flow was chosen to apply in FSI 

analysis was to better compare the aortic stress levels in FSI and in structural analysis. 

For the structural analysis, a Cartesian coordinate system was constructed to prescribe the AA 

motion (Figure 3.5) according to the local PDA system for AA in-plane measurement (Figure 

3.4). A pressure of 120mmHg inside the aortic wall was the only loading for the control model 

(referred as SA-Pre and see Figure 3.5b). Besides 120mmHg pressurized inside the aortic wall, a 

displacement of 8.9mm along –Z was applied to AA proximal end to simulate AR downward 

traction (referred as SA-Down and see Figure 3.5c). The corresponding displacements (3.0mm-X, 

3.1mm-Y) obtained from the cine MRI analysis were further imposed on the AA proximal end to 

evaluate the effects of AA in-plane displacement (referred as SA-XY and see Figure 3.5d). Finally, 

considering the hypothesis of AA in-plane displacement equal with AR motion, the AA proximal 

end was prescribed with twice magnitudes (6.0mm-X, 6.2mm-Y) of the in-plane displacement in 

another simulation (referred as SA-2XY and see Figure 3.5e) to aggressively estimate its 

influences. 
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All of the simulations (mesh convergence, FSI and structural analysis) were performed with the 

solver LS-DYNA 971 R7.1.1 (LSTC, Livermore, CA, USA) on an Intel Xeon (2.57 GHz) 

workstation with 40 processors. 

3.2.3 Results 

AA in-plane motion 

Mean value (±standard deviation) of AA in-plane maximal resultant displacement was 

5.5±1.7mm with X and Y components respectively: 3.1±0.9mm and -4.4±1.7mm (Figure 3.6a) 

under the MRI reference coordinate system. When measured in local PDA system, the X and Y 

components were correspondingly 3.0±1.3mm and 3.1±1.5mm (Figure 3.6a). AA in-plane 

motion had two phases: the displacement increased and oriented left-anteriorly during systole and 

then regressed to its origin in diastole (Figure 3.6b). 

Mesh convergence analysis 

Despite similar VonMise stress distributions, the stress magnitudes differed among the three 

models. The difference of peak aortic stress was less than 5% between the models of 30,000 and 

100,000 elements while the difference was below 1.0% between the models of 100,000 and 

300,000-elements. Accordingly, the aortic model of 100,000 elements was chosen for the 

following simulations. 
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Figure 3.6: In-plane motion of AA section. AA maximal in-plane motion in absolute value 

averaging among the volunteers (a); time-history of in-plane resultant and component 

displacements of a volunteer (25 years, male) (b). X-Disp-Abs and X-Disp-PDA: X component 

motion under MRI and PDA reference system; Y-Disp-Abs and Y-Disp-PDA: Y component 

motion under MRI and PDA reference system; Resultant Disp: in-plane resultant displacement 

Aortic distensibility 

During numerical validation, the diameters of AA, PDA and DDA were 11.7mm, 8.5mm and 

7.5mm respectively at the beginning of systole and 13.8mm, 9.4mm and 8.2mm at the ending of 

systole (Figure 3.7a). The distensibility was correspondingly 8.8e-3mmHg-1, 5.3e-3mmHg-1 and 

3.9e-3mmHg-1 for AA, PDA and DDA (Figure 3.7b). 
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Figure 3.7: Aortic diameters and distensibility for AA, PDA and DDA: diameter time-history 

under the three-cycle pressure loading (a); aortic distensibility in simulation comparing with the 

literature data (b). The vertical dotted lines indicate the moments when the diameters were 

recorded for distensibility analysis 

FSI and structural analysis 

The distributions of VonMises, circumferential and longitudinal stress (see APPENDIX A) were 

similar among the control model (SA-Pre) and the FSI simulations (FSI-Sta and FSI-Flow). The 

peak VonMises and circumferential stress occurred at the interior curvature of aortic arch with 

the corresponding values of 0.24MPa and 0.48MPa for FSI-Sta and 0.22MPa and 0.47MPa for 

FSI-Flow. The peak longitudinal stress was 0.43MPa for static FSI-Sta and 0.42MPa for FSI-

Flow, both located at the superior artery intersection. In Table 1 were displayed the aortic luminal 

volumes, AA, PDA and DDA sectional diameters in control and FSI simulations. The averaged 
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stress levels, which were evaluated at the proximal AA section 2cm above the AR, were also 

displayed in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Aortic volumes, diameters of different sections and the averaged stress at the proximal 

AA section 2cm above the AR in control model and FSI simulations 

 
Volume 

(ml) 

Diameter (mm) Stress (e-2 MPa) 

AA PDA DDA VonM Circum Long 

SA-Pre 163.1 29.9 19.8 16.9 9.3 14.4 6.0 

FSI-Sta 163.0 29.9 19.8 16.9 9.3 14.3 6.0 

FS-Flow 158.3 29.6 19.4 16.4 8.7 13.3 5.6 

Diff-Sta (%) -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Diff-Flow (%) -3.0 -1.1 -2.0 -2.9 -6.6 -7.5 -6.4 

The Diff-Sta represented the result difference (in percent) between SA-Pre and FSI-Sta; Diff-

Flow represented the result difference (in percent) between SA-Pre and FSI-Flow; VonM, 

Circum and Long were abbreviations respectively for VonMises, Circumferential and 

Longitudinal stresses. 

The VonMises and circumferential stress contours were similar among all the structural 

simulations (Figure 3.8), with the corresponding peak values approximately 0.25MPa and 

0.50MPa located at the interior curvature of aortic arch distal to AA. The longitudinal stress 

distributions (Figure 3.8) were also similar under different loadings with the superior artery 

intersection region always subjected to a peak stress of 0.43-0.51MPa. The peak circumferential 

stretch ratio of aortic wall (not shown) was 1.48 for all the structural simulations. The peak 

longitudinal stretch ratio (not shown) was 1.37 for SA-Pre and 1.41 for the other 3 structural 

simulations with AR motions (SA-Down, SA-XY and SA-2XY). The averaged stress levels at 

proximal AA section 2cm above AR were displayed in Table 3.3 for the structural simulations.  
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Figure 3.8: VonMises, circumferential and longitudinal stress distribution for structural 

simulations with different AA motions 
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Table 3.3: Averaged VonMises, circumferential and longitudinal stress for proximal AA 2cm 

above the AR in structural simulations 

Loadings 

Stress(MPa) 
SA-Pre SA-Down SA-XY SA-2XY 

VonMises 0.093 0.128 0.131 0.134 

Circumferential 0.144 0.191 0.195 0.199 

Longitudinal 0.060 0.084 0.086 0.083 

3.2.4 Discussion 

Ascending aortic in-plane motion assessment 

In this study, the AA in-plane motion was analyzed under MRI and PDA reference system. 

Although seeming to be more explicit under MRI system, the in-plane displacement under PDA 

system might be more meaningful with the specific anatomic reference at PDA. The component 

motions under PDA system were mostly alike, while the Y component mean value was 42% 

higher than the X component under MRI system resulting in a left-anteriorly oriented motion. 

Similarly, the AA in-plane motion was reported to be left-anterior in 58% cases and to be anterior 

in 43% [91]. Moreover, the Y component was found to be nearly twice of the X component [91]. 

The resultant in-plane displacement in our study was also consistent with the published values 

5.2±1.7mm [82] and 6.7±1.8mm [83], all of which were comparable with the magnitude of 

downward motion (8.9±1.8mm) [81]. This also justified the necessity to study the in-plane 

motion effects on aortic stresses. 

Weber et al. [91] indeed studied the aortic 4-dimensional displacement with computed 

tomography angiography, but the final temporal resolution as well as the temporal reconstruction 

methods lacked of description. In CT scan, the normal range of temporal resolution was around 

83-125ms according to another research [92]. In contrast, the time resolution of our MRI dataset 

was about 15ms, enabling to capture a more detailed in-plane motion during a 300ms-long 

systole. Admittedly, the influences of AA through-plane displacement on its in-plane 

measurement had to be ignored due to the limited computational capabilities to analyze the 4-
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dimensional dataset. Besides, the AR in-plane displacement also had to be assumed equal to the 

AA motion with the current data accessible. Despite the hypothesis above, our AA in-plane 

motion analysis could still add to the knowledge of aortic 3D motion related to the cardiac 

pulsatility. 

Model assessment against aortic distensibility 

Before studying the AA in-plane motion effects, the distensibility of the model was analyzed to 

evaluate its bio-fidelity. Although lower than the published mean values [90, 93], the 

distensibility for AA and PDA was within their standard deviations. The DDA of the model 

seemed to be less compliant than reported [90]. The fixed boundary at distal DDA could have 

limited the radial inflation of DDA. The aorta was assumed to be of 1.6mm uniform thickness in 

this study for modelling convenience and the difficulties to detect the aortic thickness with our 

available MRI data. However, the descending aorta has been suggested about 15% thinner than 

AA [94]. The relative thicker descending aorta in the simulation was speculated to induce its 

lower distensibility. Still, the reproduced circumferential stretch ratios at peak systole of AA, 

PDA and DDA were respectively 1.32, 1.21 and 1.17, which coincided with the published ranges 

1.08-1.47 (median value 1.26) obtained with the same pressure level inflation tests [86]. 

Therefore, to some extent, this aortic FE model was still believed to reflect the realistic aortic 

compliance under physiological conditions. 

Necessity to consider fluid-structure interactions 

Fluid dynamic effects on aortic responses were also analyzed by comparing the results of the 

control model and the FSI simulation with or without a constant blood flow. The differences 

against the control model were always no more than 0.1% in terms of aortic luminal volumes, 

diameters or stresses when a static pressure was imposed on the inlet and outlet. However, when 

the blood flow was simulated in the aorta, the aortic stresses, luminal volume and radial dilation 

were respectively reduced by 6.4-7.5%, 3.0% and 1.1-2.9%. In fact, the continual blood flow was 

maintained by the pressure gradient along the aortic course. In other words, further along the 

aortic pathway, lower the luminal pressure became. This could explain why the stresses and 

aortic diameters in FSI simulation with flow were lower compared to control model and this 

tendency seemed to be more significant for the descending aorta (Table 3.2). 
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Considering the different results between simulations with or without blood flow, it was 

necessary to mimic the non-uniform hydrodynamic pressure ambient in the aorta as a 

consequence of the flowing blood. The wall stress resulting from blood pressure could be 

0.48MPa, while the wall shear stress (WSS) due to the blood flow was less than 1.5Pa at different 

aortic sections (see APPENDIX B). In other words, WSS was negligible in terms of its 

magnitude compared to wall stress. Although WSS could not lead to aortic dissection directly, its 

variable distributions have been suggested to induce aortic aneurysm progression and aortic 

tissue remodelling through a complex interplay between vascular cellular migration and 

extracellular matrix homeostasis [95-97]. Therefore, it was still essential to simulate the blood 

flow and its interaction with the aortic wall while studying the WSS effects on aortic pathologies 

and diseases. 

Relative contribution of aortic root motions to ascending aorta dissection  

Both effects of AR axial and in-plane motion on aortic responses were evaluated by imposing 

downward and in-plane displacement on proximal AA end. Similar with other researches [77, 84], 

the peak aortic VonMises and circumferential stress were always located at the superior artery 

branches. Since the AR traction was previously postulated to increase proximal AA transection 

risk by elevating its longitudinal stress [77, 84], the stress levels were also evaluated by 

respectively averaging the VonMises, circumferential and longitudinal stresses of the AA section 

2cm above the AR under different loading conditions (Table 3.3). The AR axial motion 

contributed to 40% increase of AA longitudinal stress, in spite of the previously reported higher 

values 50%-150% [77, 84]. However, the longitudinal motion elevated the AA VonMises and 

longitudinal stress by 37.6% and 32.6% in our study, which contradicted with its negligible 

influences on these stresses in [77, 84]. Another difference was the location of peak aortic 

longitudinal stress, which was always at the aortic arch interior curvature in our study but at the 

superior artery intersections previously [77, 84]. These discrepancies could be attributed to two 

reasons.  

On one hand, both researches [77, 84] assumed aortic wall to be linear elastic material with a 

Young’s modulus of 3MPa. Aorta is actually a complex fiber-reinforced composite structure 

displaying highly nonlinear responses. Previous aortic uniaxial stretch tests [74, 98] suggested the 

stiffness of young healthy samples continuously increase as the stretch ratio was higher than 1.20. 
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With a luminal pressure of 120mmHg, the peak aortic stretch ratio reached 1.36 previously in [98] 

and 1.48 in our study. Therefore, the aortic stiffness under the pressure of 120mmHg with or 

without AR motion should not be defined as constant. Moreover, the elastic modulus of 3MPa in 

these two studies [77, 84] might be stiffer compared to the dynamic stiffness of healthy aorta, 

which was found less than 1.5MPa at the stress level of 74kPa corresponding to a stretch ratio 

range of 1.18-1.49 [99]. Admittedly, the transversely isotropic material was a limitation of our 

study, but the behavior of healthy aortic wall was proved practically isotropic with the stretch 

ratio less than 1.8 [74, 98]. The transversely isotropic hyperelastic material, the parameters of 

which were previously obtained by fitting aortic stretch curves [86, 88], was considered a good 

approximation to the aortic responses within the loading levels of our study (maximal stretch 

ratio less than 1.50). 

On the other hand, a toroidal coordinate system was constructed to convert the global stresses 

into local circumferential and longitudinal stress in both previous researches [77, 84]. However, 

this approach might be questionable since the complex geometry of the aorta was beyond the 

ability of a single global system to convert into local stresses. In this work, each element axis was 

oriented along the aortic longitudinal direction (see APPENDIX C) during the model 

discretization process. The circumferential or longitudinal stress could be converted according to 

each local element system in post-processing. In this way, the conversion of the circumferential 

and longitudinal stresses could avoid being affected by the aortic geometry. 

The circumferential stress at AA in our work was always less than 0.20MPa with the longitudinal 

component only half of its magnitudes and less than 0.09MPa (see Table 3.3). All the stresses in 

this study were found to be negligible compared with the yield stress (1.18±0.12MPa in 

circumferential and 1.21±0.09MPa in longitudinal directions) reported in [100] or the tensile 

rupture stress (1.27MPa) of thoracic aorta published in [98]. Furthermore, the peak stretch ratio 

of AA, was always less than 1.50 under all loading conditions and was also well below the 

previously recorded stretch failure of 2.1 [98]. Therefore, despite its effects of increasing AA 

longitudinal stress, the conclusion that AR downward motion associated with heart traction were 

enough to induce aortic transverse dissection or add the injury risks [77, 84] should be further 

pondered since our results were obtained with healthy subjects (normal aortic material, 

morphology and hemodynamics).  
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Compared with the downward motion, the AR in-plane displacement did not seem to alter the 

aortic stresses especially for the AA segment, which was still true even with the in-plane 

displacement magnitudes doubled. Although comparable with AR axial displacement 

(8.9±1.8mm), the AR in-plane motion (5.5±1.7mm) was inappreciable versus the distance 

(130mm in our model) between the AR and brachiocephalic artery. Thus, the in-plane motion 

could barely change the aortic length (longitudinal deformation). Since aortic inflation was 

mainly the consequence of luminal pressure, the in-plane motion hardly induced circumferential 

deformation, either. Without longitudinal or circumferential deformation, the stress level would 

not be modified. 

Although the AR axial or in-plane motion didn’t seem to elevate the aortic dissection risks in this 

study, additional mechanisms should account to aortic dissection. This injury should still be 

related to the factors increasing aortic wall stress and reducing aortic strength. The aortic stress 

could be enhanced by such factors as hypertension and aortic dilation. Cardiovascular diseases 

like aortic insufficiency would increase AR axial motion through ventricular compensation [77]. 

This increased motion could additionally elevate the aortic wall stress in subjects with higher 

aortic stiffness attributed to higher ages and vascular diseases (e.g. Marfan syndrome and 

atherosclerosis). Moreover, in these vascular diseases, the aortic strength would also be 

jeopardized with the aortic tissue remodeled. When the local aortic stress exceeds what the aortic 

tissue can resist, the aortic dissection might occur.  

3.2.5 Conclusions 

The AR in-plane motion was analyzed with the MRI data from 25 volunteers. The in-plane 

displacement increased during systole and regressed in diastole. The in-plane movement was 

found to be comparable to the axial motion, with its mean value (±standard deviation) 

5.5±1.7mm. The X and Y components of in-plane motion were respectively 3.1±0.9mm, -

4.4±1.7mm under MRI reference system and 3.1±1.5mm, 3.0±1.3mm under PDA system. Blood 

flow should be simulated with FSI approach considering the lower values of aortic diameters, 

volumes and stresses as a result of hydrodynamics. The AR downward displacement did not 

improve AA’s vulnerability to dissection since the resulting 40% increase of longitudinal stress 
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was still trivial against the aortic yield stress. With inducing negligible aortic circumferential or 

axial deformation, AR in-plane motion had no effect on aortic stress levels.  

3.3 Aortic stress level against stress thresholds 

The aortic stress level during cardiac cycle was evaluated in Chapter 3.2 by applying a systolic 

intra-aortic pressure and a 3D aortic root motion. The magnitudes of the peak aortic stretch and 

VonMises stress did not depend whether the simulations included AR 3D motions or not. The 

peak values of aortic stretch stress were 1.48 and 1.41 for circumferential and longitudinal 

direction. The peak VonMises stress of aortic wall was 0.25MPa. The peak stretch and VonMises 

stress were always located at the interior curvature of aortic arch distal to AA during all the 

simulations. The AR longitudinal or in-plane motion displayed quite limited effects on aortic wall 

stress distribution. Although AR longitudinal motion increased the aortic longitudinal stress, the 

proportion of stress elevated by AR motion (i.e. 0.08MPa) was far below the aortic longitudinal 

stress threshold of 1.80±0.24MPa [100]. Therefore, the aortic responses under cardiac loadings 

mainly result from the aortic luminal pressures. 

The peak aortic stresses and stretch ratio due to cardiac loadings were listed in Table 3.4 with the 

corresponding values published in literature for MVCAs and aortic tensile tests. To briefly 

review the data in MVCAs [17, 19, 21, 101], the aortic stresses were obtained with numerical 

reconstruction of MVCAs. The cardiac cycle was not modeled in these previous studies and the 

stress levels due to the ventricular traction or blood flow were not thus considered. The aortic 

stresses during cardiac cycle were comparable with the corresponding magnitudes reconstructed 

in MVCAs. The circumferential and longitudinal stresses under cardiac cycle were 28.3% and 

29.8% of the failure thresholds. Furthermore, the stretch ratios under cardiac function were 

67.1%~70.5% of the failure thresholds. In other words, BAR in MVCAs should result from not 

only the aortic loadings due to crashes but also the contribution of human cardiac function 

including ventricular traction and intra-aortic pressure. Therefore, the cardiac function needs to 

be simulated in BAR studies for MVCAs to consider the aortic physiological loadings which 

result primarily from aortic luminal pressure and secondarily from ventricular traction. 
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Table 3.4 Peak stresses and stretch ratio of aortic wall during cardiac cycle, MVCAs [17, 19, 21, 

101] and tensile failure tests[98, 100] 

 Stress (MPa) Stretch ratio 

VonMises Circumferential Longtudinal Circumferential Longtudinal 

Cardiac 0.25 0.51 0.51 1.48 1.41 

Pressure 0.25 0.51 0.43 1.48 1.41 

MVCA 0.13~3.1 

[17, 19, 21, 101] 

-- -- -- -- 

Threshold 1.27 [98] 1.80±0.24[100] 1.71±0.14[100] 2.1 [98] 
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CHAPTER 4 INTRA-AORTIC PRESSURE IN MVCA 

4.1 Introduction 

We presented in Chapter 3 that it is necessary to simulate cardiac cycle especially intra-aortic 

pressure during MVCA reconstruction for BAR research. Intra-aortic pressure had been proposed 

as one of the numerous BAR mechanisms in MVCAs, but its effects on aortic injury became 

controversial in some studies and remains unclear [9-12].  

Forman et al. [12] performed 9 sled tests with human cadaver thoraces (see Figure 4.1) which 

resulted in minimal chest compression and a peak mid-spine acceleration of 169±35.0g. The 

maximum intra-aortic, tracheal and esophageal pressures reached 177kPa, 112kPa and 156kPa 

while no macroscopic BAR was observed. They postulated that thoracic acceleration could not 

cause BARs alone and the differential pressure across the aortic wall was still below the injury 

tolerance despite the high intra-aortic pressure. Bass et al. [11] performed burst tests on human 

entire aorta samples with the pressure loading rate similar as that recorded in cadaveric sled tests. 

The pressure values at aortic failure were used to construct the Weibull survival risk curve 

(displayed in Figure 4.2). A pressure of 101kPa was reported to cause a 50% risk of failure for all 

the aortic samples while a pressure of 120kPa for the subjects below 68 years. Hardy et al. [9] 

reproduced clinically relevant BARs with 8 human cadavers which were tested with dynamic 

blunt loading modes (i.e. frontal impact, side impact, submarining and combined loading) (Figure 

4.3). The cadavers were inverted during the tests and the aortas were perfused. The aortic 

pressure reached 165kPa for only one test but other tests had a peak pressure less than 85kPa. 

They concluded that thoracic deformation was critical to BAR and the contribution of intra-aortic 

pressure to BAR was limited. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of the sled test system to reproduce BAR with limited thoracic 

deformation (adapted from [12]) 

 

Figure 4.2 Weibull injury risk for aortic bust tests under pressure impulse loading (adapted from 

[11]) 
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Figure 4.3 Representative frontal impact (top), side impact, with and without arm engagement 

(middle left and right, respectively), submarining simulation (bottom left), and oblique impact 

(bottom right) configurations (adapted from [9]). 
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The simulation approaches to consider the pressure effects on aortic loadings also differed in 

previous studies [17, 19, 21, 22, 75, 102]. In the simplified thoracic model proposed by Richens 

et al. [102], the aortic blood was modeled with an elastic material and Lagrange solid elements to 

consider the intra-aortic pressure. In this study, the blood flow could not be modeled and the so-

called ‘pressure’ resulted from the deformation of elastic blood material. In a more complex 

human FE model, the aortic luminal pressure was simulated by defining an airbag filled with 

linear elastic fluid [19, 21]. The intra-aortic pressure was quantified by a uniform monitored 

volume (airbag type) pressure and the pressure modification due to blood flow occlusion was not 

taken into account in this study. In another human thoracic model previously used to study the 

effects of aging factors on thoracic injury risk, the aortic lumen was kept empty without blood 

filling [75]. In this case, aortic stress levels only resulted from the material deformation due to 

aortic interactions with the surrounding organs. Blood flow and blood interaction with the aortic 

wall were simulated in an isolated aorta FE model during traumatic rupture conditions [22]. The 

aorta was modeled as a single-layered thick wall composed of two fiber families with viscoelastic 

material. Blood flow and WSS modifications due to aortic deformations were reproduced but the 

blood pressure or aortic interactions with the surrounding thoracic organs were not considered. In 

other words, the aortic stress levels were limited to those resulting from the prescribed aortic 

deformations, without considering the effects of intra-aotic pressure or aorta-chest interactions. 

This chapter aims to identify the necessity of considering intra-aortic pressure during MVCA-

related BAR studies. 

4.2 Article #2: Intra Luminal Pressure as a Determinant Factor in 

Blunt Aortic Rupture: an Experimental Ex-Vivo Study 

This article entitled “Intra Luminal Pressure as a Determinant Factor in Blunt Aortic Rupture: 

an Experimental Ex-Vivo Study” was submitted to the Journal of Trauma and Acute Care 

Surgery on 4th April, 2018. It was still under review at the time this thesis was written. 

Aurélien Culver MDa,b,*, Wei Wei PhDa,*, Marc Leone MD, PhDb, Thierry Bege, MD, PhDa, 

Michel Behr PhDa 

a Aix-Marseille University, IFSTTAR, LBA UMR T24, Marseille, France 
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b Aix-Marseille University, Department of Anesthesiology and Intensive Care Medicine, the North 

Hospital, AP-HM, Marseille, France  

Abstract 

Background: Blunt aortic injury is responsible for a high mortality rate in motor vehicle crash 

accidents, and can occur in even relatively low-speed impact conditions. High levels of 

intravascular pressure during shock were previously postulated to initiate such injuries although 

the exact mechanism seems complex, multi factorial, and remains unclear. Moreover, its 

complexity makes it difficult to reproduce in experimental studies. Our study was aimed to 

determine a luminal aortic pressure triggering threshold leading to aortic wall rupture in low-

speed car crash conditions. 

Methods: Thirteen human aortas were dissected in this study. The samples were mounted on a 

hydraulic loop experimental setup and pressurized with a compressor delivering a continuous 

airflow. The intra-aortic pressures were continuously measured by two pressure sensors while the 

trials were filmed by a high-speed camera to capture the rupture locations. A pressure-induced 

risk curve of aortic rupture was also generated according to the recorded failure pressures. 

Results: Nine out of the thirteen human aortas were used for the aortic burst tests, since four 

specimens were excluded due to the poor tissue quality. The mean value of the failure pressures 

was 131.8  11.7 kPa (989  88 mmHg) and 44% of all the samples were ruptured at aortic 

isthmus. From the injury risk curve, a pressure of 133.5 kPa (1001 mmHg) corresponds to a 50% 

risk of aortic failure.  

Conclusions: An aortic luminal pressure injury triggering threshold of 133.5kpa was proposed, 

that could lead to blunt aortic ruptures in relatively low-speed car accident conditions. This value 

could provide data basis for better predicting aortic injury risk in the field of road safety. 

Level of evidence: III, economic & value-based evaluations. 

Keywords: Blunt aortic rupture, Intra-aortic pressure, Experimental, Injury risk, Vehicle crash 

accidents 
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4.2.1 Background 

Blunt aortic rupture is the most common injury among large mediastinal vessels [103] and the 

second leading cause of death in motor vehicle crash accidents (MVCAs) (15 to 30%) [104-107]. 

The onset conditions are always high-energy situations, as MVCAs were considered to contribute 

to 80-90% of the blunt aortic ruptures (BAR) [38, 39, 108, 109]. Other circumstances include 

motorcycle accidents, high falls and horse-riding accidents [7]. Despite the vast diversity of 

accident scenarios, the aortic injury at peri-isthmus was found in 90% of the cases in clinical 

studies and 62% of the cases in cadaveric studies [43, 102].  

Several injury mechanisms of BAR have been proposed, mainly based on observations from 

autopsies after MVCAs, followed by animal [110, 111] and human body ex-vivo experiments [7, 

106, 112]. However, the exact role of certain factors that may influence these mechanisms, such 

as the conditions and timing of the accident or the victim’s characteristics, remain unclear. 

Especially the interactions among these factors cannot be excluded and are difficult to reproduce 

in the laboratory. Currently, there are two distinct injury mechanisms in literature. One 

incorporates the notion of inertia: antero-superior projection of the heart-aorta block during 

sudden deceleration would cause the aortic junction to be stretched or sheared, particularly in the 

isthmic area [7, 8, 106, 112]. On one hand, this site corresponds to an anatomical zone of fragility 

due to the lowest aortic parietal thickness (closure area of the arterial canal). On the other hand, 

the location of isthmus at the junction between the aortic arch "movable" and the "fixed" 

descending thoracic aorta makes this region more vulnerable. The second proposed mechanism 

was related to blood hydrodynamics [7, 113]: abdominal compression by the seat belt and/or 

steering wheel during impact, as well as compression of the thoracic wall, would be responsible 

for a sudden increase in intra-aortic pressure ("Water Hammer" effect). This intravascular high 

blood pressure would cause the transverse rupture of the wall with the parietal tension reaching 

its limit value.  

In this second potential mechanism, it is crucial to know precisely the threshold pressure level 

that the aortic wall would be able to withstand, for example in the context of developing human 

body models able to predict aortic injury risks in the context of road safety research. To our 

knowledge, there is only one previous experimental study aimed to determine this threshold on 
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human aortas [11], performed at a loading rate corresponding to high speed impact conditions. It 

was suggested that this mechanism be compatible with the overpressure conditions expected in a 

car crash situation.  

In this context, the objective of this work is to perform ex-vivo experiments on human aortic 

samples to determine an injury criterion that could be considered in even relatively low-speed car 

impact conditions.  

4.2.2 Methods 

The study was performed from January to June 2017. Human aortas were used to study the 

maximum level of pressure prior to aortic rupture. They were dissected from 13 un-embalmed 

corpses before the tests. The samples would be excluded from this study if failing the following 

criteria: no anatomical abnormity, pathology or severe degeneration. The whole process of 

dissection and sampling was performed in the pathological anatomy laboratory (Medicine school, 

La Timone, Marseille) and met the ethical standards of Aix-Marseille University. After opening 

the thoracic cage and extracting the lungs by sections of the hiles, the descending aorta was 

revealed and then cut at the level of the diaphragmatic hiatus. It was gradually removed from the 

spinal column in a retrograde manner, to the aortic junction, where the left subclavian artery, left 

common carotid, and brachiocephalic trunk are successively sectioned. The intercostal arteries 

were severed during progression. The ascending aorta was cut off at the aortic valve in order to 

maintain maximum vascular tissue. Forward, the pulmonary artery was removed from the aortic 

arch by a prudent arterial ligament section (aortic isthmus), and backward, the aorta was 

separated from the other mediastinal elements by progressive fascia detachment. Once retrieved, 

the aorta was permeabilized again by expelling blood clots that obstructed its lumen. The sections 

of the superior aortic branches and the coronary arteries were then sutured. After dissection, the 

fat and peri-aortic tissues were removed, so that the aortic wall was completely cleansed of its 

surrounding tissues. All the specimens were soaked in saline water and stored with a rapid 

freezing technique (3-5°C). 

In order to apply pressure, a circuit consisting of low-compliance polyvinyl chloride pipes 

reinforced with high tenacity textile braids was utilized. At the end of the circuit was mounted a 

metal valve which was closed during pressurization. When being fixed on the circuit, the aortas 
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were always ensured to have their anatomical posture to avoid any twist preloading before 

pressurization. The schematic of the experimental set up is shown in Figure 4.4. Complete 

tightness, especially with air, was difficult to achieve for high pressures during preliminary tests, 

despite the vascular sutures (0.5 mm in diameter). Therefore, an equivalent technique to an "inner 

tube" was used: a very thin medical latex sheath (0.1 mm thick) was fit inside the aortic lumen. 

Since the compliance of this membrane is far superior to that of the aortic wall, we hypothesized 

that its mechanical contribution was negligible compared with the aortic wall. Using latex sheath 

(see Figure 4.5) is our original approach to better prevent leakage during pressurization period 

compared to the traditional way of solely making sutures [11], which often suffers from leakage 

under high pressure levels. The fixation of the aortas and the latex sheath on the circuit was 

achieved by using metal clamps inside with foam pads were also fitted to prevent any pre-trauma 

on the aortic wall. The aorta was pressurized until failure with an air pump (LH2055; Lehua, 

Ningbo, China), which was pre-calibrated to generate air flow at a rate of 1000 mL/s. The air 

pressure in the aorta was recorded by two pressure sensors (EPX, TE connectivity, Schaffhuasen, 

Switzerland) and the aortic inflation was captured by a high-speed camera (Fastcam SA3 model 

120; Photron, Tokyo, Japan) with 1000 Hz image frequency. Primary outcome was the maximum 

pressure level before failure measured in the aorta. Maximum pressures of all the aortas were 

used to generate the pressure-induced injury risk curve with 2-parameter Weibull analysis as 

previously done and detailed in Bass et al. [11]. After the aortic burst tests, a single latex sheath, 

the same as the one previously fitted inside the aorta, was mounted to the burst test system and 

inflated with the same protocols. The pressure time-history was recorded and compared to those 

of aortic burst tests. To be noted, the pressure time-history presented here was acquired by 

filtering the recorded raw signals using a low-pass first-order filter and 180 Hz cut-off frequency 

with Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). 
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Figure 4.4: System configuration for aorta pressurization 

4.2.3 Results 

Thirteen human aortas were dissected for the experiments. They came from subjects aged 66 to 

96 (average age 88 years), including 5 females and 4 males. Calcification plaques were present in 

the arterial wall of each aorta. Four aortas were excluded from the protocol immediately after 

dissection for tissue quality issues: 2 aortas had major anatomical abnormalities; 2 others showed 

macroscopic necrosis, suggesting underlying aortic pathology or poor specimen preservation after 

death. 

An example of the test procedure at different moments was displayed in Figure 4.5. The 

maximum intra-aortic pressures before rupture for each aorta and the rupture locations are given 

in Table 4.1. The rupture location was peri-isthmic in 44% of cases (4 out of 9 aortas). The mean 

value of aortic rupture pressures was 131.9  11.8 kPa (989  88 mmHg) (Table 4.1). The mean 

pressure versus time before aortic rupture and the corresponding experimental corridors (Figure 

4.6) were acquired with the same approach as previously reported by Lessley et al. [114]. The 

pressure time-history of latex sheath inflation test was also displayed in Figure 4.6. The pressure 

transition curve of the latex sheath was considerably inferior to those of the aortas, indicating the 

negligible contribution of the latex sheath to the aortas’ strength during pressurization. The 

pressure-induced injury risk curve which was generated with the aortic maximum pressures 

(listed in Table 4.1) was presented in Figure 4.7.  
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Figure 4.5: High-speed photos of Aorta-3 burst test at different moments: the first moment of 

visible rupture (defined as t=0ms), complete aortic rupture (t=5ms), the beginning of latex 

inflation (t=6ms) and complete latex inflation (t=10ms). 

Table 4.1: Summary of specimen parameters, burst pressures and rupture locations 

ID Gender Age 
(Year) 

Pressure 
(kPa) 

Rupture 
location 

 

Aorta-1  F 96 117.3 A 

Aorta-2  F 85 123.2 B 

Aorta-3  F 92 134.4 B 

Aorta-4  F 87 139.2 C 

Aorta-5  F 91 121.3 B 

Aorta-6  M 89 112.0 A 

Aorta-7  M 66 134.9 A 

Aorta-8  M 90 146.0 B 

Aorta-9 M 96 158.0 C 
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Figure 4.6: Mean value of pressure versus time recorded in aortic burst tests along with the 

experimental corridor and the pressure time-history of the latex tube inflation test. The grey 

dotted lines correspond to the range of variation for different points on the average curve, which 

was used to obtain the experimental corridor as previously detailed [114]. 

 

Figure 4.7: Weibull injury risk of aorta for pressure loadings compared with the same curve 

reported by Bass et al. [11]. 
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4.2.4 Discussion 

The aim of this study was to determine the reproducible intra-aortic hydrostatic pressure value 

leading to rupture. An average threshold of 131.9  11.8 kPa (989  88 mmHg) was observed, 

with the small standard deviation showing that the resistance of aortic vascular tissue was 

substantially homogenous among subjects. The rupture location was most often found at the peri-

isthmic region (44% of cases), confirming the vulnerability of the wall in this anatomical area. 

The Weibull distribution function provides a probability curve of rupture risk as a function of 

blood pressure. As shown in the Figure 4.7, beyond a blood pressure of 133 kPa (1001 mmHg), 

the risk of rupture becomes higher than 50%. 

During the aortic burst tests performed in this study, an innovative way was used to prevent 

leakage by fitting a thin-layered latex tube in the aortic lumen. As previously reported [12], 

leakage is tough to avoid under physiological pressures solely with sutures and can be quite a 

problem under higher loadings. On one hand, our combined utilization of latex tube with sutures 

minimized leakage with a simple and reproducible procedure. On the other hand, the latex sheath 

has no significant influence on the accuracy of failure pressure measurement due to its much 

higher compliance than aortas (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.6). 

The mean value of aortic rupture pressures found in our study was 33.6 kPa higher than the 

previous value reported by Bass et al. [11]. The current Weibull injury risk for intraluminal 

pressure was also found more aggressive, with a 50% threshold pressure 32.5 kPa higher in our 

study. This was unexpected since the mean age of current subjects was 20.3 years higher, while 

the failure pressure of the same risk was previously suggested to be higher for younger 

populations [11]. To be noted, the time to aortic failure pressure in current tests averaged to be 

2.3 s with a rate of 56.5 kPa/s (see Fig. 3), which was significantly lower than the rate of 720 

kPa/s applied by Bass et al. [11]. Although the rate sensitivity of aortic failure pressure has never 

been studied, the failure stress was reported to increase with the increasing strain rate in previous 

aortic stretch tests [54, 55, 115]. The lower pressure rate resulting in lower strain rate in our study 

should have leaded to lower failure pressure than that in previously experiment [11], which 

nevertheless contradicted with our case. Additional aortic burst tests of the same age populations 
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under different pressure rates may help to verify the data repeatability and the rate sensitivity of 

the failure pressure. 

Conversely, in another experimental study using ten fresh porcine aortas, Pearson et al. [113] 

found much higher burst pressures than that obtained in our study. The burst tests were 

performed on the ascending aorta, aortic arch and descending aorta. The mean values of burst 

pressures for these segments were respectively 300 kPa, 287 kPa and 273 kPa, with no significant 

differences between each group. The differences observed may be mainly due to the tissue 

conservation methods (fresh tissue versus embalmed cadavers). Indeed, the compliance of fresh 

biological tissue has been suggested to be altered by the preservation method [116]. 

Subsequently, the question that can be raised is whether the threshold value measured here, 133 

kPa (1001 mmHg), is a value that can happen in traffic accident situations. The answer to this 

question would provide more insights to the reasonability of the pressure-related BAR 

mechanism. In another experimental study, Hardy et al. [9] succeeded to reproduce BAR under a 

similar loading levels as MVCAs. Eight cadavers were infused at physiological pressure and 

impacted at an energy level equivalent to a MVCA at 30 km/h. Seven BAR resulted in the 8 tests, 

with the recorded intra-aortic pressure up to 165 kPa. This result therefore confirms the pressure 

level of 124 kPa can be reached in MVCAs. However, several factors that could increase BAR 

risks but were difficult to isolate during in situ tests include subject position, direction of shock, 

impact location, abdominal and thoracic compression [37, 117]. Our study avoids these 

uncertainties and isolates the stretching of the aortic wall due to inner pressure increase alone.  

Our study has also several limitations:  

In our experiments, no blood flow was simulated and aortic wall was loaded with a uniform 

pressure of a limited increasing rate. The obvious advantage here is that the nature of the 

fluid exerting the loading on the wall has no influence on the loading magnitude and should 

only be seen as a loading medium, thus allowing us to use air instead of blood or any 

equivalent fluid. Still the threshold must only be considered as rather representative of the 

intrinsic characteristics of the aortic wall under hydrostatic conditions. The possible effect of 

fluid flow on aortic injuries should be the purpose of a further study, in order to fulfill the 

understanding of aortic injury mechanisms. 
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The aortas came from elderly subjects, probably with co-morbidities, and had multiple 

vascular calcifications. The biomechanics of the aged population could differ from those of 

the younger population without co-morbidities. Indeed, the aged population are less 

frequently injured than the younger in MVCAs, but the BAR of the elderly can cause higher 

mortality [106]. In addition, vascular senescence is characterized by thickening of the walls 

due to collagen proliferation, fragmentation of elastin fibers and mucopolysaccharides 

alteration, leading to vascular fibrosis. The resulting change in mechanical properties of the 

aorta probably underestimates our maximum pressure figures [118]. 

The preservation durations prior to dissection were not consistent from one cadaver to the 

other and were able to vary by up to several days. The effect of this duration on the aortas’ 

biomechanical properties (elasticity, compliance) was difficult to exclude in our work.  

A higher number of samples will make it possible to better characterize factors affecting results 

variability, such as gender or age. The locations of mechanical weakness, such as the isthmus that 

was found ruptured in this study in 44% of the cases would also be confirmed. Using fresh 

human aortas, obtained for example in the context of multi-organ donation, would also make it 

possible to avoid tissue conservation issues.  

4.2.5 Conclusion 

This study is a part of a larger project aiming at characterizing aortic injury mechanisms during 

high-speed body trauma. These injury mechanisms are complex, interacting with each other both 

in space and time. Excessive intra-aortic pressure is considered as among one of them and was 

explored in this study. The aortic rupture risk was found significantly high (higher than 50%) 

over a pressure of 133 kPa (1001 mmHg). This threshold was previously reported to be reachable 

in MVCAs. This injury mechanism is therefore probably playing a major role in the onset of 

traumatic aortic ruptures. In the field of fast growing virtual traumatology, injury criteria such as 

the here-proposed pressure threshold seem to be essential in order to make the models reliable 

and efficient in predicting aortic injury risk under impacts. 
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4.3 Article #3: Intraluminal Pressure Should be Considered for 

Blunt Aortic Rupture Prediction in Car Crash Accidents: a 

Numerical Analysis 

This article entitled “Intraluminal Pressure Should be Considered for Blunt Aortic Rupture 

Prediction in Car Crash Accidents: a Numerical Analysis” was submitted to the Traffic Injury 

Prevention Journal on 8th April, 2018. It was still under review at the time this thesis was written. 

Wei Wei1,*, Aurélien Culver1, Morgane Evin1, Cyril J.F. Kahn1, Michel Behr1 

1 Aix-Marseille Université, IFSTTAR, LBA UMR T24, Marseille, France 

Abstract 

Objective: The role of fluid-structure interactions in blunt aortic rupture (BAR) in car crashes 

remains unclear. Moreover, blood pressure is often neglected or over-simplified when predicting 

the risk of BAR in literature. In this study, the necessity of considering pressure for an accurate 

prediction of BAR risk in car crashes was investigated.  

Methods: In a preliminary step, the possible influence of pressure on aorta mobility was assessed, 

as mobility and BAR risk may be related according to recent literature. Thus, mini-sled tests 

were performed with 7 cadaveric aorta specimens on a custom platform. The aortas were 

pressurized at two different levels: a low physiological level of 50mmHg and a high 

physiological level of 200mmHg. Then, a single oblique-frontal real car crash case involving 

BAR was extracted from the CIREN database and reconstructed. The reconstructed accelerations 

were imposed as boundary conditions in a finite element simulation involving a car environment 

and the GHBMC human model. The consistency of the models was evaluated by comparing car 
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intrusions and occupant injuries recorded in the simulation with the case records. Finally, the 

intraluminal pressure was recorded and compared with the pressure threshold expected to induce 

aorta failure as reported in literature. 

Results: In the preliminary tests, mini-sled accelerations were found reproducible for all the 

aortas, and aortic deflections were found significantly affected by the initial pressure level. The 

frontal car intrusions reconstructed from the car crash simulation were consistent with the real 

case report. The occupant model predicted bilateral rib fractures and lung contusion, which was 

also consistent with the case injury report. A peak blood pressure of 135kPa was predicted in the 

aorta, corresponding to an estimated BAR risk of 91%. 

Conclusion: Intraluminal pressure had significant effects on the aortic mobility. The intraluminal 

pressure occurring in BAR-related accidents could induce significantly high BAR risks. 

Intraluminal pressure is therefore a critical factor to be considered for BAR prediction in car 

crash accidents and is a relevant parameter to be used in BAR risk criteria definition. 

Keyword: Blunt aortic rupture, Intraluminal pressure, Aortic mobility, Injury risk, Car crash 

accidents 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Blunt aortic rupture (BAR) is the second leading cause of death following blunt trauma in motor 

vehicle crash accidents (MVCAs) [4]. The majority of BARs occurring in MVCAs were found in 

vehicle occupants (53.5%), followed by pedestrians, motorcyclists, bicyclists and truck occupants 

[3]. BAR often leads to fatality with 85% of the victims deceased at the collision scene [5]. If 

untreated, 30% of the remaining injured will decease within 24 hours [5]. Various aortic injury 

mechanisms have been previously proposed and can be categorized into two sources of 

contribution: intraluminal pressure [8] and aortic distraction [6, 7]. The aortic distraction is 

related to aortic motions resulting from thoracic compression and was postulated to be a primary 

BAR mechanism [9, 10]. However, the pressure effects on BAR remain to be controversial. Bass 

et al. [11] proposed a pressure-based injury index with a 101kPa threshold for 50% BAR risk. 

Forman et al. [12] suggested intraluminal pressure should only be a secondary mechanism due to 

the limited pressure gradient across the aortic wall during sled tests. Hardy et al. [9] further 
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argued blood pressure seemed unlikely to cause BAR alone considering the typical transverse 

rupture in MVCAs and Young-Laplace equation [119].  

In previous numerical researches, discrepancies also existed in the choices of accounting for 

blood pressure effects. Richens et al. [17] did not consider the contribution of blood pressure to 

aortic wall stress levels in crash simulation. Siegel et al. [19] assumed a static blood pressure 

uniformly distributed inside the aorta and got a maximum pressure of 176.3kPa in lateral crash 

simulation. Their approaches of simulating blood pressure were simplified to some extent, since 

the pressure profile is pulsatile during cardiac cycle and inhomogeneous in the aortic lumen. 

However, it is difficult to judge whether this simplification impaired the BAR prediction in the 

simulation before we ascertained the effects of intraluminal pressure on BAR in MVCAs. 

In this context, the role of fluid-structure interactions in blunt aortic rupture (BAR) in car crashes 

remains unclear. Here, the relevance of considering pressure for an accurate prediction of BAR 

risk in car crashes was investigated. In particular, preliminary experiments were performed by 

comparing the aortic deflections in mini-sled tests under two pressure levels. Then, an oblique-

frontal real crash case involving BAR was reconstructed to acquire aortic blood pressure 

information in MVCAs and estimate whether pressure is a relevant risk factor or not. 

4.3.2 Methods 

Preliminary tests 

Seven fresh cadaveric aortas (2 males and 5 females; mean age 88±9 years; detailed sample 

information in Table O1 of APPENDIX O) from aortic root to T8 vertebra level were harvested 

as a part of a protocol for body donation to science approved by the Ethics Committee of the 

Faculty of Medicine of Marseille (France). The subjects had no reported cardiovascular disease 

or trauma history. All the specimens were soaked in saline water and stored with a rapid freezing 

technique. The extra-aortic tissue was removed after the samples were thawed to room 

temperature prior to testing. Surgical sutures (0.5mm in diameter) were made at the incisions of 

coronary, supra-aortic and intercostal arteries. A medical latex tube (0.1mm thick) was fit inside 

the aortic lumen. Using latex tube (see Figure 4.9) is an original approach to better prevent fluid 

leakage during pressurization period as compared to the traditional way of solely making sutures 
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[11] which often suffers from leakage under high pressure levels. More detailed information 

(diameters and lengths) of the harvested aortas is summarized in Table O1 of APPENDIX O. 

Each aorta was fixed on a mini-sled (Figure 4.9) at the aortic root level with its physiological 

posture to avoid pre-deformation. After air was removed from the system (displayed in Figure 4.9) 

by water circulation with the flow pump (10-00-00 heart pump, Stockert Instrument, Freiburg, 

Germany), all the taps except 2 and 4 were closed. The aorta sample was first pressurized at 

6.7kPa, corresponding to a low (50mmHg) physiological pressure level. This pressure was 

adjusted by varying the vertical water column height and checking the pressure sensors (EPX, TE 

connectivity, Schaffhausen, Switzerland),. After ensuring no leakage in the system, tap 2 and 4 

were also closed. The pendulum was released from a specific height (corresponding to 20° on the 

dial, hereafter referred as Impact-20°). This pendulum initial height was set arbitrarily after 

several height values were tested, because it would lead to reasonably great deflections. The 

mini-sled acceleration was recorded by a triaxial accelerometer (EGAS model, TE connectivity, 

Schaffhausen, Switzerland) while the aortic deflection along the sled travelling direction 

(hereafter referred as deflection for simplification) was captured by a high-speed camera 

(Fastcam SA3 model 120K, Photron, Tokyo, Japan). The whole process was then repeated with 

an initial pressure of 26.7kPa, corresponding to a high (200mmHg) physiological pressure level. 

In order to confirm the possible effect of pressure even for low impact energy levels, the trial was 

then repeated with the same aorta sample, at both initial pressure levels, for a lower pendulum 

height (corresponding to 10° on the dial and hereafter referred as Impact-10°). For both impact 

energy levels, aortic arch deflections under the two pressure levels were compared to evaluate the 

pressure effects on aortic mobility. Peak accelerations of the mini-sled under 50mmHg and 

200mmHg were always verified to be equivalent within a range of 1% for the same aorta under 

the same impact energy level. Otherwise, another trial was conducted until a reasonable match 

was achieved for the peak accelerations. In this way, the potential deflection modifications 

caused by acceleration discrepancies could be excluded or reduced as possible. 
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Figure 4.9: Platform configuration of mini-sled test 
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BAR case reconstruction 

One oblique-frontal crash case involving BAR was selected and obtained from the Crash Injury 

Research and Engineering Network (CIREN) database. In the real case, the vehicle (2004 Honda 

Civic) impacted a concrete traffic barrier at its front bumper at an estimated speed of 55km/h, 

with a principal direction of force of 340 degrees. The victim (36 year-old male, 173cm and 64kg) 

was seated at the second row left and restrained by a 3-point seatbelt without airbag available in 

the accident. He survived but suffered from aortic arch transection, lung contusions and/or 

laceration, bilateral rib fractures, and skin contusions (see Table D1 in APPENDIX D). The 

reason for choosing this case was the car type and occupant morphology were similar to those of 

the available vehicle and occupant finite element (FE) models, i.e. respectively a 1996-year 

Dodge Neon and the Global Human Body Model Consortium (GHBMC). See Table D1 and 

Table D2 in APPENDIX D for details of these 2 models. 

The case reconstruction analysis was performed in two stages: vehicle-barrier crash simulation 

followed by the sub-simulation of occupant interacting with the restraint system. For stage 1, the 

FE models of 1996-year Dodge Neon and concrete barrier, released and validated by the National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), were used to simulate the collision scene (see 

Figure 4.10). The vehicle imposed initial velocity was set to 55km/h according to the case 

description. Initial velocity was preferred to the change in velocity (delta-V) as delta-V of the 

vehicle could not be estimated in the accident, since the initial vehicle-barrier relative position or 

the post-impact barrier movement was uncertain. Since the initial vehicle-barrier relative position 

was not reported, the FE simulation was iteratively repeated, tuning the barrier-vehicle angle until 

a reasonable match was obtained for the case vehicle deformations measured according to the 

collision deformation classification (11FDEW03) [120]. The acceleration time-history was 

recorded by the tri-axial accelerometer fixed at the left-rear passenger seat and was used as input 

for stage 2 simulation.  

For stage 2, the GHBMC M50 human model (V4.4; Elemance, Winston-Salem, USA) was 

positioned and belted in a car cockpit environment, firstly dropped onto the deformable seat 

under gravity loading. This simulation terminated until equilibrium in contacts between the 

occupant and the vehicle components (seat and floor) was reached. A seatbelt with 6kN-load-

limit retractor was then created and fit to the occupant’s chest and abdomen as previously 
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described in [121]. The crash acceleration loadings obtained from stage 1 were finally applied to 

restrained occupant model (Figure 4.10). Meanwhile, the initial stresses due to occupant-

seat/floor contact were also inherited from the previous occupant drop simulation. 

The occupant impact simulation was evaluated against the case injury descriptions in terms of 

stress and strain for the thoracic organs (e.g. aorta, lungs and ribs). The simulated aortic blood 

pressure was also compared with the reported pressure threshold inducing aortic rupture [11] to 

estimate the pressure-resulted BAR risk in this case. All of the simulations were performed with 

the solver LS-DYNA 971 R7.1.1 (LSTC, Livermore, CA, USA). 

For practical reasons, because the Dodge Neon model used here had no detailed interior 

components, the seat and floor models were extracted from a 2012-year Toyota Camry FE model 

also released by NHTSA. It is assumed that the geometry of this interior is similar to that of the 

case vehicle (Honda Civic), as both cars are of the same category. In order to further compare 

injuries with the case medical report, stress and strain levels in the thoracic organs (e.g. aorta, 

lungs and ribs) were recorded in the simulation. The simulated aortic blood pressure was also 

compared with the reported pressure threshold inducing aortic rupture previously reported in [11] 

to estimate the pressure-resulted BAR risk in this case. All of the simulations were performed 

with the LS-DYNA 971 R7.1.1 solver (LSTC, Livermore, CA, USA). 

 

Figure 4.10. Simulation setup for car crash reconstruction: vehicle-barrier crash (stage 1) and 

occupant-seat impact model (stage 2)  
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4.3.3 Results 

Preliminary tests 

The average pendulum velocity at the moment of impact was 1.5±0.1m/s for Impact-20° and 

0.7±0.1m/s for Impact-10°. Considering the mass and the post-impact velocity of pendulum, the 

impact energy resulted in 10.8±2.3J for Impact-20°and 2.4±0.5J for Impact-10°, which was 

nearly the energy transferred directly to the sled and aortas. The mini-sled mean accelerations 

versus time and the corresponding experimental corridors for Impact-20° and Impact-10° were 

displayed in Figure E1 (APPENDIX E), which were acquired with the same approach as 

previously reported in [114] and based on accelerations filtered from the raw experimental data 

with SAE CFC 180. The mini-sled accelerations were reproducible for all the aortas, with the 

mean values of the peak accelerations recorded as 16.0±2.1g and 7.2±0.8g 16.0±2.1g and 

7.2±0.8g respectively for Impact-20° and Impact-10°. 

The deflection time-history under 50mmHg and 200mmHg during Impact-20° and Impact-10° 

was displayed in Figure 4.11a for Aorta-3 and in Figure F2 (APPENDIX F) for the other aortas. 

The deflection measuring approach was detailed in APPENDIX F. During sled tests, the aorta 

experienced two phases: the bending phase due to inertia and the rebounding phase due to aortic 

elasticity. The peak deflections of all the aortas were displayed in Figure 4.11b for Impact-20°and 

Figure 4.11c for Impact-10°. For Impact-20°, the mean values of peak deflections were 

3.7±1.8cm and 2.4±0.9cm respectively under 50mmHg and 200mmHg. For Impact-10°, the 

corresponding values were 1.9±1.0cm and 1.1±0.5cm under 50mmHg and 200mmHg. In both 

impact energy levels, the aortic deflections under 50mmHg were correlated (r=0.953 for Impact-

20° and p= 0.907 for Impact-10°) with and significantly higher than the deflections under 

200mmHg (p=0.010 for Impact-20° and p= 0.013 for Impact-10°), which were results of paired t-

tests against pressure levels. 

Oblique-frontal crash reconstruction 

In stage 1, the simulated vehicle deformations (Figure G1 in APPENDIX G) were compared with 

the case vehicle damage profiles. Table 4.2 displayed the frontal intrusions which were referred 

as C1-C6 and were measured with the same protocols (11FDEW03) as reported in CIREN 
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database. The acceleration time-histories recorded at the left-rear seat of stage 1 were displayed 

in Figure G2 (APPENDIX G) which were applied as the input of stage 2. 

In stage 2, the lungs and the aorta were found to reach their peak value of maximum principal 

strain and VonMises stress respectively at the same time t=100ms (displayed in Figure 4.12). The 

effective plastic strains of ribs at t=100ms are displayed in Figure 4B. The aortic blood pressure 

also came to the peak value of 135kPa (displayed in Figure 4.12B) at t=100ms. The strain, stress 

and pressure displayed here are averaged values of the surrounding elements sharing a common 

node. 

 

Figure 4.11. Aortic deflections in mini-sled tests: deflection time-history of Aorta-3 (a) where P-

50 and P-200 correspond to pressure 50mmHg and 200mmHg; peak deflections of all the aortas 

for Impact-20 (b) and for Impact-20° (c) 
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Table 4.2. Intrusions of frontal crash reconstruction compared with case vehicle crush profiles 

Deformation 

(cm) 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

Average 
difference 
(%) 

Case 20 28 41 49 50 55 -- 

Simulation 25 31 43 48 52 54 -- 

Difference (%) 25.0 10.7 4.9 -3.2 2.0 -1.8 8.5 

 

Figure 4.12. Simulation results of occupant injuries: contour plots of effective plastic strains for 

ribs (a), max principal strain for lungs (b), VonMises stress for aorta (c) and blood pressure 

recorded in aorta (d) at t=100ms in stage 2 
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4.3.4 Discussion 

Aortic mobility modification 

For Impact-20° or Impact-10°, the aortic deflections were found higher under 50mmHg than the 

deflections under 200mHg (see Figure A3). The mean values of peak deflections under 50mmHg 

were 54.2% (for Impact-20°) and 72.7% (for Impact-10°) higher than those under 200mmHg. Of 

course these deflection magnitudes should not be considered as those experienced by aortas in 

real intra-thoracic conditions, for two main reasons: there are no surrounding organs limiting (or 

increasing) somehow the movements of the aortic arch; the tests do not reflect the realistic 

anatomic constraints of aorta (e.g. tethering from the superior aortic branches and ligamentum 

arteriosum). 

Apart from the deflection magnitudes, the durations of deflection pulses were also 5-32ms 

(Impact-20°) and 5-30ms (Impact-10°) longer under lower pressure than those under higher 

pressure. In other words, the aortic mobility was significantly modified by the pressurization 

levels. This was attributed to the nonlinear hyperelastic material properties of aorta, which 

displayed higher stiffness at higher strains [74, 86]. This is also supported by results reported in 

[122], where the slope of the pressure-strain curve was found to be 10 times greater at 27kPa than 

at 7kPa in conditions of aortic pressure-inflation tests. 

Among the studies having investigated BAR mechanisms in MVCAs, some researchers 

speculated the sudden stretch of aorta due to relative displacements among different aortic 

segments should account for the injuries [16, 59, 123]. Other studies further proposed the 

thoracic deformation leading to aortic distraction was critical for reproducing BAR in 

experimental environments [9, 10]. These previous studies altogether indicated the difference in 

mobility between the relatively free aortic arch and the constrained descending aorta played an 

important role in BAR. To some extent, our finding of aortic mobility modified by intraluminal 

pressures could indirectly justify the aortic pressurization should be considered when studying 

BAR in MVCAs. Indeed, previous researches focused on the aortic stress levels directly imposed 

by intraluminal pressure loadings [19, 21] while our study might also provide another perspective 

in analyzing pressure effects on aortic kinematics for BAR research. 
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The preliminary tests have several limitations. First of all, the initial pressures correspond to a 

low and a high physiological value, but are far from those values expected in MVCAs, in 

particular such as that recorded during the oblique-frontal crash simulation (135kPa). Aorta tissue 

was very vulnerable in the conditions of our tests and the risk of leakage in the suture region was 

found very high with pressures greater than 200mmHg. In order to avoid misreading of the 

pressure values due to possible leakage in the system, it was therefore decided to limit our 

observations to a maximum pressure of 200mmHg. Still, what could be observed at low pressures, 

i.e. the aortic arch deflection inversely correlated to pressure, is assumed to remain true for higher 

pressure values. 

Second, the sample group of 7 aged aortas (88±9 years) is another limitation in this study. Since 

the aortic wall stiffness was previously reported to increase with age [124, 125], the aortic 

deflections in this study only mimic the aortic mobility of the aged population (above 70 years), 

instead of young adults, under the experimental scenarios. The aortic deflections should be higher 

for the young populations under the same conditions as the current mini-sled tests. However, if 

this limitation probably affects the deflection magnitude, aortic mobility should still be 

considered to be significantly modified by pressure, independent of age. 

Pressure-resulted BAR risk 

To evaluate the BAR risk induced by intraluminal pressure, the first step would be to estimate 

what peak pressure could be expected in MVCA conditions. This can be achieved by 

reconstructing real accidents with numerical simulations. Lateral collisions involving BAR were 

previously reconstructed with the mean value of peak pressures reported as 153.2kPa in [19] and 

117.0kPa in [21]. BAR was reported to occur in both frontal and lateral collisions, although it is 

still uncertain whether BAR occurs more frequently in one particular impact direction [19, 21, 

126]. To supplement intraluminal pressure information for frontal crashes, an oblique-frontal 

crash case involving BAR was reconstructed in our study.  

In reconstruction stage 1, the simulated frontal deformations were similar with the case 

deformation patterns (Figure A4) with an average intrusion difference of 8.5% and a maximum 

difference of 25.0% (Table 1). The simulated crush profiles were considered to reasonably match 

the case vehicle damage according to the previous evaluation for later collisions [21].  
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The passenger injuries were evaluated in stage 2 under the acceleration pulses with a peak 

resultant magnitude of 28.9g captured in stage 1. The GHBMC M50 model reproduced multiple 

rib fractures (e.g. left rib 1-3, right rib 1 and 7-9) (Figure 4) due to excessive seatbelt contact 

force and chest compression. The peak max principal strain of 0.71 occurred at the left lung root 

where pulmonary arteries start, indicating this area had high risks of contusion according to the 

pulmonary injury thresholds proposed in [127, 128]. The peak stress of 1.24MPa at the posterior 

aortic arch suggested a higher BAR vulnerability at this region, referring to the aortic stress levels 

reproduced in lateral collisions[19] and the failure stresses recorded in dynamic stretch tests [52]. 

All the injuries detailed here above and predicted by the model agree well with the case injury 

descriptions of bilateral rib fractures, pulmonary contusion and aortic arch transection. 

As previously mentioned, the peak intraluminal pressure of this case was predicted to occur at the 

aortic root with a value of 135kPa. This peak pressure was within the ranges reported for lateral 

impacts [19, 21]. Bass et al. [11] proposed a pressure-based injury risk curve, hereafter refereed 

as Bass curve, with a 101kPa threshold for 50% BAR risk. Similarly, another unpublished study 

of our project obtained a 133.5kPa threshold for 50% risk. According to Bass curve, the BAR 

risk corresponding to an intraluminal pressure of 135kPa is 91%.  

On one hand, the value of 135kPa recorded in our simulation may be slightly underestimated 

(and consequently, the BAR risk underestimated as well) due to the lack of actual blood flow, 

suppressing the so-called water hammer effect [129]. The water hammer effect is due to sudden 

blood flow occlusion and could cause a pressure elevation of up to 36.8kPa according to the 

Joukowsky equation [130] if assuming average blood velocity 1.0m/s, upstream aortic length 

0.2m, blood pressure 16.0kPa and aorta occluded within 50ms. This added pressure may be 

insufficient to cause BAR alone but would help to elevate the injury risk from 91% to 99% in our 

accident case. 

On the other hand, the Bass curve was built with old cadaver specimens, whereas it is admitted 

that risk is lower in younger population [11]. In our case report, the victim was 38 years old, 

which means that we may be, on the opposite, overestimating the BAR risk, in a proportion 

difficult to quantify due to the lack of data on young subjects. 
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Extra-aortic pressure might be another factor conducive to counteracting luminal pressure and 

reducing BAR risks as reported in [12] where the intra-thoracic pressure was recorded for the 

first time in sled tests. However, their using tracheal and esophageal pressures to represent extra-

aortic pressure remains to be discussed, mostly due to experimental protocol limitations such as 

sensors locations, initial pressurization and inhomogeneity of the thoracic cavity. 

The possible high pressure-induced BAR risks in frontal and side impacts justified the necessity 

of considering intraluminal pressure for BAR mechanism studies. This should be achieved 

ideally by simulating cardiac blood flow instead of imposing a uniform static pressure in the 

aorta to involve both hydrostatic pressure and water hammer effect. Even if intraluminal pressure 

was proved to be offset by comparable extra-aortic pressure in collisions, it is still essential, in 

authors’ opinion, to consider pressure distributions inside and outside aorta for BAR researches. 

4.3.5 Conclusions  

Mini-sled tests were performed with seven cadaveric aorta samples (88±9 years) under two 

pressure conditions, both for two impact energy levels resulting in sled acceleration ranges of 

11.7-20.2g for Impact-20° and 5.6-8.8g for Impact-10°. The peak aortic deflections were 

1.9±1.0cm and 1.1±0.5cm respectively under 50mmHg and 200mmHg for Impact-10°, while the 

corresponding values were 3.7±1.8cm and 2.4±0.9cm for Impact-20°. The aortic deflections 

under 50mmHg pressurization were correlated with and significantly higher than the deflections 

under 200mmHg for both impact energy levels. Although the aortic deflections only represented 

the aortic mobility for the aged population under the experimental conditions, the significant 

effects of pressure levels on aortic mobility should remain true for the young adults.  

One oblique-frontal car crash involving BAR from CIREN database was also reconstructed with 

the vehicle model frontal intrusions consistent with the case report. The occupant model 

predicted bilateral rib fractures and lung contusion, also consistent with the case injury report. A 

peak intraluminal pressure of 135kPa was predicted in this oblique-frontal impact case. The 

estimated intraluminal pressures in current oblique-frontal case and previous lateral collisions 

could induce high risks of BAR according to the Bass curve. Combining the aortic mobility 

modified by pressurizations and the high BAR pressure-related risks in collisions, intraluminal 

pressure should be paid attention to during BAR studies for MVCAs. This viewpoint would not 
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be impaired even if the extra-aortic pressure was proved to counteract the intraluminal loadings, 

since the pressure distributions should be considered for both interior and exterior aorta in this 

condition. 
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CHAPTER 5 FSI SIMULATION OF AORTIC BLOOD FLOW DURING 

CARDIAC CYCLE AND MVCA 

5.1 Introduction 

The aortic loading responses during cardiac cycles were evaluated in Chapter 3. To briefly review, 

the peak VonMises stress of aortic wall was 0.51MPa while the peak stretch ratio was 

respectively 1.48 and 1.41 for circumferential and longitudinal directions. The aortic stress under 

cardiac function was comparable with the corresponding magnitudes reconstructed in car crash 

simulations [17, 19, 21, 101]. The aortic stress and stretch ratio were also respectively 

28.3%~29.8% and 67.1%~70.5% of the aortic failure thresholds according to the data in literature 

[98, 100]. Therefore, the aortic loadings due to cardiac cycle should be considered (and therefore 

not neglected) in MVCA-related BAR mechanism researches.  

The necessity of considering intra-aortic pressure during BAR researches for MVCAs was also 

emphasized in Chapter 4 from two perspectives. On one hand, different luminal pressure levels 

were found to affect aortic mobility significantly in Chapter 4.3. The aortic mobility is relevant 

with the commonly admitted BAR mechanism of aortic distraction resulting from thoracic 

compression in MVCAs. In other words, intra-aortic pressure level could also affect the 

possibility of aortic injury by influencing aortic mobility during MVCAs. On the other hand, the 

intra-aortic pressure was found to reach 135kPa in a reconstructed BAR case with a human FE 

model which simplified aortic blood modeling without simulating blood flow. Compared to the 

pressure levels (133.5kPa obtained in Chapter 4.2 and 101kPa in [11]) leading to a BAR risk of 

50%, the aortic luminal pressure, which was considerably elevated by impact loadings, could 

induce a high risk of BAR. Furthermore, the possible water hammer effect due to sudden blood 

flow occlusion was also estimated, together with which the aortic injury risk resulting from intra-

aortic pressure alone would reach up to 99%.  

Combining the context above, a promising way to consider intra-aortic pressure for MVCA-

related BARs is to simulate the aortic blood flow during the cardiac cycle instead of filling the 

entire aorta with an uniform static pressure as previously done in [19, 21]. Before developing the 
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aortic FE model to simulate the cardiac blood flow, it is necessary to have more knowledge of 

cardiac-related anatomy and physiology as well as the simulation approaches available in the 

commercial solver of LS-DYNA. 

5.1.1 Anatomy  

Heart 

The heart is a valved muscular organ in humans and other animals. The heart pumps blood 

through the blood vessels of the circulatory system to supply the body with oxygen and nutrients 

as well as to remove metabolic wastes.  

The heart is located in the middle of the mediastinum above the diaphragm behind the breastbone 

in the chest, at the level of thoracic vertebrae T5-T8 (see Figure 5.1). The large part of the heart is 

usually slightly shifted to the left, though the heart may sometimes be shifted to the right. Since 

the left part of heart pumps to all body parts and it is stronger, the heart is usually felt to be on the 

left side. The left lung in turn is smaller than the right lung because it has to accommodate the 

heart. The heart is supplied by the coronary circulation and is enclosed in the pericardial sac. 

The pericardium encloses the heart and also attaches to the mediastinal fascia, thus ensuring 

anchorage to the heart. The back surface of the heart lies near to the vertebral column, and the 

front surface sits deep to the sternum and costal cartilages. The base of the heart (i.e. the upper 

surface of the heart), which is located at the level of the third costal cartilage, attaches the great 

veins, the superior and inferior venae cavae, and the great arteries, the aorta and pulmonary trunk. 

The heart apex (i.e. the lower tip of the heart) lies close to the left of the sternum between the 

junction of the fourth and fifth ribs near their articulation with the costal cartilages. The right side 

of the heart is deflected forwards with the left side deflected to the back. 

The heart has two upper atria and two lower ventricles which respectively receive blood from the 

veins and discharge into the arteries (see Figure 5.2). The atria are connected to the ventricles by 

the atrioventricular valves and are separated by the coronary sulcus. The right atrium receives 

deoxygenated blood from the body and the left atrium receives oxygenated blood from the lungs. 

The right atrium and the right ventricle, which are separated by tricuspid valve, constitute the 

right heart. The left atrium and the LV, which are separated by mitral valve, constitute the left 
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heart. The left and right hearts are separated by the atrioventricular septum. As two independent 

functional units, the left heart pumps to the systemic circulation and the right heart pumps to the 

pulmonary circulation. 

 

Figure 5.1 Subdivision of mediastinum as seen on sagittal section: (1) superior mediastinum (2) 

anterior mediastinum (3) medial mediastinum (4) posterior mediastinum (adapted from 

https://home.comcast.net/~wnor/thoraxlesson3.htm) 

Brachiocephalic trunk 

The brachiocephalic trunk is also referred as brachiocephalic artery or innominate artery. It is the 

first and the largest branches of the aortic arch. It arises from the commencement of aortic arch 

slightly posteriorly and to the right. The brachiocephalic trunk divides into the right common 

carotid artery and the right subclavian artery at the level of the upper edge of the right 

sternoclavicular joint.  These arteries mainly supply blood for the right arm and the right side of 

head and neck. 
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Figure 5.2 Schematic of the heart showing valves, arteries and veins (The white arrows shows the 

normal direction of blood flow) (adapted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart) 

Left common carotid artery 

The left common carotid artery is the second branch of aortic arch. It arises from the aortic arch 

in the thoracic region, immediately to the left and slightly posterior to the brachiocephalic trunk, 

and ascends through the superior mediastinum along the left side of the trachea. The left common 

bifurcates into the external and internal carotid arteries at the upper border of the thyroid cartilage 

around the level of the fourth cervical vertebra (C4), supplying oxygenated blood for the left side 

of the head and neck. 

Left subclavian artery 

The left subclavian artery is the third branch of aortic arch. It arises from the arch immediately to 

the left of and slightly posterior to the left common carotid artery. It then ascends through the 

superior mediastinum along the left side of the trachea. The left subclavian artery receives 

oxygenated blood from the aorta and supplies to the left arm.  

Ligamentum arteriosum 
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The ligamentum arteriosum (also referred as arterial ligament) is a small ligament connecting the 

superior surface of the left pulmonary artery with the proximal DA. It is a nonfunctional vestige 

of the ductus arteriosus, which closes soon after birth. This ligament was postulated to play a role 

in major trauma, since it fixes the aorta in place during rapid decelerations recoil and 

consequently causes BARs in MVCAs. 

Coronary arteries 

Coronary arteries are the vessels that convey oxygen-rich blood to the myocardium, which is an 

important part of coronary circulation. There are two kinds of coronary arteries, the left and right 

coronary artery, running on the surface of the heart. Both kinds of coronary arteries originate at 

AR, just after the aorta extends from the LV (see Figure 5.3). The left coronary artery 

commences at the left aortic sinus, while the right one begins at the right aortic sinus. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Anterior views of coronary circulation (adapted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 

Coronary_ circulation) 
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5.1.2 Physiology  

A cardiac cycle consists of two basic phases: diastole and systole.  Diastole corresponds to the 

duration when the ventricles are relaxed (not contracting). During most of the diastole, the blood 

flows through mitral and tricuspid valves from the left atrium and right atrium into the LV and 

right ventricle, respectively (see Figure 5.4). The right atrium receives venous blood from the 

body through the superior vena cava and inferior vena cava. The left atrium receives oxygenated 

blood from lungs through four pulmonary veins that enter the left atrium. At the end of diastole, 

both atria contract to push an additional amount of blood into the ventricles.  

Systole corresponds to the duration when LV and right ventricle contract to eject blood into the 

aorta and pulmonary artery through the aortic and pulmonic valves, respectively. During systole, 

mitral and tricuspid valves are closed to prevent blood from entering the ventricles while the 

blood continues to enter the atria though the vena cava and pulmonary veins. 

 

Figure 5.4 Blood flow patterns of cardiac cycle (adapted from http://www.cvphysiology.com/ 

Heart%20Disease/HD002.htm). Ao: aorta; IVC: inferior vena cava; LA: left atrium; LV: left 

ventricle; PA: pulmonary artery; RA: right atrium; RV: right ventricle; SVC: superior vena cava. 

As presented in Figure 5.5, the aortic pressure, left ventricular pressure, left atrial pressure, LV 

volume and heart sound always change during the cardiac cycle. These changes are related in 

time to the electrocardiogram. A single cardiac cycle can be divided into seven phases: 
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Figure 5.5 Time history of blood pressure and volume during a single cardiac cycle (AP: aortic 

pressure; LVP: left ventricular pressure; LAP: left atrial pressure; LVEDV: the left ventricular 

end-diastolic volume; LVESV: the left ventricular end-systolic volume; ECG: electrocardiogram) 

(adapted from http://www.cvphysiology.com/Heart%20Disease/HD002.htm) 

 Phase 1-Atrial Contraction (mitral and tricuspid valves Open; aortic and pulmonic valves 

closed); 

 Phase 2-Isovolumetric Contraction (all valves closed); 

 Phase 3-Rapid Ejection (aortic and pulmonic valves open; mitral and tricuspid valves 

remain closed); 

 Phase 4-Reduced Ejection (aortic and pulmonic valves open; mitral and tricuspid valves 

remain closed); 

 Phase 5-Isovolumetric Relaxation (All Valves Closed); 
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 Phase 6-Rapid Filling (mitral and tricuspid valves open, aortic and pulmonic valves 

remain closed); 

 Phase 7-Reduced Filling (mitral and tricuspid valves open, aortic and pulmonic valves 

remain closed). 

More detailed information about the seven phases of cardiac cycle could be found on the website: 

http://www.cvphysiology.com/ Heart%20Disease/HD002.htm. 

5.1.3 FSI approaches in LS-DYNA 

FSI is one of the three numerical simulation categories (i.e. structural analysis, computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) and FSI) which LS-DYNA can perform [131]. These simulation 

approaches have their particular applications and focus, depending on targeted media. Structural 

analysis is commonly used to understand and predict the behavior and response of a solid system 

during its whole duration when it is exerted to loads. CFD is widely to solve the problems dealing 

with a geometrically fixed fluid domain. CFD has difficulties in obtaining accurate results when 

the geometry of the fluid domain changes or when the fluid-structure interfaces move (e.g. blood 

flow in the aorta, heart valve functions). Only a single media is modeled for either structural 

analysis or CFD without interaction between the media and its surroundings. However, FSI is the 

approach taking into account two or more media together with their mutual interactions 

simultaneously. 

Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian method (ALE) is one of the most frequently implemented methods 

in FSI analysis. The various forms of ALE procedures include operator split, unsplit FE, finite 

difference advection method, interface tracking, momentum advection, coupled FE calculation, 

remapping and rezoning and mixture theory. These procedures are different in their governing 

equations describing the fluid domain motion and in their domain configuration strategies [131]. 

However, the fundamentals of the procedures are similar, which are the ALE coordinate 

reference systems to solve the large deformation problems. Three independent coordinate 

systems are introduced in an ALE formulation to identify the nodal locations in the continuum: 

the spatial reference (SR), the material reference (MR) and the computational reference (CR). 

The SR is a fixed system representing the Eulerian aspect of ALE formulation and the MR is 
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deformable with the material based on Lagrangian formulation. The CR is a reference to the SR 

and MR moving arbitrarily in the continuum. The SR and MR describe the field quantities 

respectively in fluid and structural domain. However, these field configurations for an ALE 

formulation are computed in CR. Thus, the SR and MR need to be associated with each other, 

which can be performed by calculating the time derivative of the change in the sample state 

variable (physical quantity) Ψ(�⃗, �) at point N (relative to the MR) in the MR and CR. The state 

variable is assumed to change in an infinitesimally small time step of △t.  

In the MR, the time derivative of the state variable Ψ(�⃗, �) can be described as: 

� �

��
= lim△�→�

�

△�
[Ψ(�⃗ + d�⃗, t + Δt)− Ψ(�⃗, t)]  (5.1) 

� �

��
= lim△�→�

�

△�
[Ψ(�⃗ + d�⃗, t + Δt)− Ψ(�⃗, t)− Ψ(�⃗, t + Δt)+ Ψ(�⃗, t + Δt)]  (5.2) 

If replacing “Ψ(�⃗ + d�⃗, t + Δt)− Ψ(�⃗, t + Δt)” with “��⃗ ∙ (∇Ψ)”, the equation will be: 

� �

��
= lim△�→�

�

△�
[��⃗ ∙ (∇Ψ)+ Ψ(�⃗, t + Δt)− Ψ(�⃗, t)]  (5.3) 

� �

��
= �⃗ ∙ (∇Ψ)+

��

��
|�⃗  (5.4) 

�Ψ��= �∙∇Ψ+∂Ψ∂t|�  (5.4), ϑ represents the velocity of point N relative to the MR. 

�Ψ��= �∙∇Ψ+∂Ψ∂t|�  (5.4), the variation of the state variable of a specific point N 

is sum of the local variation and the convective term accounting for the relative displacement 

between the SR and MR. A similar equation for the state variable’s time derivative can be further 

derived relative to the CR: 

� �

��
= (�⃗ − ���⃗ )∙ (∇Ψ)+

��

��
|���⃗   (5.5) 

where u is the location of point N relative to the CR; � is the relative velocity between the MR 

and CR. 

Similarly, deriving from their Eulerian forms, the conservation equations for mass, momentum 

and energy can be described in ALE differential forms as follows: 

� �

��
= �∇��⃗ ∙ ϑ�⃗   (5.6)  (Mass) 
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�
� �

��
= ∇��⃗ ∙ � + �b�⃗   (5.7)  (Momentum) 

�
� �

��
= ∇��⃗ ∙ (� ∙ ϑ�⃗ )+ ϑ�⃗ ∙ �b�⃗   (5.8)  (Total energy) 

�
� �

��
= �:

�

�
(∇ϑ + ∇�ϑ)  (5.9)  (Internal energy) 

where ρ is the material density, σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, b is the body force, E is total energy 

and e is the internal energy. To be noted, the σ:
�

�
(∇ϑ + ∇�ϑ) is the Frobenius inner product of 

the Cauchy stress and the strain rate tensor. 

The conservation equations in an ALE form can be obtained by substituting the equation 

� �

��
= (�⃗ − ���⃗ )∙ (∇Ψ)+

��

��
|���⃗   (5.5) into the equations above: 

��

��
+ (� − �)∙ ∇� = �∇��⃗ ∙ ϑ�⃗   (5.10)  (Mass) 

�
��

��
+ �(� − �)∙ ∇ϑ = ∇��⃗ ∙ � + �b�⃗    (5.11)  (Momentum) 

�
��

��
+ (� − �)∙ ∇� = ∇��⃗ ∙ (� ∙ ϑ�⃗ )+ ϑ�⃗ ∙ �b�⃗   (5.12)  (Total energy) 

�
��

��
+ (� − �)∙ ∇� = �:

�

�
(∇ϑ + ∇�ϑ)  (5.13)  (Internal energy) 

These equations are derived by replacing the material velocity � with the convective velocity 

(� − �). For incompressible material, the density �  of which is considered to be constant, 

equation 
��

��
+ (� − �)∙ ∇� = �∇��⃗ ∙ ϑ�⃗   (5.10)  (Mass) will become: 

∇ ∙ ϑ = 0  (5.14) 

If substituting the constitutive equation  

� = −� � + 2� �  (5.15) 

into the Cauchy stress tensor of the momentum equation �
��

��
+ �(� − �)∙ ∇ϑ = ∇��⃗ ∙ � + �b�⃗   

 (5.11)  (Momentum), THE Navier-Stokes formulation of ALE approach will be: 

�
��

��
+ �(� − �)∙ ∇ϑ = −∇��⃗  � + ∇��⃗ ∙ 2� � + �b�⃗   (5.16) 
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According to equation �
��

��
+ �(� − �)∙ ∇ϑ = −∇��⃗  � + ∇��⃗ ∙ 2� � + �b�⃗   (5.16), if 

assuming � to be zero, the Navier-Stokes equations will be equivalent for Eulerian and ALE 

formulations, except for the fact that 
��

��
 is defined relative to the CR. 

During the modeling and calculation processes, the FE meshes defined as Eulerian formulation is 

fixed in the SR. As the Lagrangian motion and the material deformation transport through the 

Eulerian mesh, the Eulerian formulation can trace for element deformations. In order to achieve 

this, the Eulerian codes implement an approach of separating these terms in two phases 

(displayed in Figure 5.6): the FE meshes distort with the material in a Lagrangian step and the 

distorted meshes are mapped onto the CR moving arbitrary in space and not depending on the 

MR or SR. The second step is often referred to as the “advection”, “remap” or “Eulerian” step. 

 

Figure 5.6. Schematic drawing to show the deformation and translation of meshes in different 

formulations: (A) Lagrangian, (B) Eulerian and (C) ALE 

Regarding the ALE formulation, the background mesh can move arbitrarily in the SR and the 

distorted meshes in the Lagrangian step are remapped onto the new ALE meshes as follows:  

 more relaxed meshes are created with a mesh smoothing algorithm; 

 the element-centered variables are mapped and transported; 
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 the node-centered momentums are mapped and transported. 

Compared with the Lagrangian formulation in which the elements always contain a single 

material, the ALE and Eulerian formulations can contain more than one material in a single 

element. These ALE and Eulerian elements are referred to as “multi-material” elements and are 

more computationally expensive due to their complexities.  

5.2 Article #4: Fluid-Structure Interaction Simulation of Aortic 

Blood Flow by Ventricular Beating: a Preliminary Model for 

Blunt Aortic Injuries in Vehicle Crashes  

This article “Fluid-Structure Interaction Simulation of Aortic Blood Flow by Ventricular Beating: 

a Preliminary Model for Blunt Aortic Injuries in Vehicle Crashes” was published in the 

International Journal of Crashworthiness on 17th June, 2018. 

Wei Wei1,*, Cyril J.F. Kahn1, Michel Behr1 

1 Aix-Marseille Université, IFSTTAR, LBA UMR T24, 13916 Marseille, France 

Abstract 

Blunt aortic injuries are common and severe in motor vehicle crash accidents (MVCAs), but the 

injury mechanisms, which can be categorized as kinematics and hydrodynamics aspects, remain 

to be uncertain. In this study, a finite element model was developed for the aorta-heart system 

with fluid-structure interaction methods, aimed to study both kinds of mechanisms 

simultaneously. The aortic blood flow was generated by simulating left ventricle contraction. 

This model was further integrated with a human body model to reconstruct a real car crash case. 

The aorta-heart model was validated against ventricular volume, blood pressure, velocity, flow 

rate and wall shear stress. The integrated model predicted aorta isthmus laceration and other 

injuries consistent with the case injury reports. The cardiac output during the accident was more 

intense than the physiological output, proving the ability of current simulation approach to 

capture the blood flow modification by the thoracic compressive loadings during accidents. 
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Keywords: Aortic Injury, Left Ventricle Contraction, Fluid-Structure Interaction, Fluid Dynamics, 

Motor Vehicle Crash Accidents 

5.2.1 Introduction 

The aorta is a vulnerable organ in motor vehicle crash accidents (MVCAs), in which blunt aortic 

rupture (BAR) is reported as the second most common cause of death [4]. In MVCAs, the BAR 

is acute with 85% of the victims deceased at the scene and about 30% of whom can stick to the 

hospital dying within a single day if untreated [5]. BAR mechanisms were widely investigated 

and various possible scenarios were proposed according to the situations: sudden stretching of the 

aorta with rupture at isthmus [6], entrapment of the aorta by the surrounding bony structures [7], 

sudden stroke of blood pressure related to water hammer effect [8], or even a combination of 

these different mechanisms [5]. 

To some extent, these mechanisms could therefore result from two different sources of 

contribution: the inertia of the aorta itself and its surrounding organs, hereafter referred to as 

kinematics, and the hydrodynamics of blood, hereafter referred to as hydrodynamics. Kinematics 

and structural responses of aorta in MVCAs were studied in previous researches without 

considering possible blood flow effects on BAR [17, 21, 55]. The blood hydrodynamics were 

also investigated in MVCAs, without including the interaction between aorta and other organs 

[22, 132]. In these last studies, blood flow was also limited to the definition of inlet and outlet 

pressure profiles, without considering cardiac output possibly modified by additional dynamic 

compression of the ventricles. In MVCAs, high levels of thoracic compression were however 

reported [133] and resultant significant blood pressure profile modifications should be expected.  

In other words, previous studies dealing with BAR mechanisms investigation were subjected to 

two main limitations: simulating the concomitant effects of kinematics and hydrodynamics was 

not considered, nor the possible effect of chest compression on blood flow modification. 

Therefore, this paper deals with the development of an aorta-heart system finite element (FE) 

model based on fluid-structure interaction (FSI) methods with LS-DYNA that is able to consider 

altogether tissue kinematics, heart beats and blood hydrodynamics to investigate BAR 

mechanisms. 
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5.2.2 Material and methods 

Isolated heart-aorta model was developed with FSI approach and validated against the aortic 

blood flow. The model was then integrated with a whole human body model which was 

subsequently used to reconstruct a BAR-related MVCA. 

Isolated heart-aorta model 

Geometry and meshes 

The geometric model of the aorta and heart was acquired from an internet database [134]. An 

anatomist examined the geometry to ensure its normal anatomy and morphology. The geometry 

was scaled to make the aortic diameters of different sections (Table 5.1; Figure 5.7B) consistent 

with literature data [135, 136] and the before-systole left ventricle (LV) volume (123.2ml in this 

work) within the reported range [137]. 

Table 5.1. Aortic diameters at different sections comparing with the data in literature [135, 136]. 

Section 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Diameter (mm) 27.4 27.8 27.1 24.8 24.0 21.9 20.8 18.1 

Diameter range 

 (mm) 

26.8-28.7 

[136] 

27.2-29.1 

[136] 

24.4-26.4 

[135] 

20.3-22.1 

[136] 

19.3-20.8 

[136] 

The aorta and other vessels were meshed with 12,296 4-node shell elements. The heart was 

meshed with 85,035 tetrahedral elements since its complex geometry made it impossible to mesh 

with high-quality hexahedral elements. The heart was modeled only to pump the blood flow to 

the aorta and the heart’s stress level was not current focus. An Eulerian grid with Arbitrary 

Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation was constructed to model the fluid domain (Figure 5.7). 

The fluid region was meshed with 106,739 8-node hexahedral elements since the simulation 

solver (LS-DYNA) requires high-quality hexahedral elements for the initial ALE mesh. The 

amount of meshes was decided after a mesh-convergence analysis was conducted, based on 

section-averaged blood velocity with a 1% threshold.  
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Figure 5.7. FE model of heart-aorta system. (A) FE model displaying the location of boundary 

constraints on the descending aorta (red points) and on the heart (orange area in dash lines), (B) 

FE model showing structural components, fluid domain and the locations of each aortic section 

Material properties and coupling interfaces 

The aorta was assumed to be transversely isotropic and incompressible hyperelastic material [87], 

the parameters of which came from previously published data [88]. The other vessels and the 

heart were assigned with an elastic material law as detailed in [55, 70]. Multi-material ALE 

formulation was used for its improved accuracy under large deformation problems [131]. With 

multi-material ALE, it was possible to fill the initial LV volume with blood and to define the 

fluid space outside LV as void. Otherwise, it was impossible to divide the fluid domain into two 

separate parts (outside and inside LV) and to mesh them with hexahedral elements. For 

simplification, the blood inside LV and aorta was modeled as Newtonian fluid with a density of 

1050kg/m3, a dynamic viscosity set to 4500Pa•s and a bulk modulus of 2.5GPa as previously 

proposed in [24]. 

Three coupling interfaces were constructed between the fluid and the structure components: aorta, 

LV and a simplified aortic valve. The aortic valve (Figure 5.7B) was simplified as a layer of rigid 

shell elements, only to realize its physical function of preventing blood backflow during diastole. 

The function of the valve was achieved by activating the coupling interface during diastole and 

deactivating during systole. Since the mitral valve was not modeled, the coupling interface 
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between LV and blood was dismissed during late diastole to allow the blood to replenish the LV. 

In this way, the LV volume will be recovered for next cycle. The interaction between solid and 

fluid domain was modeled by activating the penalty coupling algorithm parameter in LS-DYNA 

FSI keyword, in which elastic forces were computed against the structure-fluid penetration and 

imposed on coupling points of structural elements. In order to reduce the fluid leakage below 1% 

of the blood volume, 4 coupling points were distributed on each structural element (ventricle and 

aorta).  

Boundary conditions 

The lower region of the heart (see Figure 5.7A) was constrained to simulate the attachment 

between pericardium and diaphragm [138]. The posterior part of descending aorta (Figure 5.7A) 

was constrained to simulate the attachment of 9 pairs of intercostal arteries with thoracic spine 

[138]. The distal end of the descending aorta was also constrained to simulate the tight 

attachment of the diaphragm at the diaphragmatic aortic hiatus [138]. 

A physiological time-independent pressure previously detailed in [89] was correspondingly 

applied to outlet 1 and 2 (cf. Figure 5.7) by prescribing their thermodynamic states with the 

relative volume curves and the linear equations of state (APPENDIX H). The blood flow was 

obtained by simulating the contraction and relaxation of the LV. To do so, a time-dependent 

loading was applied on the LV internal wall, oriented to LV centre and normal to the meshes. The 

loading was iteratively adjusted to make the LV volume time-history consistent with those 

previously proposed in literature [139-141].  

The model was mainly validated against published literature data in terms of blood flow velocity, 

flow rate and wall shear stress (WSS) at different aortic sections. 

MVCA reconstruction with integrated human model 

Integrated human model 

The validated heart-aorta model was integrated with the Global Human Body Models Consortium 

(GHMBC) M50 model (V4.4; Elemance, Winston-Salem, USA). The GHBMC model has been 

widely validated against various impact scenarios and for different body parts [142]. The heart 
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and aorta of GHBMC were simplified while blood flow could not be simulated. The original 

GHBMC heart-aorta was replaced with current heart-aorta model (displayed in Figure 5.8A). 

Superior arteries of the aorta were elongated to attach to the clavicles by sharing common nodes. 

The descending aorta was connected to the GHBMC abdominal descending aorta by sharing 

common nodes. Surface-to-surface contacts were defined between the heart-aorta and the 

surrounding GHBMC components (i.e. lung, diaphragm and spine). Tied contact was defined 

between the pulmonary arteries and the lung root to attach both components. Tied contacts were 

defined between the descending aorta and spine to model the subcostal artery and 8 intercostal 

arteries (corresponding to the boundary constraints in Figure 5.7A). 

MVCA reconstruction 

A vehicle side-impact case involving BAR was obtained from [20]. It was selected to reconstruct 

the accident since the case vehicle and victim were close to the available vehicle and human FE 

models in sizes (detailed in APPENDIX I). The case vehicle (1994 Honda Accord) impacted a 

rigid pole on its left front door with an estimated speed of 27.6km/h with 320-degree principal 

direction of force (Figure 5.8B). The driver (65-year old male, 181cm and 101kg) was 

constrained with a 3-point seatbelt but no side airbag was available during the accident. He died 

with aortic isthmus laceration and other injuries (detailed in APPENDIX I).  

The case reconstruction was performed in two stages (Figure 5.8): vehicle-pole crash simulation; 

occupant simulation interacting with the restraint system and vehicle components. For stage 1, 

the FE model of 2012-year Toyota Camry, released and validated by the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration, was prescribed with an initial velocity of 27.6km/h to impact the 

rigid pole (diameter 46cm). Since the initial vehicle-pole relative position was not reported, the 

FE simulation was iteratively repeated, tuning the X-distance between the pole and B-pillar until 

a reasonable match was obtained for the case vehicle deformations measured according to the 

deformation classification (11LPAW3) [120]. The driver side structures, including the seat, 

doorframe, door armrest and left B-pillar, were grouped and their motions were recorded in 

separate binary interface files. These files were input as the loading conditions for stage 2 

simulation.  
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Figure 5.8. BAR-related MVCA reconstruction with the heart-aorta integrated human FE model. 

(A) the whole human FE model integrated with the heart-aorta FSI model, (B) stage 1 of MVCA 

reconstruction with car-pole side impact, (C) stage 2 of MVCA reconstruction with occupant-

vehicle interaction 

For stage 2, the driver side components grouped in stage 1 were extracted from the car model. 

The integrated human model was used to simulate the victim and firstly dropped onto the 

deformable seat under gravity loading. This simulation terminated until equilibrium in contacts 

between the occupant and vehicle components (seat and floor) was reached. A seatbelt with 6kN-

load-limit retractor was then created and fit to the occupant’s chest and abdomen as previously 

described in [121]. The interface files from stage 1 were imported to prescribe the motions of the 

driver side structures. Meanwhile, the initial stresses due to occupant-seat/floor contact were also 

inherited from the previous occupant drop simulation. 

The occupant impact simulation was evaluated against the case injury descriptions in terms of 

stress and strain for the thoracic organs (e.g. aorta, lungs and ribs). The cardiac outputs during the 

accident were compared with those under the physiological condition in terms of LV volume, , 

blood pressure and velocity. 

All the simulation pre-processing (e.g. heart-aorta modelling, human model integration and 

MVCA reconstruction) was performed with Hypermesh 12.0 (Altair Engineering Inc, MI, USA). 
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All the simulations (FSI and MVCA) were calculated with LS-DYNA 971 R7.1.1 (LSTC, 

Livermore, CA, USA) on an Intel Xeon (2.57 GHz) workstation with 40 processors. 

5.2.3 Results 

Isolated heart-aorta model validation 

LV volume and blood pressure 

The calibrated LV volume was displayed in Figure 5.9A with literature recordings. The 

ventricular pressure was shown in Figure 5.9B and compared with two smoothened curves in 

literature [23, 143]. The blood pressures in ascending (section 1) and descending aorta (section 8) 

were displayed in APPENDIX J with literature data.  

 

Figure 5.9. The time-history of LV volume (A) and blood pressure (B). The landmarks on LV 

volume change curve correspond to different cardiac moments when the LV began to contract 

(A), the LV began to eject (B), the LV stopped ejecting (C) as well as the LV began to recover its 

volume (D) 

Blood flow and WSS at different aortic sections 

The peak velocity of blood flow through aortic root was shown in Figure 5.10A, which was 

measured at the central node of section 1 as previously performed in [24]. The peak recorded 

value in the simulation curve was 1.86m/s, occurring 90ms after the beginning of ejection. The 

section-averaged blood velocity was displayed in Figure 5.10C for section 1 and in APPENDIX 
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K for other sections, which was computed by averaging the nodal velocity (Figure 5.10B) at each 

moment. The peak value of mean blood flow at section 1was 0.76m/s and 0.42-0.79m/s at other 

sections. Flow rates were displayed in Figure 5.10E for section 1 and in APPENDIX L for other 

sections which were computed by multiplying the section-averaged velocity and the real-time 

section area. 

 

Figure 5.10. Blood flow and WSS at aortic section 1. (A) Peak blood velocity of section 1 during 

the cycle where landmark I, II and III represent respectively the beginning of LV ejection, the 

peak ejection and the beginning of diastole. (B) The blood flow profile fitted with cubic spline at 

the moment corresponding to landmark II. (C) Section-averaged blood velocity. (D) Blood flow 

stream line in the LV and aorta at the moment of landmark II. The dash line arrow represents the 

blood flow direction and the aortic midline from section 1 to 8 for measuring pulse wave velocity. 

(E) Blood flow rate. (F) Section-averaged WSS. (G) WSS distribution at the moment of landmark 

II. 
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Section-averaged WSS was displayed in Figure 5.10G for aortic root and in APPENDIX M for 

other sections, the computing procedure of which was detailed in APPENDIX M. The peak value 

of section-averaged WSS was 0.80Pa at section 1 and 0.47-0.89Pa for other sections.  

MVCA reconstruction 

The vehicle-pole impact duration was 120ms. The reconstructed lateral intrusions were listed in 

Table 5.2 and the deformation patterns including the locations of intrusion measurement were 

displayed in APPENDIX N. In stage 2, the occupant was subjected to the peak chest deformation 

at t=90ms when the corresponding deformations of rib cortical bones, diaphragm and aorta were 

displayed in Figure 5.11. Fractures occurred at the cortical bones of left rib 7-11 and right rib 6-

11. The diaphragm had a peak VonMises stress of 2.7MPa with a corresponding strain of 78.5% 

at its attachments with the right costal cartilage and aortic hiatus. The aortic isthmus had a peak 

VonMises stress of 1.8MPa with a corresponding strain of 40.9%. The cardiac output recorded 

with the integrated FSI human model during the MVCA was displayed in Figure 5.12.  

Table 5.2. Intrusions of vehicle-pole impact reconstruction compared with case vehicle crush 

profiles 

Deformation 

(cm) 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 AD (%) 

Case 0 23 38 31 15 2 -- 

Simulation 0 24 37 30 18 1 -- 

Difference (%) 0.0 4.3 -2.6 -3.2 20.0 -50.0 -5.3 

*AD: Average difference 
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Figure 5.11. Simulation results of occupant injuries: contour plots of effective plastic strains for 

rib cortical bones, VonMises stress for diaphragm and aorta at t=90ms in stage 2 

 

Figure 5.12. The cardiac output during the reconstructed MVCA compared with the normal 

cardiac output from isolated heart-aorta model: LV volume (A), LV blood pressure (B), blood 

pressure (C) and section-averaged velocity (D) recorded at section 1 
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5.2.4 Discussion 

Isolated heart-aorta model validation 

Realistic hydrodynamic descriptions in MVCAs require corresponding validations against blood 

dynamics. Since there was no available data on blood flow in MVCA situations, we had to 

compromise the validation against physiological hydrodynamics. Simulated LV volume, blood 

pressure and flow were compared with previous medical and simulation researches. 

Simulated LV volume (Figure 5.9A) at the beginning and the end of systole was 123ml and 63ml 

respectively, i.e. in very good agreement with previously reported curves [139-141], despite 

minor amplitude discrepancies. The LV volume related ejection fraction and the before and after-

systole LV volume did also agree with the ranges reported by Schlosser et al. [144]. The blood 

pressures in LV (Figure 5.9B) and in aorta (APPENDIX J) consisted with the published data [23, 

89, 143, 145, 146] not only in shapes but also in magnitudes especially during systole phase. 

During diastole, the aortic blood pressure was found consistent with values reported in [89] and 

slightly lower than those reported in [146]. This could be ascribed to the relative lower outflow 

pressure (APPENDIX H) applied in this study. Even so, the validity of the model should not be 

affected when studying hydrodynamic effects on BAR, since blood flow during diastole can be 

neglected. The general good consistency of the LV volume and blood pressure confirmed the 

ability of the LV to pump appropriate volume of blood into the aorta during the realistic systole.  

The blood flow validation in this study did not account for particle flow but was rather focused 

on section-averaged velocity, flow rate and WSS, i.e. general hydrodynamics information. This 

choice was made since model would be dedicated to MVCA scenario investigations rather than 

clinical research. In MVCAs involving BARs, the injuries usually happen within 100ms after 

collisions [19]. The possible hydrodynamic mechanisms should therefore be related to transient 

factors, e.g. the sudden pressure elevation resulting from general flow occlusion, than long term 

factors such as aortic tissue remodelling due to local particle flow modification. Moreover, 

simulating detailed blood flow like turbulence and vorticity requires finer fluid meshes, which are 

quite time-consuming and therefore not well adapted to a further integration into a full human FE 

model. The blood flow generated by LV beats was consistent with previously published data for 

different aortic sections in terms of blood velocity, flow rate and WSS [23, 24, 89, 141, 145-148]. 
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The simulation curves agreed well with the previously published curves not only in their 

magnitudes but also in the duration of systole and diastole. To be noted, the aortic sections for 

validation against blood velocity, flow rate and WSS were not randomly chosen, but based on the 

available data in literature. 

MVCA reconstruction 

In stage 1, the reconstructed lateral intrusions agreed well with the case recordings with a 

maximal deformation difference of 3cm at C5 and an average difference of 5.3% among C1-C6 

(Table 2). In stage 2, the simulated bilateral rib fractures were consistent with the injury 

descriptions. Previous human diaphragm stretch tests suggested the diaphragm failure stress 

ranged from 1.17MPa to 4.1MPa and failure strain ranged from 12.15% to 24.62% [149]. The 

simulated peak stress of 2.7MPa and peak strain of 79.1% at the diaphragm indicated its high risk 

of injury. Similarly, the peak stress of 1.8MPa and the peak strain of 40.9% at the aortic isthmus 

indicated its high risk of failure, since the aortic failure stress was reported to range from 

1.67MPa to 2.32MPa with the failure strain range 21.7-27.7% [55]. The predicted injuries of 

diaphragm and aorta in stage 2 were consistent with the case recordings of diaphragm and aortic 

isthmus lacerations.  

The cardiac output during the MVCA was compared with the normal output from the isolated 

heart-aorta FSI model (Figure 5.12). The LV stroke volume during the vehicle-pole duration (0-

120ms) was 19.0ml more than the physiological value. The peak blood pressures recorded at LV 

and aortic section 1 during impact were 552mmHg and 342mmHg higher than the corresponding 

values in normal cardiac cycle. The peak blood velocity at aortic section 1 was 1.4m/s higher 

than the peak velocity in normal cycle. The more intense cardiac output during MVCA proved 

our previous assumption that the occupant thoracic compression could significantly modify the 

blood flow conditions in the aorta. In fact, the occupant suffered from a high level of chest 

compression due to his impact with the vehicle door structures. The chest compression imposed a 

compressive loading to the heart, resulting in a higher LV contraction force and stroke volume. 

To be noted, it was the current blood simulation approach by heartbeat that made it possible to 

capture the modification of cardiac output during MVCAs. The traditional simulation approaches 

tended to prescribe specific profiles of pressure at the aortic inflow and outflow. In this way, the 
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aortic blood flow could not be regulated automatically with the varying external loadings (e.g. 

thoracic compression) during MVCAs.  

5.2.5 Limitations 

Although aortic blood flow was reproduced by heart-beating and the blood flow modification 

was captured during MVCA, some limitations existed in current study. The occupant simulation 

with the integrated human model in stage 2 was extremely long, up to 45 days on a workstation 

with 40 processors for 120ms crash duration. The FSI coupling algorithm highly increased the 

calculation time while the huge size of the integrated model made the simulation even longer. 

One possible solution is to make another sub-simulation with the thoracic components of the 

integrated human model. In stage 2, the original GHBMC model instead of the integrated model 

would be used for the occupant impact simulation. The thoracic components (e.g. lung, spine and 

diaphragm) were grouped to record their motions in the binary interface files as was done in stage 

1. These motions were further imported in the sub-simulation to reproduce the interaction 

between the heart-aorta and the surrounding organs. 

The relative period of the impact duration (0-120ms) against the cardiac cycle (0-1000ms) was 

another limitation. In our reconstructed MVCA, the vehicle-pole collision happened at the 

beginning of the cardiac cycle. However, the accident could happen at any moment of the cardiac 

cycle. Due to the tedious occupant simulation (the first limitation), a single scenario of collision-

cardiac relative moment, which resulted in the shortest simulation (120ms), was considered in 

current study. More relative collision-cardiac moments remained to be simulated to investigate 

the sensitivity of thoracic compression effects on blood flow modifications. 

Another limitation was the simulation approach of the simplified aortic valve. The valve function 

was modeled by activating and deactivating the valve-blood coupling interface at specific 

moments of the cardiac cycle. With the available LS-DYNA FSI keywords, it was impossible to 

detect the moment automatically according to the LV-aorta pressure gradient when the coupling 

interface should be active. A second-development of the FSI keywords (e.g. activating the 

coupling keyword with the pressure sensors located in the LV and aorta) would be necessary to 

achieve this function. The aortic stress/strain levels during MVCAs remained to be validated 
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while more MVCAs should be reconstructed to investigate the collision-related blood flow 

modifications for future BAR researches. These were other limitations of current study. 

5.2.6 Conclusions 

In this paper, a FE model was developed for the aorta-heart system with FSI method, and was 

able to simulate realistic blood flow resulting from the heartbeat only, instead of the traditional 

inlet-outlet prescribed pressure approaches. This model was integrated with a human body model 

to reconstruct a BAR-related MVCA. The integrated model predicted aortic laceration and other 

injuries consistent with the case injury descriptions. The assumption that the aortic blood flow 

could be modified by the high level of thoracic compression during MVCAs was proved by the 

more intense cardiac output recorded in the MVCA reconstruction. The human model integrated 

with the FSI heart-aorta was able to consider both kinematic and hydrodynamic effects to study 

BAR mechanisms in MVCAs. Although certain limitations existed in current study, this work 

was, as far as the authors knew, the first attempt to consider the hydrodynamic effects on BAR by 

generating blood flow with heartbeat instead of theoretical inlet and outlet specifications. It was 

the heartbeat simulation that made it possible to capture the cardiac output modification during 

MVCAs. 
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CHAPTER 6 AORTIC STRESS LEVEL AND BAR MECHANISM IN 

MVCA 

In Chapter 3, we concluded that the cardiac loadings should be considered for MVCA-related 

BAR studies by comparing the aortic responses under cardiac function with those experienced in 

MVCAs. In Chapter 4, we observed the significant effects of intra-aortic pressure on aortic 

deflections during the mini-sled tests and estimated a high pressure-related risk of BAR in the 

reconstructed MVCA case. Thus, we concluded that it was necessary to consider the intra-aortic 

pressure to better predict BAR in MVCAs. In Chapter 5, we succeeded in reproducing aortic 

blood flow with heartbeat during a cardiac cycle and MVCA.  

However, the aortic responses during MVCAs, which were compared with the aortic responses 

under cardiac cycle in Chapter 3, came from literature with aortic FE models of different 

materials. Different aortic materials might result significantly different aortic responses. The 

observation of intra-aortic pressure effects on aortic mobility was based on in-vitro experiments 

with unrealistic aortic boundary conditions in Chapter 4. The pressure-related BAR risk was 

estimated according to the blood pressure from a human FE model which simplified blood 

modeling without simulating blood flow. Aortic mobility remains to be quantified with realistic 

boundary conditions under the loadings relevant with MVCA. The blood pressure during MVCA 

remains to be quantified with a model which can reproduce realistic aortic blood flow.  

Therefore, this chapter aims to reproduce aortic responses under the loadings of MVCA including 

intra-aortic interactions and different intra-aortic pressure conditions, so as to provide such 

information as aortic stress, strain, mobility and luminal pressure under the corresponding 

loading conditions. These results altogether serve to investigate the BAR mechanisms in MVCA. 
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6.1 Aortic stress level under the loadings of blood pressure and 

intra-thoracic interactions in MVCAs 

6.1.1 Introduction 

One possible approach of including the aortic blood flow in MVCAs could be simulating the 

accidents directly with some whole human FE models able to generate blood flow. Various 

whole human FE models were previously developed for vehicle occupant injury prevention. 

Besides the WSHBM model developed by Shah et al [71] and mentioned in Chapter 2, other 

models include the H-model [150], the Ford human body model [151], the HUMOS2 model 

[152], the THUMS model [153] and the GHBMC model [154]. However, none of these models 

has the ability of reproducing blood flow since their aortic lumen was either filled with solid 

material or modeled with airbag. Therefore, some new human model with this ability needs to be 

developed to fulfill the purpose of including aortic blood flow in MVCAs. Based on the FSI 

heart-aorta model introduced in Chapter 5.2, a promising and easier way might be to integrate 

this model with some available whole human FE model. Considering our access to the models 

and the compatibility with the heart-aorta FSI model (LS-DYNA code), GHMBC-M50 model 

was chosen for the model integration and crash simulation works. 

Before introducing the model integration and crash simulation, it is necessary to briefly review 

the model development, validation and application studies about GHBMC-M50. The geometry of 

the model was based on the computer design data which were developed from the clinical 

scanning images of a living male volunteer (26 years, 174.9cm height and 78.6kg weight). The 

regional models (i.e. head, neck, thorax, abdomen, pelvis and lower extremity) were 

independently developed with their focuses on meshing and model validation (see Figure 6.1). 

They were then integrated into a full body model, in which the mesh connections between 

neighboring body regions were performed according to the geometry, element type and anatomic 

purpose. The model contains a total of 1.3 million nodes, 1.95million elements and 961 parts, 

representing a mass of 75.5kg [155] (see Figure 6.1).  

The regional model validation was performed for the head [156], neck [157-159], thorax [160, 

161], abdomen [162], and pelvis and lower extremities [163, 164]. The full body model was also 
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validated against frontal and side impact scenarios [133, 142, 165]. However, the aorta-related 

modeling was simplified to extent. For example, the blood inside the heart and aortic volume was 

defined as elastic fluid material. In this case, the aortic blood actually behaves as the structural 

solid material and can not flow from the LV to the aorta. Moreover, the interaction between the 

aorta and the spinal column was simulated as “automatic-surface-to-surface” contact, allowing 

sliding phenomenon and relative movement in the normal direction. From the anatomic 

perspective, the thoracic DA is, nevertheless, tightly attached to the spine by the subcostal artery 

and 8 pairs of intercostal arteries [138]. Therefore, in order to investigate the aortic stress levels 

and BAR mechanisms under the loadings of the intra-aortic pressure and intra-thoracic 

interactions, the heart-aorta FSI model should be integrated with the GHBMC model while the 

realistic constraint between the aorta and the spine should be added.  

 

Figure 6.1 GHBMC-M50 body region and full body models (adapted from [155] and [142]) 

6.1.2 Material and methods 

Model integration  

The GHMBC-M50 model (V4.4; Elemance, Winston-Salem, USA) (see Figure 6.2A and B) was 

used in current study to integrate with the heart-aorta FSI model (displayed in Figure 6.2C), 

which was validated in Chapter 5.2 against a physiological cardiac cycle. The original GHBMC 
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components of heart, aorta and blood were removed. The heart-aorta FSI model was firstly 

placed at a similar location as the original components in the thoracic cavity. Due to different 

shapes and sizes between FSI and original components, some penetrations existed between the 

FSI model and the GHBMC intra-thoracic components (e.g. the lungs, diaphragm and thoracic 

spine). The FSI components were moved and rotated to eliminate the penetrations while the heart 

and aorta were always ensured to be at normal anatomical positions relative to other intra-

thoracic organs. To mimic the attachment of the subcostal and 8 intercostal arteries, tied contacts 

were defined between the 9 groups of aortic nodes (see Figure 6.2E) and T4-T11 segments with 

the LS-DYNA keyword “*CONTACT_TIED_NODES_TO_SURFACE”. The interfaces of the 

original GHBMC heart-aorta and the surrounding organs were modeled with a general automatic-

single-surface. In order to independently adjust the parameters for each contact pair and to better 

reproduce the interaction phenomenon, individual surface-to-surface contacts were defined 

between the FSI heart-aorta and the surrounding GHBMC components (i.e. lungs, diaphragm and 

spine). Node-to-surface tied contacts were also defined between the pulmonary arteries/veins and 

the lung roots to attach the FSI heart with the GHBMC lungs. The superior arteries of the aorta 

were elongated to attach to the clavicles by sharing common nodes in order to reproduce the 

physiological constraints at the aortic arch. The FSI fluid domain was enlarged in order to contain 

the possible fluid space as the heart and aorta moved and deformed with the thoracic deformation 

during MVCAs. This point was always ensured during the following car crash simulations. 

Car crash simulations 

Full scale 

The car crash simulations were based on two car crash accidents (one oblique-frontal and one 

lateral impact) involving BARs. The oblique-frontal crash case was reconstructed in Chapter 4.3 

with the original GHBMC-M50 model while the lateral impact was reconstructed in Chapter 5.2 

with the integrated full body FSI model. The detailed information of both accidents could be 

found in Chapter 4.3 and Chapter 5.2. To compare the results of the two models and to complete 

the whole study, the oblique-frontal and lateral crashes were respectively reconstructed with the 

integrated full body FSI model (Figure 6.3A) and the original GHBMC-M50 model (Figure 

6.3B). Since the difference between the original GHBMC and integrated FSI model was only for 

the heart and aorta, the current simulation configurations were the same as the previous ones. To 
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briefly review the configurations, the integrated FSI model, which was constrained by a seatbelt 

with 6kN-load-limit retractor, was subjected to crash deceleration loadings reconstructed from 

the oblique-frontal impact case (Figure 6.3A). The original GHBMC-M50 model constrained by 

the same seatbelt was impacted by the vehicle side structures, the deformations and kinematics of 

which were reconstructed from the vehicle-pole side impact (Figure 6.3B). The simulation with 

original GHBMC model was hereafter referred as Original GHBMC and the simulation with the 

integrated FSI model was referred as Integrated FSI. 

 

Figure 6.2 Model integration based on the GHBMC-M50 and the heart-aorta FSI models: (A) the 

original GHBMC-M50 model; (B) the partial enlarged figure to show the original GHBMC intra-

thoracic organs with the lungs transparent; (C) the isolated heart-aorta FSI model; (D) the partial 

enlarged figure to show the intra-thoracic components of the integrated full body model; (E) the 

back-oblique view of the integrated model to show the groups of nodes, which are the red dots in 

the black dashed regions, for defining the “node-to-surface” tied contacts.  
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Sub-model scale 

The full-scale simulations with the Integrated-FSI model were extremely long (e.g. about 45 days 

for a 120-ms crash duration on a workstation with 40 processors as mentioned in Chapter 5.2.5). 

In order to reduce the calculation expenses, sub-model scale simulations were performed for both 

crash cases which had been simulated in full-scale. The sub-model was obtained by extracting the 

thoracic components of the Integrated FSI model. The sub-model for both crash cases consists of 

heart, aorta, lungs, diaphragm, thoracic spine, fluid domain, etc (displayed in Figure 6.2D). The 

inputs of sub-model simulations were cardiac heartbeat of the isolated FSI model (see Chapter 

5.2.2) and the kinematics of the intra-thoracic organs including the lungs, diaphragm, clavicle and 

thoracic spine. The kinematics of these organs was inherited from the full-scale simulations with 

original GHBMC model for the oblique-frontal (see chapter 0) and lateral (see the full-scale 

above0) crashes by two steps:  

 These intra-thoracic organs which could interact with the heart and aorta during the crash 

were grouped in the full-scale phase, so that their kinematics was recorded in separate binary 

interface files (using LS-DYNA keyword *INTERFACE_COMPONENT_NODE); 

 These interface files were imported to the sub-model simulations to prescribe the motions of 

the intra-thoracic organs during the whole crash durations (using LS-DYNA keyword 

*INTERFACE_LINKING_SEGMENT). 

The sub-model scale FSI simulations were hereafter referred as Sub-model FSI. 
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Figure 6.3 Oblique-frontal impact simulation with the Integrated FSI model (A) and lateral 

impact simulation with the Original GHBMC model (B) 

6.1.3 Results 

The calculation expenses on an Intel Xeon (2.57 GHz) workstation with 40 processors were 

summarized in Table 6.1 for the full scale and sub-model scale oblique-frontal and lateral crash 

simulations. The Integrated FSI simulation for lateral crash was the only simulation which 

reproduced blood flow in the crash duration and terminated without error. The Integrated FSI for 

oblique-frontal crash or the Sub-model FSI for lateral or oblique-frontal crash terminated with 

error of “negative volume in advection redo cycle”. 

The aorta VonMises stress and maximum principal strain distributions at the moment when peak 

values occurred were displayed in Figure 6.4 for all the complete simulations, i.e. Original 

GHBMC oblique-frontal crash, Original GHBMC lateral crash and Integrated FSI lateral crash 

simulations. The aorta peak stress and strain occurred at t=100ms during the Original GHBMC 

lateral and oblique-frontal crash simulations, while the peak values occurred at t=90ms during the 

Integrated FSI lateral crash simulation. The peak aortic stress and strain were respectively 

1.2MPa and 12.2%, both located at the posterior part of aortic arch, during the Original GHBMC 

oblique-frontal crash simulation. The corresponding values were 1.1MPa and 6.0%, both located 

at the distal DA attaching to the diaphragm, during the Original GHBMC lateral crash simulation. 
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The corresponding values were 1.81MPa and 40.0%, both located at the aortic isthmus, during 

the Integrated FSI lateral crash simulation. 

Table 6.1 Calculation expenses of the Original GHBMC, Integrated FSI and Sub-model FSI 

simulation for 120ms-duration oblique-frontal and lateral crashes 

Simulations 

Oblique-frontal crash Lateral crash 

Original 
GHBMC  

Integrated 
FSI 

Sub-model 
FSI 

Original 
GHBMC  

Integrated 
FSI 

Sub-model 
FSI 

Durations 52h 243h* 

(31ms) 

178h* 

(48ms) 

64h 1081h 135h* 

(39ms) 

*These simulations terminated with errors and the calculation expenses were for the available simulation 

durations.  

 

Figure 6.4 Aortic stress and strain distributions of the Original GHBMC and Integrated FSI 

simulations for oblique-frontal and lateral crash 
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6.1.4 Discussion 

To reproduce aortic blood flow in MVCAs, the available FSI algorithms in LS-DYNA may be 

not stable enough for the complete crash durations, as three out of four FSI simulations 

(integrated and sub-model FSI) terminated with “negative volume” errors during the fluid 

advection redo cycles. The FSI simulations (the integrated one or the sub-model ones) stopped 

even before the aorta interacted with other intra-thoracic organs and before the intra-aortic 

pressure increased (t≤50ms) (see Figure 5.11 in Chapter 885.2). Second-development in LS-

DYNA FSI algorithm might be necessary to improve the simulation stability, as numerous 

parameter options were tested but proved useless for the simulations.  

The FSI simulations were significantly more time-consuming than the pure structural simulations 

(i.e. the Original GHBMC). The calculation expense of the Integrated FSI was about 18 times 

higher than that of the Original GHBMC for the lateral crash. Although being about 8 times as 

long as the Original GHBMC simulations for the same crash duration, the Sub-model FSI 

simulations were significantly shorter than the Integrated FSI ones. If the calculation stability 

could be ameliorated, the Sub-model FSI strategy would be a promising approach to reduce the 

calculation expense. 

In the Original GHBMC oblique-frontal crash simulation, the aorta had a concentration of stress 

and strain at the posterior part of aortic arch. These peak values of the aortic stress and strain 

seemed to indicate the possible injury at the aortic arch according to the aortic stress levels 

reproduced in lateral collisions[19] and the failure thresholds recorded in aorta dynamic stretch 

tests [52]. However, after carefully examining the simulation, the stress and strain concentrations 

were found to result from the compressive force due to relative movement between DA and 

thoracic spine transverse process. In human anatomy, the DA is confined to thoracic vertebral 

bodies by intercostal arteries and the relative movement between DA and thoracic spine is 

unusual [138]. The unrealistic relative movement was caused by the absence of intercostal artery 

modeling in the original GHBMC model. Therefore, the Original GHBMC peak aortic responses 

could not reflect the real injury mechanism in the oblique-frontal crash case. 

In the Original GHBMC lateral crash simulation, the peak aortic stress and strain were located at 

the diaphragmatic aortic hiatus of distal DA. These results did not agree with the case injury 
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report of aortic arch transection (see Table D1 in APPENDIX D). Firstly, the magnitude of the 

aortic strain might not be enough to cause aortic injury at this location, according to the failure 

thresholds recorded in aorta dynamic stretch tests [52]. Secondly, the location of the aortic stress 

and strain concentrations was not consistent with the injury location at aortic arch in the injury 

report. These discrepancies might also result from the absence of intercostal artery modeling in 

the original GHBMC model. The aortic stress and strain distributions in the Integrated FSI lateral 

simulation could support this explanation to some extent. As mentioned in model integration 

section of Chapter 6.1.20, intercostal arteries were modeled as “tied contact” between the DA and 

thoracic spine in the Integrated FSI model. In the Integrated FSI lateral crash simulation, the DA 

had no significant displacement relative to the thoracic spine while the AA with heart moved 

posteriorly to the thoracic spine. The relative motion between the mobile AA and constrained DA 

resulted in significant deformation and thus significant stress and strain levels at the aortic arch 

(displayed in Figure 6.4). The peak stress of 1.81MPa and strain of 40.0% at the aortic arch 

indicated its vulnerability to injury, according to the aortic stress levels reproduced in lateral 

collisions[19] and the failure thresholds recorded in aorta dynamic stretch tests [52]. This was 

consistent with the case injury report of aortic arch transection and also conformed to the injury 

mechanism of relative motion between AA and DA as proposed in [66, 67]. 

The analysis above proved that the constraint of DA by intercostal arteries played a great role in 

aortic injury reproduction. However, the contribution of the blood flow to the aortic stress and 

strain levels remained to be studied. The aortic wall in the Integrated FSI was defined as 

hyperelastic material (see Chapter 5.2.2) while it was assumed to be linear elastic in original 

GHBMC model. With different material types and properties, it was meaningless to compare the 

aortic stress levels between the Original GHBMC (without blood flow or initial intra-aortic 

pressure) and Integrated FSI (with blood flow and pulsatile intra-aortic pressure). Therefore, it 

was impossible to postulate the effects of the blood flow on aortic injury. Additional simulations, 

which have the same aortic material properties and the same boundary conditions but different 

intra-aortic pressure conditions, remain to be performed in order to have more information about 

how the aortic responses vary with different intra-aortic pressures. 
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6.2 Aortic stress level under different intra-aortic pressure 

conditions in MVCAs 

6.2.1 Introduction  

Previously in Chapter 3.3, aorta stress and stretch levels during physiological cardiac cycle were 

found comparable with those reproduced in MVCAs [17, 19, 21, 101] and in stretch failure tests 

[98, 100]. We suggested that physiological cardiac pressure should be simulated in order to 

include the aortic responses resulting from initial luminal pressure for better BAR prediction. The 

aortic responses expected in MVCAs came from previous studies with different human FE 

models, which modeled the aortic wall with different materials. These aortic materials were also 

different from the aortic material of our model. The aortic responses could be highly different 

with different material properties but with the same boundary conditions. In Chapter 4.3, aortic 

luminal pressure was considered to be critical for BAR prediction in MVCAs. However, this 

conclusion was based on the aortic blood pressure reproduced in GHBMC model which 

simulates blood with elastic Lagrangian solid elements and does not simulates blood flow or 

initial intra-aortic pressure. Therefore, the contribution of blood flow and initial cardiac pressure 

to aortic stress and strain levels during MVCAs remain to be studied. 

In Chapter 4.3, aortic mobility in terms of aortic deflection under 50mmHg and 200mmHg was 

assessed by performing mini-sled tests. The aortic deflection was found significantly affected by 

the initial intra-aortic pressure level. However, as we admitted in the limitation of the study in 

Chapter 4.3.4, no surrounding organs or realistic anatomic aortic constraints to limit the aortic 

arch movement were mimicked in the mini-sled tests. Therefore, the aortic arch mobility under 

realistic anatomic boundary conditions and under different initial luminal pressures remains to be 

quantified during MVCA. 

Considering these contexts above, the objective of the following study is twofold: 1) to 

investigate the contribution of blood flow and initial luminal pressure on aortic responses during 

MVCA; 2) to identity the effect of initial luminal pressure on aortic mobility with realistic intra-

thoracic boundary conditions during MVCA.  
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6.2.2 Material and methods 

The Integrated FSI lateral crash simulation presented in Chapter 5.2 and Chapter 6.1 were used 

here to present the aortic responses (stress, strain and mobility) under the effects of initial intra-

aortic pressure and pulsatile blood flow. We previously found in Chapter 6.1 that LS-DYNA FSI 

algorithms were not usually stable and the FSI (full-scale and sub-model) simulations were 

significantly more time-consuming than pure structural simulations. Moreover, the difference of 

aortic responses under a static pressure was found ignorable between the simulation approaches 

of FSI and structural pressure modeling [23]. Therefore, the structural pressure modeling 

approach was chosen to quantify the aortic responses under different initial luminal pressures 

during MVCA. The simulation configurations were the same as those of the Sub-model FSI 

lateral crash, except that no ALE or Eulerian components were used in these structural 

simulations. To be more specific, the structural components (including heart, aorta, thoracic spine, 

diaphragm, etc.) were extracted from the Sub-model FSI lateral crash model, with the fluid 

domain and the FSI-relevant keywords excluded. The LV in current simulations did not beat to 

pump blood into aorta, not like in Sub-model FSI simulation. Instead, the lumen enclosed by LV 

and aorta was currently defined as an airbag. The airbag was filled with blood which was 

assumed to be linear elastic fluid, similar with what was done in [18].  

The initial pressure of airbag (lumen of LV and aorta) before impact was set as 0mmHg, 

50mmHg and 120mmHg respectively in 3 simulations, hereafter referred as Airbag-0mmHg, 

Airbag-50mmHg and Airbag-120mmHg. Similar with Sub-model FSI lateral simulation, the 

motions and deformations of the intra-thoracic organs (i.e. lungs, thoracic spine, clavicles and 

diaphragm) were inherited from the Original GHBMC lateral crash (see Chapter 6.1.2) as the 

boundary conditions for these three structural airbag simulations. The airbag pressure time-

history was recorded during the crash for the simulations. Six nodes (N1-N6) were distributed 

along the aorta outer surface from aortic root to the aortic section at vertebrae T7 level (displayed 

in Figure 6.5). A local coordinate system, the initial directions of which were the same as those of 

the global space system, was fixed on vertebrae T7. The displacements of the six nodes N1-N6 

relative to the local system were recorded and measured to quantify the aortic motions during 

crash. To be noted, each thoracic vertebra was modeled as rigid body. Therefore, the relative 

displacements of the aortic nodes to the local system were independent from the location where 
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the local system was fixed on T7. The aortic stress and strain distributions were recorded and 

compared among the airbag structural simulations and the Integrated FSI lateral crash. 

 

Figure 6.5 Aortic mobility measurement relative to vertebrae T7 with the global space system 

6.2.3 Results 

The aortic mobility represented by the aortic nodal resultant displacements relative to T7 was 

displayed in Figure 6.6 for Airbag-0mmHg, Airbag-50mmHg, Airbag-120mmHg and Integrated-

FSI simulations. Figure 6.7 displayed the aortic luminal pressure time-histories for Airbag-

0mmHg, Airbag-50mmHg and Airbag-120mmHg as well as the blood pressure time-history 

measured at the aortic root during Integrated-FSI simulation. The peak luminal pressure was 

respectively 305mmHg, 346mmHg and 410mmHg for Airbag-0mmHg, Airbag-50mmHg and 

Airbag-120mmHg, all occurring at t=75ms. The peak intra-aortic pressure was 450mmHg during 

Integrated-FSI simulation, occurring at t=120ms. 

The aorta VonMises stress and maximum principal strain distributions at the moment when peak 

values occurred were displayed in Figure 6.8 for Integrated-FSI simulation (t=90ms), Airbag-

0mmHg, Airbag-50mmHg and Airbag-120mmHg (t=75ms for airbag simulations). The peak 

aortic stress and strain were respectively 1.78MPa and 40.0%, both located at the aortic isthmus, 

during the Integrated FSI lateral crash simulation. The peak aortic stress and strain were also 
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located at the aortic isthmus for all the airbag structural simulations with the corresponding 

values summarized in Table 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.6 Aortic mobility in terms of aortic nodal displacements for Airbag-0mmHg, Airbag-

50mmHg, Airbag-120mmHg and Integrated-FSI simulation 

 

Figure 6.7 Airbag pressure time-histories during the crash for Airbag-0mmHg, Airbag-50mmHg 

and Airbag-120mmHg compared with the blood pressure measured at the aortic root during 

Integrated-FSI simulation 
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Figure 6.8 Aortic stress and strain distributions of the integrated FSI and sub-model structural 

simulations for oblique-frontal and lateral crash 

Table 6.2 Peak values of aortic VonMises stress and maximum principal strain during the 

simulations of Integrated-FSI, Airbag-0mmHg, Airbag-50mmHg and Airbag-120mmHg 

Simulation FSI* 0mmHg 50mmHg 120mmHg 

Stress (MPa) 1.8 0.8 1.1 1.4 

Strain (%) 40.0 16.6 22.0 29.0 

* 
FSI, 0mmHg, 50mmHg and 120mmHg correspond to the simulations of Integrated-FSI, Airbag-0mmHg, 

Airbag-50mmHg and Airbag-120mmHg. 
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6.2.4 Discussion 

Aortic mobility was quantified by computing the aortic nodal displacements relative to a 

coordinate system which was fixed on and translated with vertebrae T7. Therefore, the aortic 

mobility was rather the motion of different aortic sections relative to vertebrae T7 than the aortic 

absolute motion including the human body motion. The aortic nodal displacements were resultant 

magnitudes without considering their directions and thus the relative displacements between 

different aortic sections could not be calculated by simply subtracting their displacements. The 

peak displacements of AA (Node 1 and 2) and aortic arch (Node 3 and 4) occurred at the middle 

of crash duration (t=75ms) while the peak displacements of DA (Node 5 and 6) occurred at the 

end of crash duration (t=110~120ms). Along the aorta from Node 1 to Node 6, the peak 

displacement decrease, which confirmed that AA and aortic arch were relative mobile than DA, 

as previously postulated in [66, 67]. The nodal displacement time-histories were almost the same 

among different airbag simulations, with the magnitude differences always below 3mm (see 

Figure 6.6). The nodal displacement time-histories of Integrated-FSI had more vibrations than 

those of the airbag simulations, especially before the aorta contacted other intra-thoracic organs 

(t≤50ms). The vibrations might be caused by the heartbeat and the pulsatile intra-aortic pressure. 

Despite the curve vibrations, the aortic nodal motions during Integrated-FSI were consistent with 

those of the airbag simulations in shape and in magnitude. The magnitude differences of the 

aortic peak displacements between the Integrated-FSI and airbag structural simulations were 

always less than 3mm. The high proximity of the aortic mobility among the airbag structural and 

Integrated-FSI simulations indicated that the initial intra-aortic pressure levels might have no 

influence on the aortic kinematics or mobility at least in this lateral crash case. The effects of 

intra-aortic pressures on aortic mobility remain to be identified for more MVCA cases involving 

BARs. 

The intra-aortic pressure increased significantly during the crash for the airbag structural and 

Integrated-FSI simulations. The peak pressures of airbag simulations occurred at the same time 

when the peak motions of AA and aortic arch occurred (t=75ms, see Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7). 

In contrast, the peak pressure of Integrated-FSI occurred at t=120ms. If only considering the 

pressure-related injury, a BAR risk of 1.7%, 2.4%, 4.1% and 6.5% could result from the peak 

pressure of Airbag-0mmHg, Airbag-50mmHg, Airbag-120mmHg and Integrated-FSI according to 
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the Bass curve [11]. Therefore, the aortic luminal pressure might not be the major cause of BAR 

in this case. 

The intra-aortic pressure of airbag simulations (see Figure 6.7) was measured as the uniform 

pressure of the LV-aorta lumen. The pressure of Integrated-FSI was obtained by averaging the 

pressure values of the ALE fluid elements at the aortic root. In other words, the pressure of 

Integrated-FSI was only the local pressure at aortic root. The different approaches of quantifying 

the intra-aortic pressure in structural and FSI simulations might explain the significant difference 

of pressure time-histories between structural and FSI simulations. During the Integrated-FSI, the 

aorta had complex spatial motions and significant deformations at some aortic sections (e.g. 

aortic arch and middle DA). It was difficult to capture the complete pressure transition at these 

parts since the fluid elements located at these aortic sections were not always the same during the 

crash. 

The deformed contours of aorta during FSI and airbag structural simulations were highly similar 

(see Figure 6.8). The peak values of aorta stress and strain were nevertheless different among the 

FSI and airbag structural simulations. In airbag structural simulations, the peak aorta stress and 

strain increased with the initial aortic lumen pressure. The peak values of aortic stress and strain 

during Airbag-50mmHg were 32.5% and 40.3% higher than the corresponding values during 

Airbag-0mmHg. The peak values of aortic stress and strain during Airbag-120mmHg were 75.0% 

and 74.7% higher than the corresponding values during Airbag-0mmHg. The aortic stress and 

strain during Integrated-FSI were 125% and 141.0% higher than the values during Airbag-

0mmHg.  

Belwadi [21] proposed a strain-based BAR risk curve, based on aortic maximal principal strains 

from a human FE model which had not been validated. If we assume the strain-based BAR risk 

curve to be accurate, the aorta peak strain during Airbag-0mmHg, Airbag-50mmHg, Airbag-

120mmHg and Integrated-FSI corresponded to a BAR risk of 44.2%, 94.0%, 99.9% and 100%. In 

other words, the BAR risk would increase significantly (by 49.8~55.8%) if the initial intra-aortic 

pressure (static or pulsatile) was considered in the case reconstruction. On one hand, compared to 

Airbag-0mmHg, the increasing ratios of aortic stress, strain and BAR risk in Airbag-50mmHg, 

Airbag-120mmHg and Integrated-FSI suggested that the physiological intra-aortic pressure 

should be considered to better predict BARs in MVCAs. This finding is also consistent with our 
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conclusion made in Chapter 3.3. On the other hand, without considering the aortic stress/strain 

resulting from aortic relative motion, the pressure-related BAR risk was previously estimated to 

be 1.7%~6.5% for Airbag-0mmHg, Airbag-50mmHg, Airbag-120mmHg and Integrated-FSI. The 

high risk of BAR in Airbag-0mmHg with the even higher values in other simulations further 

proved that the aortic deformation resulting from the relative motion between different sections 

should be the major cause of BAR in this case with the intra-aortic pressure as the secondary 

cause. 

The initial intra-aortic pressure of Integrated-FSI was about 70mmHg, between the initial 

pressures of Airbag-50mmHg and Airbag-120mmHg. The aorta peak stress and strain of 

Integrated-FSI were nevertheless 28.6% and 37.9% higher than the values of Airbag-120mmHg. 

The higher responses at the aortic isthmus in Integrated-FSI might be attributed to the additional 

intra-aortic pressure resulting from local blood flow occlusion (i.e. “water hammer effect”). 

Unfortunately, we could not capture the intra-aortic pressure at the aortic isthmus due to the 

technical issue (the fluid domain translated with AR and thus the fluid elements located at 

isthmus were not always the same aorta due to the complex spatial motions and significant 

deformations of the aorta). The higher aortic stress and strain in Integrated-FSI resulted in a BAR 

risk which was only 0.1%~6.0% higher than that in Airbag-50mmHg and Airbag-120mmHg. This 

slight risk increase could be explained by the fact: the aortic strains in Airbag-50mmHg and 

Airbag-120mmHg were high enough to cause a high BAR risk (94%~99.9%) so that the 

contribution of “water hammer effect” to the injury risk seemed quite limited. The effects of 

“water hammer effect” on aortic responses and on BAR risk remain to be investigated in more 

MVCAs involving BARs. 

6.3 Conclusion 

This chapter consists of two studies. Firstly, the aortic responses in MVCA including blood flow 

and intra-thoracic interactions were investigated by reconstructing two BAR-related MVCA 

cases. Before the case reconstruction, the isolated heart-aorta FSI model was integrated with the 

GHMBC-M50 model so that the integrated human model was able to reproduce blood flow and 

intra-thoracic interactions during MVCAs. Full-scale GHBMC, full-scale and sub-model FSI 

simulations were used to reconstruct the MVCA cases. Among the full-scale and sub-model FSI 
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simulations, only the full-scale FSI lateral crash (Integrated FSI) terminated without error while 

the other 3 FSI simulations terminated with error of “negative volume in advection redo cycle”. 

The FSI algorithm was not as stable as the Original GHBMC simulation in LS-DYNA. The full-

scale FSI was also significantly more time-consuming than the Original GHBMC simulations. 

However, if the FSI stability was improved, the sub-model FSI might be a promising approach to 

reproduce blood flow in MVCAs and to reduce the calculation expenses. 

Despite the stability and calculation expense issues, the Integrated FSI lateral simulation 

reproduced realistic aortic injuries as described in the case report. In contrast, the Original 

GHBMC oblique-frontal and lateral simulations could not mimic the reasonable aortic 

deformations due to the lack of modeling intercostal arties to constrain the DA. The DA 

constraint by intercostal arteries should play a great role in BAR reproduction. These results also 

indicated the aortic relative motion between AA and DA should be possible BAR mechanism in 

this lateral crash case. 

Secondly, aortic responses under different intra-aortic pressure conditions in MVCAs were 

investigated by performing sub-model airbag structural simulations. The LV-aorta lumen was 

defined as airbag and was filled with linear elastic fluid of 0mmHg, 50mmHg and 120mmHg, 

respectively. The intra-aortic pressure, aortic mobility, stress and strain were compared among 

the airbag structural and Integrated FSI simulations. The static or pulsatile luminal pressures 

showed no effect on aortic kinematics or mobility. AA and aortic arch were found to be relative 

mobile than DA, which was consistent with previously published viewpoint. The intra-aortic 

pressure increased during the crash for the airbag and FSI simulations without causing significant 

pressure-related risk of BAR. This finding suggested the intra-aortic pressure should not be the 

primary cause of injury in this case. The aortic stress and strain were found to increase with the 

initial intra-aortic pressures during the airbag structural simulations. The aortic stress and strain 

during Integrated FSI were higher than those during all airbag simulations. The aortic strain in 

the Integrated FSI and airbag simulations of physiological intra-aortic pressures (Airbag-

50mmHg and Airbag-120mmHg) could cause a BAR risk above 90% which was two times as 

high as the BAR risk in Airbag-0mmHg. This result proved that physiological intra-aortic 

pressure should be considered to better predict BARs in MVCAs. It could also be postulated that 

the aortic relative motion should be the major cause of BAR in this case with the intra-aortic 

pressure as the secondary cause. 
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CHAPTER 7 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Aorta is one of the major arteries in the human body and BAR is the second leading cause of 

death following blunt trauma in MVCAs. The majority of BARs occurring in MVCAs were 

found in vehicle occupants (53.5%), followed by pedestrians, motorcyclists, bicyclists and truck 

occupants. BAR could often cause catastrophic consequences with 85% of the victims deceased 

at the collision scene and 30% of the remaining untreated victims deceased within 24 hours. 

Various injury mechanisms of BAR have been proposed, including sudden stretching of the aorta 

with rupture at isthmus; entrapment of the aorta by the surrounding bony structures; sudden 

stroke of blood pressure with what is referred to in literature as the water hammer effect and the 

combination of different mechanisms including these above. In our study, these injury 

mechanisms were generally categorized into two sources of contributions which are aortic 

distraction and intra-aortic pressure. The aortic distraction is related to aortic motions resulting 

from thoracic compression and was postulated to be a primary BAR mechanism. However, the 

intra-aortic pressure effects on BAR remain to be controversial. 

To investigate the injury mechanisms of BAR, experimental and numerical approaches have been 

previously used. The previous experimental researches were usually performed as ex-vivo 

experiments with animal or human cadaver samples. These experiments often had difficulties in 

reproducing BARs due to the difficulty of reflecting the realistic boundary conditions which aorta 

sustains in MVCAs. Moreover, the experimental studies also had difficulties in providing such 

information as aorta stress and strain which could be promising index for investigating BAR 

mechanisms. In contrast, human FE models used for numerical approach would have advantages 

over experimental approach in reproducing realistic boundary conditions and in providing 

straightforward aortic injury information when studying MVCA-related BAR mechanisms. 

However, the previous human FE models for MVCA-related BAR researches used to ignore the 

effects of intra-aortic pressure or intra-thoracic organ interaction on aortic responses. Moreover, 

even if the human FE models took into account of the intra-aortic pressure effect on aortic 

responses, the aortic lumen was not filled with blood of physiological pressure levels. It was 

unclear whether the initial intra-aortic pressure should play a great role in aortic responses during 

MVCAs. 
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With the context above, the objective of the current work is to investigate BAR mechanisms in 

MVCAs with a focus on intra-aortic pressure mechanism. To achieve this final objective, the 

current work could be divided into four sections to correspondingly answer the four following 

questions (displayed in Figure 1.1): 

1) Is it reasonable to ignore cardiac function in MVCA-related BAR studies? (Chapter 3) 

2) Does intra-aortic pressure contribute significantly to BAR in MVCA? (Chapter 4Chapter 3) 

3) Is it possible to simulate intra-aortic pressure including cardiac function to study MVCA-

related BAR mechanisms? (Chapter 5) 

4) How are the aortic stress levels and the BAR mechanisms if considering physiological intra-

aortic pressures and intra-thoracic interactions in MVCAs? (Chapter 6) 

To answer question: 1) how are the aortic response (stress/strain) levels under physiological 

cardiac loadings? The AR in-plane motion was firstly assessed in Chapter 3, since the 

physiological cardiac loadings on aortic wall mainly consist of the luminal pressure and the 

ventricular traction at AR due to heartbeat. The AR 3D spatial motion resulting from the 

ventricular traction could be decomposed as AR longitudinal (along AA lumen longitudinal 

direction) and in-plane (perpendicular to AA lumen longitudinal direction) motions. The AR 

longitudinal displacement was previously reported as the mean value of 8.9mm with a range of 

6.4-11.3mm [81] while previous studies on AR in-plane motions were quite limited without 

mentioning the component displacements in the anterior-posterior or the lateral direction [82, 83]. 

Therefore, our measurement on AR-in plane motion based on MRI data from 25 healthy 

volunteers provided detailed information about the AR in-plane component displacements which 

were measured under the MRI and local PDA systems. The X and Y components under MRI 

system were measured as 3.1±0.9mm and -4.4±1.7mm while the corresponding values under 

PDA system were 3.0±1.3mm and 3.1±1.5mm.  

The detailed AR in-plane motions together with the previously reported AR longitudinal 

displacement and the commonly known physiological intra-aortic pressure allowed us to quantify 

the aortic response levels under cardiac loadings. The aortic responses were evaluated with an 

aorta FE model which was reconstructed from end-diastolic MRI data of a young healthy 
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volunteer. The stress-free configuration of the model was obtained by reversely imposing 

diastolic pressure on aortic exterior surface and was then validated against the distensibility by 

imposing cardiac luminal pressure. Based on the validated aorta model, the aortic stress and 

stretch were quantified under various loading conditions: 1) intra-aortic pressure of 120mmHg; 2) 

120mmHg pressure and AR longitudinal displacement of 8.9mm; 3) 120mmHg pressure, AR 

longitudinal (8.9mm) and in-plane (3.1mm and -4.4mm for XY components) displacements; 4) 

120mmHg pressure, AR longitudinal (8.9mm) and excessive in-plane (6.2mm and -8.8mm for 

XY components) displacements. The peak values of aortic stretch and VonMises stress were 1.48 

and 0.25MPa, always located at the interior curvature of aortic arch distal to AA during all the 

simulations. The peak aortic stretch and VonMises stress were independent from the simulated 

loading conditions. The AR longitudinal or in-plane motion displayed no effect on aortic wall 

stress distribution. Although the AR longitudinal increased the AA longitudinal stress, the 

increasing AA stress up to 0.084MPa was far below the aortic longitudinal stress threshold of 

1.21±0.09MPa [100] to increase AA dissection risk. Therefore, the aortic responses under cardiac 

loadings mainly result from the aortic luminal pressures.  

The aortic responses under cardiac loadings were additionally compared among the simulations 

of different approaches to impose luminal pressure: 1) static structural pressure, 2) static FSI 

pressure and 3) static FSI pressure with blood flow. The aortic responses including luminal 

volume, aorta diameters and stresses were found to be equivalent between the simulations of 

static structural and FSI pressure with their differences below 1%. However, the aortic stresses, 

luminal volume and radial dilation during the simulation of static FSI pressure with blood flow 

were respectively 6.4-7.5%, 3.0% and 1.1-2.9% less than the corresponding values in the 

simulation of static structural pressure. These differences were caused by the pressure gradient 

along the aorta to maintain the blood flow in the simulation of FSI pressure with blood flow. 

Therefore, it is necessary to mimic the non-uniform hydrodynamic pressure ambient in the aorta 

with the FSI blood flow simulation approach, if we need to accurately reproduce the aortic 

responses under cardiac cycle. 

The peak aortic stress and stretch under cardiac loadings were compared with those reproduced in 

MVCAs and aorta stretch failure tests. The aortic stresses due to cardiac cycle were 28.3%~29.8% 

of the aortic failure thresholds while the stretch ratios were about 67.1~70.5% of the stretch 
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thresholds. The physiological aortic stresses were also comparable with the stress levels 

reproduced in MVCAs involving BARs. Therefore, the aortic response due to cardiac function 

should be considered in MVCA-related BAR researches.  

To answer question: 2) is it necessary to consider intra-aortic pressure for BAR prediction 

in MVCAs? We attempted to investigate the effects of intra-aortic pressure on MVCA-related 

BARs in Chapter 4 from two independent perspectives: 1) whether aortic luminal pressure affects 

aortic mobility which has been considered critical to BARs and 2) whether the increasing luminal 

pressure during MVCAs can lead to BARs directly. A preliminary study was firstly conducted to 

determine the aortic pressure threshold leading to BAR. Since there was only one previous 

experimental study on quantifying this threshold for human aortas [11] with a loading rate 

(720kPa/s) corresponding to high-speed impact conditions, this preliminary study was thus aimed 

to determine the threshold with a loading rate (56.5kPa/s) corresponding to relatively low-speed 

impact conditions. The mean value of aortic rupture pressures was 131.911.8kPa with 44% of 

cases (4 out of 9 aortas) ruptured at aortic peri-isthmus. The mean pressure versus time before 

aortic rupture and the corresponding experimental corridors were also presented in Chapter 4.2. 

The BAR risk curve against the rupture pressures was developed using Weibull survival model 

with the luminal pressure of 133kPa corresponding to a risk of 50%. 

To identify the effect of intra-aortic pressure on aortic mobility, mini-sled tests (Impact-10° and 

Impact-20°) were performed with each aorta sample pressurized to 50mmHg (6.7kPa) and 

200mmHg (26.7kPa). The aortic deflections along the impact direction were recorded and 

compared between both pressure levels. For Impact-10°, the mean values of peak aortic 

deflections were 1.9±1.0cm and 1.1±0.5cm respectively under 50mmHg and 200mmHg. For 

Impact-20°, the corresponding values were 3.7±1.8cm and 2.4±0.9cm. In both impact series, the 

aortic deflections under 50mmHg were correlated with and significantly higher than the 

deflections under 200mmHg, indicating the significant effects of intra-aortic pressures on the 

aortic mobility under current impact loading conditions. To our knowledge, our study proposed 

the hypothesis for the first time that intra-aortic pressure has significant effects on aortic mobility. 

Nevertheless, as we also admitted in Chapter 4.3, these aortic deflections should not be 

considered as those experienced by aortas in real intra-thoracic conditions, for two main reasons: 

there are no surrounding organs limiting (or increasing) somehow the movements of the aortic 
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arch; the tests do not reflect the realistic anatomic constraints of aorta (e.g. tethering from the 

superior aortic branches and ligamentum arteriosum). Therefore, this hypothesis still remains to 

be identified in intact intra-thoracic environments during MVCAs. 

Finally, an oblique-frontal real car crash case involving BAR was reconstructed to deal with the 

perspective about pressure-related BAR risk in MVCAs. The accident case was extracted from 

the CIREN database and reconstructed with equivalent vehicle and occupant FE models. The 

numerical reconstruction was validated against the car frontal intrusions and the victim injury 

descriptions, both of which were reported in the database. The reconstructed maximum vehicle 

intrusions were 55cm while the average difference of intrusions was 8.5% between the simulation 

and case report. A peak resultant acceleration of 28.9g was reconstructed in the crash simulation, 

which resulted in peak stress and strain levels at the occupant’s diaphragm, lung, ribs and aorta 

corresponding to the similar case injury descriptions. A peak aortic luminal pressure of 135kPa 

was predicted at the location of AR. The peak pressure level was within the ranges previously 

reproduced in lateral impacts [19, 21]. Referring to the pressure-based injury curves reported in 

[11] and in Chapter 4.2 of our work, the reproduced peak pressures could induce a BAR risk 

above 50%. The risk would be even higher if considering the additional water hammer pressure 

which was not simulated in the human body model. The possible high pressure-induced BAR risk 

in the reconstructed case justified the necessity of considering intraluminal pressure for MVCA-

related BAR studies. This could be achieved ideally by simulating cardiac blood flow instead of 

imposing a uniform static pressure in the aorta to involve both hydrostatic pressure and water 

hammer effect. Even if intraluminal pressure was proved to be offset by comparable extra-aortic 

pressure in collisions as suggested [12], it is still essential to consider pressure distributions 

inside and outside aorta for BAR researches. 

To answer question: 3) is it possible to develop a human FE model which can 

simultaneously reproduce blood flow (intra-aortic pressure) and intra-thoracic interactions 

effects for MVCA-related BAR researches? A FE model of the isolated aorta-heart system was 

firstly developed with FSI approach. The model geometry was validated against LV volume and 

aortic diameters at different sections. The model was meshed with a number of elements which 

was determined after a mesh-convergence analysis was conducted against section-averaged blood 

velocity with a 1% threshold. An Eulerian grid with ALE formulation was constructed to model 
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the fluid domain. Three coupling interfaces were constructed between the fluid and the structure 

components: aorta, LV and a simplified aortic valve. The interaction between solid and fluid 

domain was modeled by activating the penalty coupling algorithm parameter in LS-DYNA FSI 

keyword. In order to reproduce blood flow during the whole cardiac cycle, a time-dependent 

loading was applied on the LV internal wall to simulate the LV contraction and relaxation. The 

aorta-heart FSI model was validated against various cardiac outputs, such as LV volume and 

pressure time-history, blood flow velocity and WSS at different aortic sections. The realistic 

cardiac outputs proved that it was possible to reproduce blood flow by modeling heart beat with 

FSI approach in the isolated aorta-heart system. 

The validated heart-aorta FSI model was subsequently integrated with the GHBMC M50 model 

to identify the possibility of reproducing blood flow in MVCAs. The original GHBMC 

components of heart, aorta and blood were replaced by the heart-aorta FSI model. Tied contacts 

were defined between the 9 groups of aortic nodes and T4-T11 segments to mimic the 

attachments of the subcostal and 8 intercostal arteries which were ignored in the original 

GHBMC model. Using the Integrated FSI model, a vehicle side-impact case involving BAR was 

reconstructed by validating the vehicle side intrusions and the occupant injuries against the case 

report descriptions. The maximum vehicle intrusion was 38cm while the average intrusion 

difference between the simulation and report was -5.3%. The Integrated FSI model reproduced 

bilateral rib fractures, diaphragm contusion and aortic arch transection, all of which were 

consistent with the case injury descriptions. The cardiac outputs (including LV stroke volume, 

the peak blood pressures recorded at LV and aortic section 1 and the peak blood velocity at aortic 

section 1) during the crash were also recorded and found to be elevated significantly by the 

impact loadings, compared to the normal outputs of the isolated heart-aorta FSI model during 

physiological cardiac cycle. The more intense cardiac output during MVCA proved our 

assumption that the occupant thoracic compression could significantly modify the blood flow 

conditions in the aorta. Moreover, the modification of cardiac output due to impact loadings 

could be captured by the heartbeat modeling approach with FSI rather than the traditional 

simulation approach of prescribe specific pressure loadings at the aortic inflow and outflow. 

These results altogether proved that it was possible to develop a human FE model which can 

simultaneously reproduce blood flow (intra-aortic pressure) and intra-thoracic interactions effects 

for MVCA-related BAR studies. 
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To answer the final question: 4) how are the aortic stress and strain levels if considering 

physiological intra-aortic pressures and intra-thoracic interactions in MVCAs? The oblique-

frontal crash case which was simulated in Chapter 4.3 with the original GHBMC-M50 model was 

reconstructed with the Integrated FSI model. The lateral impact which was simulated in Chapter 

5.2 with the Integrated FSI model was also reconstructed with the original GHBMC-M50 model. 

All the 4 simulations with Original GHBMC and Integrated FSI models for oblique-frontal and 

lateral crashes constituted the full-scale MVCA reconstructions. Due to the heavy calculation 

expenses of the full-scale FSI simulations, sub-model scale FSI simulations were performed for 

both cases. The sub-model FSI components were extracted from the Integrated FSI model 

(including heart, aorta, lungs, diaphragm, thoracic spine, fluid domain, etc). The inputs of the 

sub-model simulations were the cardiac heartbeat of the Integrated FSI model and the kinematics 

of the intra-thoracic organs inherited from the full-scale simulations. To reproduce aortic blood 

flow in MVCAs, the available FSI algorithms in LS-DYNA may be not stable enough for the 

complete crash durations, as three out of four FSI simulations (full-scale and sub-model FSI) 

terminated with advection-related errors. The full-scale FSI simulations were also significantly 

more time-consuming than the pure structural simulations (i.e. the Original GHBMC). If the 

calculation stability was ameliorated, the Sub-model FSI strategy could be a promising approach 

to reduce the FSI calculation expense. 

The Original GHBMC oblique-frontal crash reproduced a peak aortic stress and strain of 1.2MPa 

and 12.2% at the posterior part of aortic arch. The Original GHBMC lateral crash reproduced a 

peak aortic stress and strain of 1.1MPa and 6.0%, both located at the distal descending aorta. The 

peak aortic stress and strain were 1.81MPa and 40.0%, both located at the aortic isthmus, during 

the Integrated FSI lateral crash simulation. The aortic stress and strain resulting from both the 

effects of cardiac blood flow (intra-aortic pressure) and intra-thoracic interactions during 

Integrated FSI lateral crash predicted the possible aortic isthmus transection, which was 

consistent with the case injury description. The Original GHBMC oblique-frontal and lateral 

simulations nevertheless did not mimic the reasonable aortic deformations due to the lack of 

modeling intercostal arties to constrain the DA. The DA constraint by intercostal arteries was 

considered to play a great role in BAR reproduction. These results also proved the possible injury 

mechanism of aortic relative motion between AA and DA in this lateral crash case. 
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Aortic stress and strain levels under different intra-aortic pressure conditions were subsequently 

compared by additionally performing sub-model scale structural simulations. The sub-model 

structural simulations were set up with the same configurations as those of the sub-model FSI 

simulation, except that no ALE or Eulerian components were used in structural simulations. 

Instead, the LV and aorta lumen was defined as an airbag which was filled with linear elastic 

fluid of initial pressure 0mmHg, 50mmHg and 120mmHg, respectively. The boundary conditions 

of these airbag simulations were the kinematics of the intra-thoracic organs inherited from the 

full scale GHBCM lateral crash simulation. By comparing the aortic arch deflections among the 

structural and Integrated-FSI simulations, the initial static or pulsatile luminal pressure was 

found to have no influence on the aortic kinematics or mobility at least in this lateral crash case. 

The effects of intra-aortic pressures on aortic mobility remain to be identified for other MVCA 

cases involving BARs. AA and aortic arch were found to be relative mobile than DA, which 

confirmed the previous postulation proposed in [66, 67]. The aortic luminal pressure was found 

to increase during the crash in all structural and FSI simulations, but the pressure increase levels 

were not sufficient to cause significant BAR risk alone. This finding suggested the intra-aortic 

pressure should not be the primary cause of BAR in this case. The aortic stress and strain were 

found to increase with the initial intra-aortic pressures during the airbag structural simulations. 

The aortic stress and strain during Integrated FSI were higher than those during Airbag-

120mmHg simulation, while the initial pressure before impact (70mmHg) during FSI was less 

than 120mmHg. This indicated that the “water hammer effect” should have resulted from aortic 

blood flow occlusion and caused additional luminal pressure elevation. It was the additional 

pressure elevation that further increased aortic responses during Integrated FSI. The aortic strain 

in the Integrated FSI, Airbag-50mmHg and Airbag-120mmHg could cause a BAR risk above 90% 

which was two times as high as the BAR risk in Airbag-0mmHg. This result further proved that 

physiological intra-aortic pressure should be considered to better predict BARs in MVCAs, 

following the conclusion of Chapter 3. It could also be postulated that the aortic relative motion 

should be the major cause of BAR in this case with the intra-aortic pressure as the secondary 

cause. 
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APPENDIX A   STRESS DISTRIBUTION OF STRUCTURAL AND FSI 

SIMULATIONS 

 

Figure A1. VonMises, circumferential and longitudinal stress distribution of the control model 

and FSI simulations  
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APPENDIX B   BLOOD VELOCITY PROFILE AND WSS AT AA, PDA AND 

DDA 

The blood velocity of each node at different aortic sections (AA, PDA and DDA) was exported 

from the simulation. With the fitting tools of MATLAB R2013a (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, 

USA), the cubic spline interpolation was used to fit the blood flow profile at each section (Figure 

B1). WSS corresponds to the friction force from the flowing blood at the vessel wall and depends 

on the spatial velocity gradient at the wall. It can be computed with the simplified equation (B1): 

  WSS = μ �
��

��
�

���
      (B1) 

where µ is the blood dynamic viscosity, u the blood flow velocity along the lumen direction and x 

the distance from the wall along its inward normal direction. In Figure B2 was displayed the 

WSS distribution at AA, PDA and DDA. 

 

Figure B1. Blood velocity profile at AA, PDA and DDA 
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Figure B2. Wall shear stress distribution at AA, PDA and DDA 
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APPENDIX C   ELEMENT AXIS ORIENTATION 

In order to obtain the circumferential and longitudinal stress of the aortic wall, the element axis 

was firstly oriented during mesh construction process. In LS-Prepost, the ‘direction’ function in 

‘element editing’ submenu was used to orient the axis of the selected aortic shell elements along 

lumen longitudinal direction (Fig. C. 1). The aortic shell elements were subsequently offset with 

an uniform 2mm thickness to generate the brick elements, the axis of which would also be 

consistently oriented. During post-processing, the aortic wall stress could be displayed according 

to element coordinate system, where the XX (Fig. C. 2) component corresponded to the 

circumferential stress and YY component (Fig. C. 3) to the longitudinal stress.  

 

Figure C1. Element axis of 2D aortic shell elements 
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Figure C2. Circumferential stress distribution on 3D aortic wall 

 

Figure C3. Longitudinal stress distribution on 3D aortic wall  
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APPENDIX D   PARAMETRIC COMPARISON BETWEEN CASE 

DESCRIPTIONS AND FE MODELS FOR RECONSTRUCTION 

Table D1. Comparison between the victim and GHBMC M50 model in terms of gender, age, 

height and weight 

 Gender Age 
(Years) 

Height (cm) Weight (kg) Injury Descriptions 

Victim  Male 36 173 64 Aortic arch transection/rupture, lung 
contusion/laceration, Bilateral rib 
fractures, Skin contusion, etc. 

Model  Male 26 174.9 78.6 -- 

 

Table D2. Comparison between the case vehicle and the FE model in terms of size and weight 

 

Weight 

(kg) 

Width 

(mm) 

Height 

(mm) 

Wheel Base 

(mm) 

Length 

(mm) 

Case Vehicle 

(2004 Honda Civic) 
1117+182* 1720 1420 2620 4440 

FE Model 

(1996 Dodge Neon) 
1324 1715 1350 2642 4336 

Difference (%) 1.9 -2.4 1.5 2.7 -1.4 

*A total mass of 182kg for 3 occupants in the car 
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APPENDIX E   MINI-SLED ACCELERATIONS 

 

 

Figure E1. Mean accelerations of mini-sled along with the experimental corridors recorded in 

Impact-20° (a) and Impact-10° (b) 
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APPENDIX F   AORTIC DEFLECTION IN MINI-SLED TESTS 

The xy coordinate system (see Figure F1) was fixed on the sled to measure the aortic arch 

location relative to the sled. The aortic arch deflection was evaluated with the initial coordinates 

(x0,y0) of the superior aortic arch at t=0ms and the coordinates (x,y) at each moment relative to 

the coordinate system fixed on the sled (see Figure F1). Since the sled was only allowed to travel 

in x direction, the aortic arch deflection was only considered for its projection on the x axis and 

measured as x-x0. 

 

Figure F1. High-speed photos of Aorta-3 under 50mmHg pressurization in Impact-20° to capture 

aortic arch deflections at four different experimental moments: the beginning of pendulum-sled 

impact (t=0ms), the aortic bending (t=20ms), the peak aortic deflection (t=40ms) and the aortic 

rebound (t=80ms) 
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Figure F2. Aortic deflection versus time of all the aortas except aorta 3: Aorta-1 (a), Aorta-2 (b), 

Aorta-4 (c), Aorta-5 (d), where P50 and P200 correspond to pressure 50mmHg ad 200mmHg 
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APPENDIX G   OBLIQUE-FRONTAL CRASH RECONSTRUCTION 

 

Figure G1. Crush profiles of the oblique-frontal crash reconstruction compared with the case 

vehicle deformations 

 

Figure G2. Acceleration time-histories acquired in stage 1 and input for stage 2 
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APPENDIX H   THE EQUATION OF STATE (EOS) FOR BLOOD AND THE 

RELATIVE VOLUME TIME-HISTORY FOR FLUID OUTFLOW 

The EOS is a thermodynamic equation which provides a mathematical relationship between two 

or more state variables (for example: temperature, pressure) associated with a material. The EOS 

is often used to correlate densities of materials to temperatures and pressures especially in the 

situations when the material is subjected to very high strain rates and when the material pressures 

are much higher than yield stress. In this study, the linear Gruneisen EOS was used to describe 

the relation between blood pressure and density, which could be computed with the simplified 

equation (H1): 

  � = (� − ��)· ��      (H1) 

where p is the blood pressure; ρ and ρ0 correspond to the current and initial blood densities; C is 

the speed of sound propagating through the blood. C could also be calculated by the Newton-

Laplace equation (H2): 

  � = �
�

�
      H2) 

where K is the blood bulk modulus and ρ was assumed to be equal to initial density for 

simplifying the sound speed calculation. The sound speed passing through blood was determined 

to be 1543.0m/s. 

In order to reproduce realistic fluid outflow, a physiological time-independent pressure [89] was 

correspondingly applied to outlet 1 and 2 (cf. Figure 5.7). Since it is impossible to prescribe 

pressure to Eulerian meshes directly in LS-DYNA, the fluid relative volume time-history was 

converted based on the equation (H3): 

�� =
�

��
=

��

�
=

��·��

����·��
      (H3) 

where v0, v and vr correspond to initial, current and relative blood volume. The time-history of 

outlet relative volume was displayed in Figure H1. 
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Figure H1. Time-history of blood relative volume to prescribe physiological outflow at outlet 1 

and 2 
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APPENDIX I   PARAMETRIC COMPARISON BETWEEN CASE 

DESCRIPTIONS AND NUMERICAL RECONSTRUCTION 

Table I1. Comparison between the victim and GHBMC M50 model in terms of gender, age, 

height and weight 

 Gender Age 

(Years) 

Height 

(cm) 

Weight 

(kg) 

Injury Descriptions 

Victim  Male 65 181 101 Aortic isthmus transverse laceration, 

bilateral rib fractures, diaphragm 

laceration, etc. 

Model  Male 26 174.9 78.6 -- 

 

Table I2. Comparison between the case vehicle and the FE model in terms of size and weight 

 

Weight 

(kg) 

Width 

(mm) 

Height 

(mm) 

Wheel Base 

(mm) 

Length 

(mm) 

Case Vehicle 

(1994 Honda Accord) 
1295 1781 1420 2715 4770 

FE Model 

(2012 Toyota Camry) 
1145 1823 1442 2789 4835 

Difference (%) -10.3 2.4 1.5 2.7 1.4 
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APPENDIX J   BLOOD PRESSURE TIME-HISTORY IN THE ASCENDING 

AORTA AND DESCENDING AORTA  

 

Figure J1. The time-history of blood pressure in the ascending aorta (A) and the descending aorta 

(B) 
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APPENDIX K   TIME-HISTORY OF SECTION-AVERAGED BLOOD 

VELOCITY FOR SECTION 3, 4, 6 AND 8 

 

Figure K1. Time-history of section-averaged blood velocity for section 3, 4, 6 and 8 
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APPENDIX L   TIME-HISTORY OF BLOOD FLOW RATE FOR SECTION 

3, 6 AND 8 

 

Figure L1. Time-history of blood flow rate for section 3, 6 and 8 
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APPENDIX M   SECTION-AVERAGED WSS EVALUATION 

WSS corresponds to the friction force from the flowing blood at the vessel wall and is an index 

suggested to affect the function of endothelial cells and the development of some vascular 

diseases. WSS depends on the spatial velocity gradient at the wall and can be computed with the 

simplified equation (M1): 

  ��� = � �
��

��
�

���
      (M1) 

where µ is the blood dynamic viscosity, u the blood flow velocity along the lumen direction and x 

the distance from the wall along its inward normal direction. 

In this study, the flow on the vessel wall was assumed to be zero and the blood velocity at each 

node on each section was extracted and projected along the aortic longitudinal direction. With the 

fitting tools of MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), the cubic interpolation was 

chosen to compute the blood axial flow velocity close enough to the vessel. Consequently, WSS 

on each point of the aortic section could be computed based on equation (M1). The section-

averaged WSS (Figure M1) was calculated as the mean value of the WSS distribution on each 

section during the whole cardiac cycle. 
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Figure M1. Time-history of section-averaged WSS for section 3, 4, 6 and 8 
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APPENDIX N   DEFORMATION PATTERNS OF NUMERICAL 

RECONSTRUCTION AND CASE VEHICLE 

 

Figure N1. Comparison of deformation pattern between case vehicle (A) and numerical 

reconstruction (B, C), where C1-C6 correspond the locations of intrusion measurement (see 

Table 4.2) 
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APPENDIX O   DETAILED INFORMATION OF SAMPLE PROPERTIES 

(GENDER, AGE, DIAMETERS AND LENGTH) 

The aortic diameters and lengths were measured when the aortas were pressurized under 

50mmHg before the mini-sled tests. The diameters (D1, D2 and D3) were measured at 3 locations 

presented in the sketch of the table below. The lengths were measured from vasalva sinus to the 

incision level (T8) along the inner curving of the aortic samples, since we could not measure the 

centerline length without in-vivo medical images. We should also bear in mind that there is no 

specific landmark at the T8 level during the sample incisions. The aortic lengths were only rough 

data to some extent. 

Table O1. Summary of sample properties (gender, age, diameter and length)  

ID Gender Age 
(Year) 

D1 
(mm) 

D2 
(mm) 

D3 
(mm) 

L 

(mm) 

 

Aorta-1  F 96 29 27 27 175 

Aorta-2  F 85 31 29 29 185 

Aorta-3  F 92 28 26 25 160 

Aorta-4  F 87 25 25 23 180 

Aorta-5  F 96 32 30 28 155 

Aorta-6  M 93 30 28 27 170 

Aorta-7  M 68 27 27 26 165 

AV* -- 88 29 27 26 170 

STD* -- 9 2 2 2 10 

* AV-average value, STD-standard deviation. 

 

 


